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SusSusttainability – a trainability – a transfansformationalormational
drivdriver fer for Electror Electroluxolux

Over the past year at Electrolux, we have focused on

putting the consumer experience at the forefront of

our strategy. This is having a profound impact on the

way we do business and interact with consumers, as

well as on how we approach sustainability.

With over 60 million home appliances

sold annually, we’ve long recognized

the signiicant impact we have on the

environment and in society. Our

sustainability strategy has primarily

been based on a strong commitment

to developing resource-eicient

products and solutions that are

manufactured in a sustainable and

ethical manner. Our vision is to be the

best appliance company in the world,

as measured by our customers,

employees and shareholders. Last

year, we added the planet as our

fourth and very important stakeholder

Consequently, we want to take

Electrolux’s sustainability leadership to

the next level. Signiicant global

challenges lie ahead, notably climate

change, and there will be continued

high expectations on Electrolux and

the industry to live up to increasing

demands.

Equally important is the lifelong

relationship we are building with

consumers through digitalization. Not

too long ago, our main touchpoint

with consumers post purchase was if a

product broke down. Now, if we want

to maintain consumer relationships, we

must be perceived as a sustainable

partner throughout the ownership

journey.

For these reasons, we see

sustainability as one of three key

transformation drivers that will support

our strategy to create best-in-class

consumer experiences. We know from

various surveys that sustainability

matters a great deal to consumers, but

that they don’t necessarily think about

it every day. It’s important that

Electrolux provides a set of products

and services that offer people an

easier and more enjoyable life, while

minimizing the impact on the planet.

The way we do this is expressed

through Electrolux’s sustainability

framework – For the Better – which

was launched in early 2016 and

comprises of three areas: Better

Solutions, Better Operations and

Better Society. With a total of nine

promises to make a positive

difference, and a commitment to halve

our carbon emissions, we’re taking a

comprehensive approach to

sustainability with concrete goals and

measurable targets that ensure we get

things done.

It’s especially encouraging to see how

we are expanding our efforts in the

area of Better Society. Last year we

decided to focus our social initiatives

on sustainability issues related to food

through the launch of the Electrolux

Food Foundation, which funds local

investments around the world. This

new focus is crucial for us to live up to

our commitment to be a responsible

corporate citizen, in an area that

matters to our employees as well as to

our consumers.

There is also a great deal to be said

for taking a broader perspective on

the effect our products have on

society. This is easy to take for granted

in developed countries today, but let’s

not forget for instance the enormous

and positive impact the washing

machine has had in enabling mothers

(mostly) free up time to educate

themselves and their children.

This was not least the personal

experience of Professor Hans Rosling.

Many of us at Electrolux were deeply

saddened to hear of his recent

passing, especially as we had the

pleasure of welcoming him for

inspirational leadership meetings here

a couple of years ago. Professor

Rosling pointed out to us, as he has

done many times before and since,

that this basic societal transformation

is still happening in

many parts of the world. Therefore,

making our most energy eicient and

sustainable products available to

more people around the world is an

area we want to improve on in the

longer term.

Electrolux also has an opportunity to

further develop this fundamental

contribution to sustainability. Imagine

the positive impact we can have

through products that reduce food

waste, make it easier to cook healthier

meals, maintain garments for longer,

and purify the air in consumers’

homes. A fridge that preserves your

lettuce and meat for longer is as

important from a sustainability

perspective as one that uses less

energy. We can certainly improve how

we communicate such information to

consumers – with digitalization and

connectivity making a real difference.

Looking ahead and considering the

political environment in which we

operate, there are growing challenges

to some of the major enablers for

continued global growth. It’s

imperative that governments

recognize free trade as a positive

opportunity to create economic value,

and that the world continues on the

path agreed in Paris to jointly address

climate change. We believe we can

contribute to Agenda 2030 and the

Sustainable Development Goals

(SDGs) as part of our efforts.

As a company with strong

fundamental values, and as a

signatory of the UN Global Compact,

we will also continue to support the

development of a global agenda for

human rights.

Stockholm, February 2017

Jonas Samuelson

President and Chief Executive Oicer
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CConsonsttantly imprantly improoving perfving performanceormance

Henrik Sundström, VP Sustainability Affairs, shares

some of this year’s highlights and explains how

Electrolux will continue to drive sustainability in 2017.

What wWhat werere the main highlights oe the main highlights of thef the

yyearear??

I am happy to say that there have

been quite a few! Sustainability is an

area where the bar is constantly being

raised. We made very good progress

during the year, even as stakeholder

expectations continued to grow. We

have taken on more aspects of

sustainability, launched new targets for

2020, and developed our methods,

systems and tools. These efforts have

strengthened our sustainability work

and our follow-up processes.

‘For the Better’ is the way Electrolux

has decided to deine its sustainability

framework. It is based on the

conviction that sustainability is made

up of several themes rather than a

single area. In a similar way, the

United Nations has deined the

Sustainable Development Goals

(SDGs) for 2030. They were

established following the largest

multiple stakeholder consultation

process of its kind, which probably

represents the most extensive global

stakeholder input to date. It is

reassuring to ind that there are many

overlaps with the SDGs our work, and

Goal 12 - ‘Responsible consumption

and production’ is the most relevant to

Electrolux.

In many respects, 2016 was our year

of social responsibility. We developed

an agenda for human rights, which

involved deining our salient issues,

and piloting a method for human

rights impact assessments. The next

steps will be to conduct several local

assessments and to develop

processes to manage our salient

issues.

We deined an agenda for our ‘Be a

force for good’ promise, which relates

to community engagement and social

investment. Establishing the Electrolux

Food Foundation was also a major

milestone. As around 70% of our

business is related to food, we irmly

believe we have a role in contributing

to the global challenges of hunger,

poor nutrition, responsible

consumption and food waste.

At the same time, our colleagues

made it clear that they feel strongly

about social issues and want to

contribute.

Speaking of commitment – during the

year, we held two crowdsourcing

events where Electrolux employees

and customers developed many

fantastic ideas to help people enjoy

great-tasting, healthy and sustainable

food.

We also took several steps to improve

material and energy eiciency,

including a target to use 50%

renewable energy by 2020. This is part

of our commitment to set science-

based climate change targets for

2025. In 2016, our total greenhouse

gas emissions per unit manufactured

was half that of in 2005.

Climate change and circular economy

were on the agenda at the OECD

Environment Meetings at Ministerial

level in Paris in September. We were

invited to give the industry perspective

and emphasized the importance of a

life-cycle perspective. While a circular

approach is important for resource

eiciency we must continue to focus

on eiciency during the use phase of

products.

Finally, I am thrilled to say that

Electrolux was named Industry Leader

of the Household Durables category

in the Dow Jones Sustainability World

Index, for the tenth consecutive year.

Also, CDP identiied Electrolux as a

global leader in responding to climate

change.

HoHow will yw will you continue tou continue to drivo drive thee the

agenda in 2017?agenda in 2017?

Our focus is clear – we will continue to

integrate sustainability into our

operations, develop and deine areas

where targets and KPIs that have not

yet been implemented , and explore

ways of quantifying our value creation

for society.

Our work to integrate sustainability

further will focus on moving ownership

and decision-making processes even

closer to our operations, especially

when it comes to chemicals,

greenhouse gas emissions and human

rights.

What challenges and barrierWhat challenges and barriers iss is

ElectrElectrolux folux faced with?aced with?

Overcoming challenges and

developing Electrolux is part of what

makes our work exciting and

rewarding.

First, consumer demand for more

energy eicient appliances has

stagnated in some regions, because

of the economic slowdown and other

external factors. For example, in Brazil,

which is our second largest market,

there is a need for an update of the

energy labeling system to drive

demand. We’re also seeing relatively

slower growth for eicient products in

North America. Higher consumer

demand for eicient appliances

requires stronger focus from

manufacturers and support from other

actors, such as legal bodies, retailers

and NGOs.

Secondly, working with many suppliers

involves various challenges. Together

with our suppliers, we have made

signiicant progress in recent areas,

including improvements in working

conditions and environmental

management. However, maintaining

these improved practices remains a

challenge. An insight after working

with suppliers for many years is that

we need to make them understand the

importance of good environmental,

social and ethical performance as

part of a long-term business

relationship.

I believe that looking at Electrolux and

the world we operate in through a

‘sustainability lens’ helps us to further

develop our company, our offering,

and our stakeholder relations. I look

forward to another year of raising the

bar and improving performance.
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Our nine prOur nine promisesomises

Our nine sustainability promises are the springboard for Electrolux to make a

difference between now and 2020. They cover all stages of the value chain – from

R&D and suppliers, through our own operations and consumer use, to the end of

life of our products. Together, they contribute to our climate targets.

BettBetter Solutionser Solutions

Electrolux products enable consumers

to live better lives while saving energy,

water and resources.

Rising incomes around the world

mean that the market for appliances is

growing. To meet this demand without

increasing our impact on the

environment we have to help improve

the way our customers and consumers

use resources; raw materials, water

and especially energy.

Product performance

Resource eiciency

Materials' control

BettBetter Operer Operationsations

We constantly challenge ourselves to

improve, through our operations and

our people, making Electrolux safe,

eicient and ethical.

The impact we have on the world

starts with us: what we do and how we

treat others. That’s why we’re working

to be part of the solution by saving

energy and using less water. All of this

is grounded in our strong business

ethics and our commitment to human

and labor rights.

Operational eiciency

Health and safety

Ethics and human rights

BettBetter Societyer Society

Wherever we are in the world,

Electrolux empowers consumers and

suppliers and supports local

communities.

As a multinational business, we touch

the lives of millions of people; our

customers, suppliers and local

communities. We want our inluence to

be a positive one, working in

partnership to meet local needs and

drive improvement wherever we

operate.

Solutions for everyone

Force for good

Supply chain
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CConsonsttantly imprantly improovvee

prprooduct perfduct performance andormance and

eiciencyeiciency

We are creating ever more eicient,

high-performance appliances, which

help consumers and customers to live

better lives, save money and reduce

their environmental footprint.

Our prOur promiseomise

ElectrElectrolux will improlux will improovve the enere the energy and wgy and watater perfer performanceormance

oof our appliances, rf our appliances, raising the bar faising the bar for pror prooduct eiciencyduct eiciency

araround the wound the world.orld.

The rThe roadmap toadmap to 2020o 2020

• Be a leader in product eiciency in our most important

markets by 2020.

• Continue to develop products with good

environmental performance, with focus on energy

eiciency.

• Continue to drive the market for eicient products

through awareness-building customer and consumer

campaigns.

The case fThe case for actionor action

Tackling climate change by reducing greenhouse gases is

one of the greatest, most urgent challenge society is

facing. At the same time, demand for water is set to

increase by as much as 40% by 2030, meaning that a

billion more people will live in places where water can no

longer be taken for granted.

Eicient appliances can help ease that strain. The most

signiicant environmental impact occurs when energy is

consumed during product use. That’s why improving

product eiciency is among the Group’s top

priorities. Using an eicient appliance also saves water,

for example, using a dishwasher is more water eicient

than washing dishes by hand.

This promise is embedded in the Group’s R&D processes

through deined targets and KPIs for each major product

category, for instance vacuum cleaners and major

appliances in food preservation, fabric care and dish care,

in markets where recognized eiciency standards exist. We

have a clear follow-up methodology for energy and water

performance that allows us to track progress against our

goals.

This prThis promise will contributomise will contribute te to our climato our climate te tarargets.gets.

The apprThe approachoach

Product-eiciency targets and KPIs are integrated into our

product generation planning. The latter is supported by an

analysis of the regulatory landscape, market position and

energy-eiciency improvements. Electrolux reports
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MakMake bette better use oer use off

rresouresourcesces

With our innovative approach, we are

increasing our use of recycled

materials and reducing our

environmental impact.

Our prOur promiseomise

Electrolux will make better use of resources by using more

recycled materials, and helping to promote the market for

recycling.

The rThe roadmap toadmap to 2020o 2020

• Replace virgin materials with recycled materials in our

products.

• Adapt product design to further increase the use of

recycled material.

• Increase the volume of recycled plastic to 20,000

tonnes annually.

• Increase amount of scrap based steel in our

production.

The case fThe case for actionor action

As the global middle class more than doubles in size by

2030, the demand for goods and services will increase

together with the use of material resources. For Electrolux,

this means we can expect the price of materials such as

steel, plastic and electronic components to become more

volatile.

This is another area where sustainability and the Group’s

cost-eiciency objectives go hand in hand. One of our

most important materials is plastic, as it is fundamental for

the design of affordable, durable appliances. In 2016, the

amount of recycled plastic increased to 7,400 tonnes, an

increase by more than 1,000 tonnes compared to 2015,

and nearly doubling the amount in 2014.

CO2 emissions resulting from the production of the plastic

we use are equivalent to the emissions from our

operations and transport activities combined. This means

we can make a signiicant contribution to reducing

resource use and tackling climate change by increasing

the amount of safe, high-quality recycled plastic in our

products.

Steel is the largest material we use by volumes, and is a

signiicant source of CO2 emissions. By shifting our supply

from steel made from iron ore to scrap-based steel, we

can make a signiicant reduction in our CO2 footprint from

materials. We have already begun this shift toward using

scrap-based steel in North America, which has already

reduced our steel carbon footprint considerably. The next

step will be to identify sources of scrap-based steel in the

other sectors.

The apprThe approachoach

We have a Recycling Taskforce in place with

representatives from each business sector, purchasing,

R&D, production and product lines to deine this promise’s

scope, targets and action points.
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EliminatEliminate harmfule harmful
matmaterialserials

Our consumers can feel reassured that

we’re managing chemicals carefully

and replacing those that cause

concern.

Our prOur promiseomise
Electrolux will protect people and the environment by

managing chemicals carefully and continuing to replace

those that cause concern.

The rThe roadmap toadmap to 2020o 2020

• Implement a best-in-class global system for improving

the control of chemicals throughout our complex

supply chain and work with suppliers to replace

chemicals of concern.

• Raise the bar on chemical requirements, taking into

account new scientiic indings.

• Eliminate high-impact greenhouse gases from our

products.

The case fThe case for actionor action
Today, the use of chemicals is on the increase. This means

we need to be more aware than ever of the impact of

chemicals on people and the environment.

We want consumers to feel reassured that Electrolux has a

robust approach to choosing materials for its products,

protecting human health and the environment. Customers,

especially our larger customers, recognize this issue as

well and are increasing their requirements on their

suppliers, including Electrolux.

Most hydro luorocarbons (HFCs) are gases with a high

global warming potential, which makes them a priority for

us to address. Electrolux uses HFCs in a few markets,

mainly as refrigerants and for foam blowing. We are

phasing out the use of HFCs in all our markets by 2020,

which will reduce our CO2 footprint by 14% compared with

the 2005 baseline.

This prThis promise will contributomise will contribute te to our climato our climate te tarargets.gets.

The apprThe approachoach
The Electrolux Global Chemicals Oice coordinates and

manages the chemicals listed on our Restricted Materials

List throughout the Group and among our suppliers. Our

environmental management process collates data on

materials use on a site-by-site basis. Suppliers are

required to adhere to our Restricted Materials List and

report on their use of the substances of concern. Focusing
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AAchiechievve more more with lesse with less

We are reducing our own footprint by

running eicient operations all around

the world.

Our prOur promiseomise
Electrolux will continue to reduce its environmental

footprint by shifting to renewables, and optimizing the use

of energy and other resources throughout its operations.

The rThe roadmap toadmap to 2020o 2020

• Improve energy eiciency at manufacturing sites and

warehouses by 20% by 2020 (baseline 2015), engaging

all facilities worldwide.

• Reduce water consumption in manufacturing by 5%

every year in areas of water stress, until the site has

reached optimal levels of eiciency.

• Attain energy management certiication for our

operations around the world.

• Increase the share of renewable energy for our

operations to 50% by 2020.

• Implement a Zero Landill program at all

manufacturing sites by 2020.

The case fThe case for actionor action
Our eiciency promise applies to everything we do. We

aim to run resource-eicient operations as an integral part

of our work by applying leading edge practices. This

relects our values and what we stand for as a company –

being part of the solution is important for both our

employees and consumers.

Electrolux has been reducing energy, water and waste

throughout our operations for many years through the

Green Spirit program. Improving energy eiciency at our

manufacturing sites is saving more than SEK 425m every

year through reduced energy costs, relative to 2005 levels.

Year on year, we have shown that ambitious targets drive

performance. In 2015, we set a new ive-year target of 20%

to be achieved by 2020. This is the fourth time since 2007

that we set a mid-term target. In 2016, we improved our

energy eiciency by 3% per unit produced compared with

2015. Between now and 2020, we will continue to improve

eiciency, as well as increase our share of renewable

energy, particularly at manufacturing sites where we

already have high operational energy eiciency.

To minimize the waste being sent to landill makes sense

both from an environmental and inancial perspective.

This prThis promise will contributomise will contribute te to our climato our climate te tarargets.gets.

The apprThe approachoach
Operational energy and water management is

coordinated and best practice is shared among

manufacturing sites through our Green Spirit program. We

have both relative and absolute targets for energy

consumption. Action plans include energy management,

technological investments and employee awareness

raising and behavioral change. Each facility reports

energy and water consumption data monthly, and this

data is aggregated on a regional and global level.

Performance indicators for the Group are followed up on a

monthly basis.

All Electrolux sites are evaluated and certiied annually

according to the Green Spirit program criteria, which

include energy performance, management, engagement

and implemented actions. The program criteria are

reviewed on an annual basis.
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EnsurEnsure the bese the best health andt health and
safsafetyety

Our safety mindset means we’re

preventing accidents and keeping our

people safe and sound, no matter

where they are in the world.

Our prOur promiseomise
Electrolux will be the leader on health and safety in the

appliance industry, wherever we operate in the world.

The rThe roadmap toadmap to 2020o 2020

• Continue to reduce our global injury rate (TCIR) by at

least 5% every year.

• Attain safety certiication for our operations around

the world.

• Integrate the Group’s safety program into new

acquisitions within three years of purchase.

The case fThe case for actionor action
The wellbeing of our colleagues is important. We have a

duty of care toward every individual working for

Electrolux, and we take this seriously. Our commitment

applies wherever Electrolux operates in the world, and

goes beyond local regulations.

Health and safety has long been a fundamental part of

our values and it remains an essential element of our

sustainability agenda, with clear targets and processes in

place to ensure real progress.

In addition, the wellbeing of our people affects our

bottom line. Our approach to safety led to an estimated

saving of over SEK 300m in 2016 compared with 2009,

based on the average inancial costs associated with

injuries and the number of injuries that incur lost days.

The apprThe approachoach
All employees and contractors in production are covered

by a reporting system to track incidents and hours worked.

During 2017, the safety management systems and

processes within different business sectors will be aligned

in a Group-wide approach.

All manufacturing sites have central safety committees

that include workers and worker representatives. All

employees receive safety training at their induction and

annual training tailored to their function. Safety audits of

all manufacturing sites have been split into two activities:

a behavioral audit, carried out by line managers on a

monthly basis, and a safety audit carried out by OHS

engineers. Global Safety Day, which raises awareness

among employees and demonstrates the management

commitment to safety, is held every year throughout the

Group.

Incidents are reported daily to site management, and to

sector heads on a monthly basis. Performance is disclosed

in group-wide data collection.
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AlwAlwayays act ethically ands act ethically and

rrespect human rightsespect human rights

We continue to build an ethical,

trusted company, where everyone

impacted by our operations can feel

conident that their rights are

respected.

Our prOur promiseomise

Electrolux will earn the trust of everyone impacted by our

operations, demonstrating our commitment to ethics and

human rights through our words and actions.

The rThe roadmap toadmap to 2020o 2020

• Develop and implement a cohesive, group-wide

approach to human rights.

• Provide guidance to employees on how to do the right

thing by promoting our Code of Conduct and Code of

Ethics.

• Be responsive and respectful when dealing with issues

of concern, building trust in our Ethics Program among

employees.

The case fThe case for actionor action

Our company is built on trust, and that means our

foundational values must underpin everything we do.

Wherever Electrolux operates in the world, we apply the

same high standards of conduct: respect, diversity,

integrity, ethics, safety and protecting the environment. We

will respect the rights of everyone we interact with,

regardless of their nationality, gender, ethnic origin, color,

religion or other grounds for discrimination.

An ethical approach is vital to the success of our business.

For example, a strong culture of ethics helps us avoid the

potential detrimental impacts from a loss of stakeholder

trust resulting from corruption. These costs can be

signiicant and are well worth avoiding. The World

Economic Forum, for example estimates that corruption

increases the cost of doing business globally by up to 10%

on average.

Additionally, customers, investors and other stakeholders

expect us to act ethically. Consumers are increasingly

making purchasing choices based on whether a company

is perceived as being trustworthy and whether it

contributes to society.

Respecting human rights and being an ethical company

goes beyond simply meeting legal requirements. It’s about

guiding employees to know what is right and wrong, and

how to make decisions accordingly.

Our goals relect our commitment to build a strong culture

for ethics and human rights, no matter where we work in

the world.

The apprThe approachoach

Our Code of Conduct, Code of Ethics and Policy on

Corruption and Bribery are the starting points for our work

with ethics, anti-corruption and human rights. The Code of

Conduct constitutes our human rights policy, and guides

our efforts to assess, manage and mitigate the risks of

non-compliance. It also helps deine our expectations

throughout the value chain. The Code was revised in 2014

to better relect our responsibility to respect human rights,

based on a corporate risk assessment, and to consider

the expectations of employee representatives, customers

and investors.

Accountability for the Ethics Program and oversight of

Human Rights lies with the Ethics & Human Rights Steering

Group, which comprises of representatives from Group

Management. Human rights procedures engage many

functions throughout our organization, from human

resources to purchasing and compliance.
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PrProovide susvide susttainableainable

solutions fsolutions for eor evveryeryoneone

We are making eicient appliances

accessible to more people, creating

opportunities for a better life for

everyone.

Our prOur promiseomise

Electrolux will leverage its global presence to accelerate

technology transfer to emerging markets.

The case fThe case for actionor action

When people emerge from poverty, one of the irst things

they buy is a fridge. Appliances, from ovens and

refrigerators to washing machines and vacuum cleaners,

free people up to be more productive and enjoy their

leisure time.

At the same time, we face serious challenges. Climate

change and water scarcity will affect us all, and demand

for natural resources will rise as the global middle class

more than doubles by 2030.

Eicient appliances can play a key role in minimizing the

use of energy and water in the home. As a global

company, we have the opportunity to provide eicient

and affordable solutions for the growing middle class.

This prThis promise will contributomise will contribute te to our climato our climate te tarargets.gets.

The apprThe approachoach

This opportunity is currently decentralized. A Group-wide

approach is to be announced.
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Be a fBe a fororce fce for gooor goodd

By working together with the people

around us, we want to make a

difference for the better.

Our prOur promiseomise

Electrolux will make a positive difference in our local

communities, focusing on important social needs.

The rThe roadmap toadmap to 2020o 2020

• Establish and implement a Group approach to social

investment, focusing on key strategic areas of need

that it with our business strategy.

The case fThe case for actionor action

Through our global reach and local presence, we have

the opportunity to make a positive difference, beneiting

our local communities, our employees and our business.

During 2016, we developed and launched a new

approach to social investment, founded on the conviction

that if we focus our efforts throughout our global

organization we can have a much greater positive impact.

This works best where we see a natural it between the

needs of the local community and our operations. The

world is facing enormous challenges when it comes to

food. For example, 1.3 billion tonnes of food is wasted

every year
1
, 795 million people are undernourished

2
,

around 200 million are unemployed
3
, and 22% of the

world’s greenhouse gas emissions are caused by the food

sector
4
.

In other words, feeding the world’s growing population

sustainably is one of the greatest challenges of our time.

As a world-leader in kitchen appliances, we believe

Electrolux has both a responsibility and an opportunity to

positively contribute to issues related to cooking and food

consumption. For this reason, we have decided to focus

our social investment activities in the area of food. The

objective is two-fold:

• Inspire better food consumption and cooking habits

among consumers and professionals, by maximizing

sustainable and healthy choices while contributing to

a reduction of negative impacts.

• Support people in need – by putting better, more

nutritious food on the table, providing advice on

cooking on a tight budget, offering workplace

education and supporting emergency relief efforts.

We want to achieve this by collaborating with Worldchefs,

the world association of chefs’ societies, AIESEC, a global

network of young leaders focusing on world issues and

leadership development, as well as with local partners.

The apprThe approachoach

Our approach to social investment is locally owned and

globally facilitated. The Feed the Planet partnership has a

governing structure with partner organizations, including a

Core Team and an Advisory Board. Local Electrolux

project teams plan and implement the project in dialog

with local Worldchefs and AIESEC members. The Core

Team manages the day-to-day activities and contact with

the local project teams. The Electrolux Food Foundation

has a Board of Directors that reviews applications from

the local project teams and makes decisions on funding.

A reporting system captures the key inputs and outcomes

of the local projects.

1
http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/

Factsheet_Summit.pdf, Goal 12

2
http://www.fao.org/3/a-i4646e/i4646e01.pdf

3
http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/
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ImprImproovve suse susttainability inainability in

the supply chainthe supply chain

Our products are to be made in the

same way throughout our global

supply chain – with respect for the

people who made them and care for

the environment.

Our prOur promiseomise

Electrolux will ensure that all suppliers live up to our high

expectations, no matter where they are located and we

will support the transition to more sustainable practices.

The rThe roadmap toadmap to 2020o 2020

• Take a hands-on approach toward our direct suppliers

of components, inished goods, licensed products and

services. Engage selectively further up the supply

chain and promote responsibility among all suppliers

toward their own supply chain.

• Screen prospective suppliers to ensure they can live

up to the Group’s expectations.

• Increase awareness and capabilities among our

prospective and existing suppliers through training

and dialogue.

• Drive the improvement of supplier ecological

footprints.

• Leverage our inluence over logistics companies to

improve the CO2 eiciency of our transportation by

15% by 2020.

The case fThe case for actionor action

Electrolux has high standards for environmental, labor,

anti-corruption and human rights practices, which we also

expect our suppliers to live up to.

As a global company, we have a duty to drive

improvement in this area, especially as more of our

business is conducted in emerging markets. Our

responsible sourcing program has been ongoing since

2006, and we introduced even stricter audit standards in

2015.

From our own experience, we know that raised

sustainability performance, particularly in health and

safety and energy use, improves the bottom line. We want

to pass on this knowledge by working together with our

suppliers to strengthen relationships, and ultimately create

mutual beneit.

Electrolux emits more CO2 in distributing its goods than is

emitted through the energy consumed in Group

operations: about 300,000 tons are emitted through the

global transportation of goods via sea and air, as well as

land transportation in Europe, North America and Brazil.

This promise will contribute to our climate targets.

The apprThe approachoach

In 2016, Electrolux renewed its Global Purchasing strategy

to further increase the emphasis on supply chain

sustainability. With the 2020 Sustainability target in mind,

focus will be on the sustainability performance of

purchased materials and solutions, as well as the

sustainability performance of our supply chain partners.

The Group’s standard supplier business contract requires

that every supplier acknowledges and promises to fulill

our high expectations on sustainability. All suppliers, both

local and global, are expected to live up to our Code of

Conduct and Workplace Standard. Purchasing teams

ensure that meeting these standards is a mandatory part

of evaluating prospective and existing suppliers. To

support auditing and performance monitoring, the

Responsible Sourcing Program provides training for global

and local purchasers and suppliers in Latin America,

Europe, the Middle East and Africa, and the Asia-Paciic

region.

Serious non-compliances are reported to the top

management in each region. Purchasing is involved in the

remediation of audit indings and on-line training is

available for staff and suppliers. Non-compliances are

addressed through mandatory corrective actions, as well

as beyond compliance support activities such as training

and capacity building.

We also work to reduce carbon emissions throughout our

value chain. We are taking our internal approach to

monitoring and reducing energy consumption and

applying it to the key members of our supplier base.

Furthermore, since Electrolux emits more carbon

distributing than producing goods, we seek to inluence

the logistics industry in our role as a purchaser of

transport services.

We are rolling out a group-wide system for gathering and

tracking transport data throughout our markets and

evaluate the environmental performance of road freight

carriers. As of 2014, all shipping companies must be

members of the BSR Clean Cargo initiative.
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Our climatOur climate te tarargetsgets

Focusing on our major impacts, we will prevent millions of tons of carbon dioxide

and its equivalents (CO2e) from entering the atmosphere.

Our tOur tarargetget
Halve the Group’s climate impact, preventing the release

of 25 million tonnes of carbon dioxide and its equivalents

(CO2e) over 15 years – between 2005 and 2020.

The rThe roadmap toadmap to 2020o 2020

• Be a leader in product eiciency in our most important

markets.

• Eliminate high-impact greenhouse gases from our

products.

• Improve eiciency throughout our operations and

supply chain.

• Increase the share of renewable energy to 50%.

At present, the target covers our largest markets: Europe,

North America, Brazil, China and Australia. We know there

will be barriers to achieving this goal – but we’re prepared

to invest, innovate and inluence the marketplace in order

to break them down.

During 2016, Electrolux committed to set Science Based

Climate Targets, a global initiative headed by CDP, the

UN Global Compact (UNGC), the World Resources

Institute (WRI) and the World Wildlife Foundation (WWF).

The purpose of the initiative is to demonstrate the business

case for ambitious target setting. The initiative enables

companies to set targets consistent with the level of

decarbonization required by science to limit global

warming to less than 2°C, compared to pre-industrial

temperatures.

The case fThe case for actionor action
Tackling climate change by reducing greenhouse gas

emissions is among the greatest, most urgent challenges

society is facing. We are reducing CO2 emissions from

manufacturing at our own facilities, the transport of

inished products, and the energy consumed during their

use.

Over 80% of our climate impact is caused when energy is

consumed during the use of our products. This means we

can make our greatest contribution to tackling climate

change by ensuring our products are more energy

eicient.

We can also make a difference by eliminating the use of

hydro luorocarbons (HFCs) when manufacturing

refrigerators, air conditioners and products with heat

pumps. HFCs are gases with a high global warming

potential, still used in some countries due to regulatory or

market barriers to alternative gases.

ClimatClimate te tarargets 2020gets 2020
We’ve reduced the total carbon footprint, including product use, by 27% since 2005

Distribution of Electrolux CO2 emissions organized by category (Product use; Greenhouse gas; Manufacturing and

Transport). Electrolux can best contribute to remediating the climate change challenge through eicient products.
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CConsonsttantly imprantly improovve pre prooduct perfduct performance and eiciencyormance and eiciency

PrProgrogress on our press on our promiseomise
Electrolux will improve the energy and water performance of our appliances, raising the bar for product eiciency around

the world.

The roadmap to 2020 Next steps

Be a leader in product eiciency in our most
important markets by 2020.

Preparing for energy labeling and raised energy-eiciency

standards in the EU and for refrigeration in Australia.

Include targets for Electrolux Professional.

Continue to develop products with good
environmental performance, with focus on
energy eiciency.

Further integration into product R&D. Continue to spend one-third

of our R&D budget on sustainable product innovation, in terms of

water and energy eiciency.

Continue to drive the market for eicient
products through awareness-building customer
and consumer campaigns.

Continue to develop consumer and customer engagement

initiatives to drive the uptake of eicient solutions.

On track

Additional effort is required

Off track

Work has not yet begun

HoHow ww we measure measure pre progrogressess

1. Fleet average (the energy eiciency of Electrolux products available) in key markets.

2. Progress on product-related contributions to the Climate Target 2020.

3. Percentage of R&D budget spent on sustainability-related innovation.
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SStrtrong fong focus on procus on prooduct eiciency has prduct eiciency has proovved a pred a proitoitable sable strtratategy fegy for Electror Electroluxolux

in kin keey marky markets, especially in Eets, especially in Eururopeope. Our appr. Our approach is nooach is now embedded inw embedded in

prprocesses throcesses throughout all roughout all regions and pregions and prooduct catduct categories, tegories, to mako make we watater ander and

enerenergy eiciency a deining fgy eiciency a deining featureature oe of our prf our prooduct oduct offffering. This includes planningering. This includes planning

ffor the futuror the future dee devvelopment oelopment of eicient appliances.f eicient appliances.

Year on year, Electrolux has demonstrated the value of eicient products. In 2016,

the global green range of our most energy- and water-eicient products

accounted for 20% of total units sold and 28% of gross proit for consumer

products.Every year we raise the bar in terms of the critera used to evaluate the

products included in the Green Range. Eiciency is a priority across all product

categories, and each major category has 2020 targets in place for its markets, as

well as indicators to track progress.

The global approach to product design and modularization is crucial for stepping

up the level of ambition across the product categories. Over the years, Electrolux

has been investing about a third of its R&D spend on product eiciency – this

year, approximately SEK 1,050m (1,070m) – and more and more global projects

are in the pipeline. Every year, we communicate how eiciency has improved in

each product category by measuring our leet average.

The proitability and choice of products going to market is determined on the

local level, based on energy-eiciency requirements and consumer demand. Of

our key markets, Europe, the US, Brazil and some Asia-Paciic countries currently

have eiciency requirements in place, with varying levels of ambition. According

to our own 2014 consumer research, engagement levels are high in Europe and

are increasing in the US.

In Europe, which represents 30% of total Group sales, energy eiciency has

improved by an average of 3% per year since 2012 (see graph EU Fleet Average

below), and Electrolux is well established in the eiciency race in the region. Our

leadership position is also evident in fabric care and across markets for food

preservation, both of which are high-volume categories.

The challengesThe challenges

• In markets lacking energy labels, our key challenge is developing a credible

means of communicating leading product performance to consumers.

• With eiciency levels already high in Europe, the cost of further product

improvements is increasing, while the absolute eiciency savings that are

achievable become smaller.

• Different countries have different standards to measure energy eiciency. In

this fragmented landscape, it is more diicult to apply best practice

worldwide.

Engaging in dialogue directly with consumers on the value of using appliances

optimally and eiciently will help us overcome these challenges. Examples during

the year include the communications around the Tasteology documentary on

food, the AEG laundry range launch in Europe as well as the launch of MyPro

semi-professional laundry range.

In Europe, Electrolux continuously improved its energy eiciency across three

product categories in 2016. The energy index is set at 100% for 2012.

EU Fleet avEU Fleet avererageage

In Europe, Electrolux continuously improved its energy eiciency across three

product categories in 2016. The energy index is set at 100% for 2012.

Global green range

2020%

Consumer products with the

best environmental performance

accounted for 20% of total units sold

2288%
and 28% of gross proit

The global grThe global green reen range accountange accounted fed for 20%or 20%
oof tf tototal units sold and 2al units sold and 288% o% of grf gross pross proitoit
ffor consumer pror consumer prooducts.ducts.
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MakMake bette better use oer use of rf resouresourcesces

PrProgrogress on our press on our promiseomise
Electrolux will make better use of resources by using more recycled materials, and helping to promote the market for

recycling.

The roadmap to 2020 Next steps

Replace virgin materials with recycled
materials in our products.

Expand strategic partnerships with suppliers.

Leverage experience from Europe in other regions.

Adapt product design to further
increase the use of recycled material.

Explore and adapt design to incorporate recycled materials.

Assess the possibilities of increasing the share of recycled materials in

already approved applications.

Assess new components.

Increase the volume of recycled plastic
to 20,000 tonnes annually.

Focus purchasing and R&D efforts to enable the introduction of additional

sources of recycled plastic.

Increase amount of scrap based steel
in our production.

Investigate potential for replicating successful action in North America by

investigating the supply of scrap-based steel in other sectors.

On track

Additional effort is required

Off track

Work has not yet begun

HoHow ww we measure measure pre progrogressess

• The proportion of recycled plastic of total amount thermoplastics we buy.
1

• The carbon footprint of the steel we buy versus our 2012 baseline.

TherThere is a continued gre is a continued groowth owth of rf recyecycled plascled plastic in Etic in Eururope, with morope, with more pote potential identiied in North and Lential identiied in North and Latin America as watin America as wellell

as in Asia-Pas in Asia-Paciic.aciic.

Our use of recycled plastics is rising steadily. From just over 6,000 tonnes in 2015, we reached about 7,400 tonnes in 2016.

This is 20 times more than in 2011 when reporting started. Our objective for 2020 is to achieve 20,000 tonnes of recycled

plastic per year. So far, the biggest shift has taken place in Europe, while we expect that our sectors in North America, Latin

America and Asia Paciic will contribute more to the future increase.
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The business caseThe business case
Electrolux has developed applications for recycled plastics over the last ive years - transforming post-consumer plastics into

a high-quality plastic that is optimized for use in appliances. We are also exploring more complex applications, and

redesigning components to suit recycled material.

The challengesThe challenges

• Traceability of the source of plastics.

• Securing consistent, safe, high-quality material.

• Access to suicient volumes

Overcoming these challenges requires strategic partnerships with suppliers of recycled plastic and strong internal

capabilities. Speciic requirements have been added to the Electrolux Restricted Materials List, covering our restrictions on

hazardous substances.

Amount oAmount of rf recyecycled plascled plastic (Ttic (Tonnesonnes))

Electrolux increased its use of recycled plastic by more than 50% per year on average since 2012, achieving 7,400 tonnes in

2016. The forecast is that we can reach about 20,000 tonnes annually by 2020. Solid line: performance up until 2016; dotted

line forecast until 2020.

IncrIncreasing the shareasing the share oe of rf recyecycled scled stteel and dreel and drasastically lotically lowwering the carbon fering the carbon footprintootprint
Carbon steel can be made from iron ore, steel scrap or a mix of the two. In addition to making use of scrap, recycled steel

releases much less CO2 per tonnes produced. Electrolux has increased the amount of recycled steel from 7% in 2013 to 22%

in 2016, which has reduced the average carbon emissions per tonnes of steel from 2.1 to 1.8 tonnes of CO2, and the total

CO2 emissions by 170,000 tonnes.

1
We do not include polyurethan foam in the target since there are today no viable recycled alternatives for PU foam.
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EliminatEliminate harmful mate harmful materialserials
PrProgrogress on our press on our promiseomise
Electrolux will protect people and the environment by managing chemicals carefully and continuing to replace those that

cause concern.

The roadmap to 2020 Next steps

Implement a best-in-class global system for improving the control of
chemicals throughout our complex supply chain and work with
suppliers to replace chemicals of concern.

Complete the implementation of Eco@web

for Asia Paciic, Small Appliances and

Professional Food Service Equipment.

Raise the bar on chemical requirements, taking into account new
scientiic indings.

Annual update of the Electrolux Restricted

Materials List.

Eliminate all high-impact greenhouse gases from our products. Phase-out foam blowing agents and

refrigerants in air conditioning, food

preservation and fabric care globally.

On track

Additional effort is required

Off track

Work has not yet begun

HoHow ww we measure measure pre progrogressess

1. Level of implementation of Group chemical management tool Eco@web throughout the organization.

2. Annual update of the Electrolux Restricted Materials List.

3. Progress on the phase-out of high impact greenhouse gases.

AAt Electrt Electrolux, and among our cusolux, and among our custtomeromers and consumers and consumers, ws, we see a shift in the we see a shift in the way society vieay society viewws chemicals and their impactss chemicals and their impacts

on health and the enon health and the envirvironmentonment..

The Electrolux Chemicals Oice is a central function, which drives the global phase-out of chemicals that may cause

concern for customers and consumers or potentially impact the environment. It works throughout our operations and our

supply chain. As part of the implementation, Eco@web, an online database system, collects information from suppliers about

the chemicals used in our products and components.
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We continually raise the bar on the level of acceptance on the chemicals used in our products, sharing best practice around

the world and anticipating legal restrictions.

We’re taking action to replace high-impact greenhouse gases (hydro luorocarbons or HFCs) with lower impact alternatives.

With rising sales of air conditioners, it is especially important to ensure the prompt replacement of high-impact greenhouse

gases, which make this ambitious goal crucial to our sustainability agenda.

At Electrolux Australia, as well as in countries in Asia, the phase-out of HFCs in refrigerators was completed ahead of

legislation, and we are in the process of doing the same in other markets, such as China and Brazil. A large manufacturing

site in the US has already replaced the HFC blowing agent with cyclopentane, anticipating legal requirements. Other North

American operations will follow suit by 2020.

In 2005, gases with a high global warming potential accounted for 14% of the total CO2 emissions. The goal, as part of our

climate targets, is their complete elimination. Some ozone-depleting refrigerants are still used in small amounts in air

conditioners and work is ongoing to phase out these substances.

The challenges and barrierThe challenges and barrierss

• Driving the phase out of chemicals where it is not supported by regulation.

• Substituting HFCs in air conditioners, where there are no common industry solutions available and where suppliers play

an important role.

• Replacement of HFCs as a refrigerant in the US, where safety regulation limits the use of alternatives.

Replacing HFCs needs to be driven industry-wide, because solutions are dependent on legislation that enables viable

alternatives.
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AAchiechievve more more with lesse with less
PrProgrogress on our press on our promiseomise
Electrolux will continue to reduce its environmental footprint by shifting to renewables, and optimizing the use of energy and

other resources throughout its operations.

The roadmap to 2020 Next steps

Improve the energy eiciency of manufacturing sites and
warehouses by 20% by 2020 (baseline 2015), engaging all
facilities worldwide.

Continue to drive energy eiciency in our

operations through our Green Spirit certiication

process.

Replace ineicient equipment with more eicient

models.

Improve and optimize the use of existing

manufacturing equipment.

Reduce water consumption in manufacturing by 5% every year
in areas of water stress, until the site has reached optimal
levels of eiciency.

Continue to drive water management and replace

ineicient equipment and processes with more

eicient models.

Attain energy-management certiication for our operations
around the world.

Attain global certiication for energy management

according to ISO50001 by 2018.

Increase the proportion of renewable energy for our
operations to 50% by 2020.

As of 2016, 13 manufacturing sites in Europe

switched to renewable electricity. Evaluate and set

a plan for the other regions.

Implement Zero Landill program at all manufacturing sites by
2020.

Expand current pilot program from 4 to 10 factories

in total.

On track

Additional effort is required

Off track

Work has not yet begun
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HoHow ww we measure measure pre progrogressess

1. Energy eiciency (energy used per unit produced).

2. Water eiciency (water used per unit produced).

3. Proportion of manufacturing sites with a certiied

energy management system.

4. Proportion of renewable energy.

5. Number of factories where the Zero Landill program is

implemented.

ThrThrough ambitious tough ambitious tarargets and by intgets and by integregrating our goalsating our goals

intinto the Gro the Groupoup’’s manufs manufacturing sacturing syyssttemem, w, we’e’vvee

demonsdemonstrtratated red real preal progrogress in ress in reducing oureducing our COCO22 ffootprintootprint

in our operin our operations.ations.

Year on year, we have shown that ambitious targets,

together with integrating our strategy into Electrolux

Manufacturing System, considerably reduces our

CO2 footprint. Average energy consumption per unit

produced has decreased by 3% since 2015, and in the

same period the average CO2 emissions per unit has

decreased by 25%. The improvement in CO2 in Europe is

the result of a shift to renewable electricity. But the beneits

don’t stop there: had we maintained the same relative

energy levels as in 2005, Electrolux would have had to

pay SEK 425m in 2016 in additional energy costs.

Since 2005, our performance has resulted in decoupling

revenue growth from CO2 emissions. We have achieved a

savings of 293,000 tonnes of CO2 equivalent in operations

between 2005 and 2016, while the Group’s revenue has

increased by 20%. This represents a 50% reduction in

absolute CO2 emissions compared to 2005.

This year, our efforts have focused on eiciency

investments and their further integration into our

operations and throughout our supply chain. We have:

1. Implemented our Energy Action Plan, including

individual annual targets per plant, with 2015 as a

baseline. We have committed to a 20% energy

reduction by 2020, and a 5% reduction in water

consumption per year for manufacturing sites in water-

stressed regions.

2. Formulated an investment strategy for energy-eicient

equipment and processes.

3. Set a new target to reach 50% renewable energy by

2020.

4. Gathered energy data from 56% of our OEM supplier

base. Our ambition is to encourage key suppliers to

set their own targets for energy reduction.

The ISO 50001 energy management system has been

implemented at 3 Electrolux sites to date, and several

more are in the process of certiication.

In 2016, 13 Electrolux manufacturing sites in Europe

procured 100% of their electricity from renewable sources,

which reduced our total emissions in Europe by 60%, and

20% as a Group.

The Zero Landill program spread in 2016. Four pilot

factories, in Europe, North America, Latin America and

Asia Paciic, have started implementing the program. The

program focuses on the re-use of materials and waste

reduction by identifying waste generation points and

opportunities for material re-use.

The challengesThe challenges
In the last decade of reducing our energy use, we have

prioritized investments with optimal payback periods.

As our performance improves, it is becoming increasingly

challenging to realize new savings with good payback

periods. We are ready to raise our level of ambition with

the use of renewable energy sources, such as hydro, solar,

wind and biomass. We will also apply the lessons learned

from existing onsite renewable installations and explore

new projects around the world.
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Since 2005, our performance has resulted in decoupling

revenue growth from CO2 emissions. We have achieved a

savings of 293,000 tons of CO2 equivalent in operations

between 2005 and 2016, while the Group’s revenue has

increased by 20%.

20122012 20132013 20142014 20152015 20162016

20052005 20122012 20132013 20142014 20152015 20162016
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EnsurEnsure the bese the best health and saft health and safetyety
PrProgrogress on our press on our promiseomise
Electrolux will be the leader on health and safety in the appliance industry, wherever we operate in the world.

The roadmap to 2020 Next steps

Continue to reduce our global injury rate (TCIR) by at least 5% every
year.

Attain safety certiication for our operations across the world. To be aligned with the launch of new ISO

45001 standard.

Integrate the Group’s safety program into new acquisitions within three
years of purchase.

On track

Additional effort is required

Off track

Work has not yet begun

HoHow ww we measure measure pre progrogressess

1. Global injury rate (TCIR)

2. Lost days due to injury (LCIR)

WWe continued our ee continued our efffforts torts to ensuro ensure the safe the safety oety of our people, with ambitious goals and crf our people, with ambitious goals and creativeative we wayays os of engaging our tf engaging our teams.eams.

The rThe results speak fesults speak for themselvor themselves.es.

Since 2012 our incident rate has declined by 49% across the Group.

First-class health and safety practices are an essential step for building trust among employees, their families and local

communities. Our work with OHS (Occupational Health & Safety) focuses primarily on the safety of workers in production

and also raises awareness of the health and wellbeing of oice workers.

Our current global injury rate (TCIR) of 0.6 compares favorably with other well-known benchmarks, as reported in publicly

available sources. 72% of our manufacturing sites have achieved a rate below 1.0. Even though our performance is already

high, we have an ambitious target in place: to reduce our global injury rate (TCIR) by at least 5% every year.
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Units managed thrUnits managed through our Global Indusough our Global Industrial Opertrial Operations havations have a safe a safety prety progrogram in placeam in place. This y. This year theear they fy focused on:ocused on:

1. TTrransfansferring our thinking terring our thinking to suppliero supplierss.

We have created a global process to address contractors working at Electrolux facilities with training and risk evaluation.

This started in 2016 and will be completed in 2017.

2. Deining and fDeining and folloollowing up a Firwing up a Firsst Aid Injury Rt Aid Injury Ratate (Fe (FAIRAIR) t) tararget fget for each manufor each manufacturing sitacturing sitee..

The FAIR indicator is calculated for factories and followed up monthly. The trend in 2016 indicated an 49% improvement

compared with 2015.

The challengesThe challenges

• The most signiicant health and safety risks occur in warehouses, where many employees are contractors.

• Our ambition is to apply the same OHS management system throughout the Group and among contractors by 2017.

LLAA66X -X - Type oType of injury and rf injury and ratates oes of injuryf injury, occupational diseases, los, occupational diseases, lost dayt days, and absents, and absenteeismeeism, and t, and tototal number oal number of wf work-ork-
rrelatelated fed fatatalities, by ralities, by regionegion

2016 2015 2014 2013 2012

Number of work-related injuries 247 386 401 434 497

Injury rate
1 0.6 0.9 0.9 1 1.1

Number of workdays lost due to occupational injuries 3,814 4,729 3,088 5,677 10,991

Lost day rate
1 9 11 7 13 25

Number of work-related fatalities 0 1 0 0 0

1
per 200,000h

20162016

NumberNumber
oof wf work-ork-

rrelatelateded
injuriesinjuries

InjuryInjury

rratatee
11

Number oNumber off
wworkorkdaydayss

loslost due tt due too
occupationaloccupational

injuriesinjuries

LLosost dayt day

rratatee
11

NumberNumber
oof wf work-ork-

rrelatelateded
ffatatalitiesalities

Asia Paciic 5 0,06 0 0 0

EMEA 75 0,54 1,991 13 0

Latin America 39 0,50 608 8 0

North America 128 0,90 1,215 9 0

GrGroup Toup Tototalal 242477 0,60,6 33,8,81414 88 00

1
per 200,000h
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AlwAlwayays act ethically and rs act ethically and respect human rightsespect human rights
PrProgrogress on our press on our promiseomise
Electrolux will earn the trust of everyone impacted by our operations, demonstrating our commitment to ethics and human

rights through our words and actions.

The roadmap to 2020 Next steps

Develop and implement a cohesive, group-wide
approach to human rights.

Develop and pilot a local human rights impact assessment in

2017.

Provide guidance to employees on how to do the
right thing by promoting the Code of Conduct and
Code of Ethics.

Achieve global rollout of the Ethics at Electrolux program.

Continue the rollout of the Code of Conduct educational

campaign, with the aim of reaching all employees.

Be responsive and respectful when dealing with issues
of concern, building trust in our Ethics Program
among employees.

Work to improve the degree of employee trust in the Ethics

Helpline in those countries with low scores in the 2016

employee engagement survey.

Further develop our process for handling Ethics Helpline

cases, through shared learning and common principles of

integrity and conidentiality.

On track

Additional effort is required

Off track

Work has not yet begun

HoHow ww we measure measure pre progrogressess

1. Share of Electrolux employees covered by the Ethics Helpline.

2. Share of women in Tier 2 and Tier 3 positions.

3. Level of trust in the Ethics Helpline according to our employees.

4. Level of understanding of the Code of Conduct by our employees.

The nine ElectrThe nine Electrolux prolux promises romises reinfeinfororce the importce the importance oance of human and labor rights, ethics and anti-corruption.f human and labor rights, ethics and anti-corruption.

Building a cohesivBuilding a cohesive appre approach toach to human rightso human rights
The aim of our work with human rights includes providing a safe environment where workers are free from harassment or

discrimination, providing fair working conditions for employees and respecting their freedom of association.
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In 2016, we identiied and assessed our human rights risks

at the corporate level, involving a cross-section of

approximately 40 Electrolux representatives from different

regions, sectors and functions. The assessment activities

included web-based surveys and workshops. The resulting

human rights risk proile was presented to the Ethics &

Human Rights Steering Group, the CEO and the sector

heads for inal approval. Our next step will be to develop

and pilot a framework for local assessments.

Furthermore, the governance model for human rights was

established and agreed during 2016. Labor rights is a

central part of our human rights agenda, and 42 of 49

Electrolux sites have labor and management committees

in place to allow dialogue on issues of mutual interest.

Additionally, all sites have occupational health and safety

committees. Constructive dialogue with employees helps

us address the concerns of our employees at an early

stage and handle potential labor issues at site level.

PrProoviding guidance tviding guidance to employo employeesees
We have been working to build on and communicate

ethics and human rights throughout the company, through

both the Ethics at Electrolux program and training on

speciic Group policies. The Ethics at Electrolux program

began its rollout in 2011, and includes training on a wide

range of ethics-related topics. In 2015, we launched more

in-depth training campaigns on our Code of Conduct and

our policies on anti-corruption and anti-trust, which

continued in 2016.

In 2016, approximately 3,000 employees and line

managers took part in our Code of Conduct e-learning

training, corresponding to approximately 1,500 hours of

training. This is in addition to the 10,000 employees who

were trained in 2015. As per the results of the employee

engagement survey in 2016, 85% of employees believe

they have a high level of understanding of what is

expected of them in terms of the Code of Conduct.

The Group-wide e-learning courses on anti-corruption

and anti-trust was also made available to employees in

2015, and so far over 13,000 employees have completed

the e-learning courses on Corruption & Bribery and Anti-

Trust. The completion rate among managers is currently

85% and efforts are being made to increase this

proportion. Additionally, in the US, where local e-learning

programs are launched, 3,875 online training sessions

were completed in 2016. These initiatives complement the

tailored training that certain functions such as sales,

procurement and senior management receive. Such face-

to-face training sessions have been conducted locally

throughout the organisation by either inhouse legal

counsel or by external experts. Training requirements are

continuously monitored and evaluated based on business

needs, and the legal and risk context. In total, employees

engaged in approximately 7,400 hours of e-learning on

these topics.

The participation level for the Code of Conduct e-

learning, and for the Group-wide anti-corruption and anti-

trust e-learning is below our expectations. We plan to

implement a global e-learning management system, which

will improve our capabilities for systematic follow up.

Dealing with concernsDealing with concerns
Through the Ethics at Electrolux program, we encourage

employees to speak to their manager, HR department or

another relevant person in the organization if they wish to

report an incident. Or, if more comfortable for them, they

can use our whistle-blowing system, the Ethics Helpline

(Alertline in North America) where incidents can be

reported in local languages. By the end of 2016, 99% of

our employees had access to the whistle-blowing system.

In 2016, the system was rolled out in France, the last

remaining major country.

This year, 151 (153) cases were reported through the

whistle-blowing system. 78 (48) cases were considered as

beyond the scope of the Helpline, or lacking suicient

detail to enable investigation. 73 (105) reports led to

investigation. The majority of the reports related to

discrimination and harassment, such as the use of abusive

language or disrespectful behavior. This type of

misconduct most often resulted in warnings and retraining.

A large proportion of the cases falls into the category

'Other'. This category includes, for instance, practices

linked to working hours, compensation and promotion, as

well as inappropriate behavior in the workplace. In total,

four people were dismissed from the company as a

consequence of investigations into Helpline cases. (See

graph).

The employee engagement survey in 2016 indicates there

is room to improve our employees’ trust in the Ethics

Helpline (67% of employees are positive toward the

Helpline). The results are being analyzed and measures

will be taken in 2017.

Supporting divSupporting diverersitysity
At Electrolux we want all women and men to have the

same rights and obligations, as well as equal

opportunities for development and career progression to

leadership positions. Our overall gender split is 35%

women and 65% men. In 2012, we set Group objectives to

increase female representation in Tier 2 positions

(reporting to a Group Management member) to 25%, and

in Tier 3 positions (reporting to Tier 2) to at least 30% by

2017 (revised from 2015). Electrolux aims to continuously

improve the number of female leaders at all levels across

all functions, and seeks female applicants for every

position as part of the recruitment process.
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At the end of 2016, 25% (23) of Tier 2 managers and 27%

(27) of Tier 3 managers were women, meeting the Tier 2

target but falling short of the Tier 3 target. New targets

have been agreed: 30% of Tier 2 managers and 35% of

Tier 3 managers shall be women by 2020. As part of a

dedicated pilot project in 2017, we will focus on attracting,

developing and retaining more female qualiied

candidates for irst time leadership roles and project

management positions in our core business.

Our partnership with AIESEC, an international platform for

young people to explore and develop their leadership

potential, allows us to tap into a diverse talent pool by

offering internships throughout our Global industrial

operations. At the year end, Electrolux had 50 interns, 56%

were women and 44% men. The total number of

nationalities represented by all interns so far in the

program is 73, and the total global retention rate for

interns is 74%. We will continue our work on creating

awareness of our sustainability priorities and ambitions,

and focus on inding talent within the areas of Science,

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics together with

AIESEC (STEM pilot program).

The challengesThe challenges

• Developing our corporate culture, bridging different

countries and diverse backgrounds in a matrix

organization.

• Improving labor conditions: Audits point to recurring

non-compliance with working hour restrictions.

• Raising the bar on diversity: Identifying barriers to

greater gender diversity among senior managers.

The majority of the cases related to ‘discrimination and harassment’, involved the use of abusive language or disrespectful

behavior. ‘Other’ includes cases that cannot easily be categorized into one area, and are often a mix of allegations of

misconduct, such as practices linked to working hours, compensation and promotion, and inappropriate behavior in the

workplace. ‘Business integrity’ includes cases relating to anti-corruption, fraud, theft and anti-trust.

KKeey indings oy indings of the 2016 Employf the 2016 Employee Engagement Suree Engagement Survveeyy

Survey statement

Proportion of non-production
employees responding positively

to the statement

Proportion of production
employees responding positively

to the statement

Proportion
of total

worforce
responding

positively
to the

statement

I understand how I am expected to
act in order to follow the Code of
Conduct

94% 80% 85%

The concerns reported through the
Ethics Helpline/Alertline are
handled conidentially and fairly

76% 62% 67%

At Electrolux, people with diverse
backgrounds, styles and
approaches have equal
opportunities for development

72% (68) 72% (68)

At Electrolux, equal treatment of
employees is both supported and
promoted

72% (67) 48% (37) 57%

The level of understanding of the Code of Conduct is high amongst employees, but the level of trust in the Ethics Helpline

needs to be addressed in several regions. The questions on diversity and equal treatment indicate an improvement

compared with last year, whereas production employees are less positive in this area.
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PrProovide susvide susttainable solutions fainable solutions for eor evveryeryoneone

PrProgrogress on our press on our promiseomise

Electrolux will leverage its global presence to accelerate technology transfer to emerging markets.

HoHow ww we measure measure pre progrogressess

• To be announced.

The need fThe need for eneror energy eicient appliances among the grgy eicient appliances among the groowing middle class in emerwing middle class in emerging markging markets is eets is evidentvident. Our objectiv. Our objective is te is too

dedevvelop global platfelop global platforms with a high degrorms with a high degree oee of mof modularizdularization tation to delivo deliver affer afforordable prdable prooducts with gooducts with good end envirvironmentonmentalal

perfperformanceormance..

The success of this promise lies in delivering an attractive product that meets consumer needs, brand and distribution, as

well as the right market conditions to emphasize the value of eiciency. At the local level in Asia, South America and the

Middle East, Electrolux is developing solutions that help the growing middle class gain access to eicient appliances.

The race toward energy eiciency is a major trend. It is driven by consumer demand and our desire to manufacture

sustainable products.

Through our global technology platform, we are better able to bring eicient appliances to market cost effectively.

Electrolux has been providing eicient products to the growing middle class of Brazil for quite some time. In our 2014 brand

survey among mass-market consumers, Brazilian respondents underlined the importance of minimizing their use of water, a

priority that has increased signiicantly since 2012. The Electrolux brand is the most strongly associated with this priority.

A new range of refrigerators, aimed at the mass market in Australia and New Zealand, offers 25% and 35% reduction in

energy consumption.

Electrolux also plays an active role in United for Eiciency, a UNEP-led project to develop recommendations on how

emerging markets can ‘leapfrog’ to greater energy eiciency. The program aims to advise governments on areas such as

energy labeling, incentive programs, and the disposal of redundant refrigerators.

The challengesThe challenges

• Organizational alignment across relevant markets in order to leverage our global platforms for this aim.
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Be a fBe a fororce fce for gooor goodd

PrProgrogress on our press on our promiseomise

Electrolux will make a positive difference in our local communities, focusing on important areas of social needs.

The roadmap to 2020 Next steps

Establish and implement a Group approach to social

investment, focusing on key strategic areas of need

that it with our business strategy.

Implement local and global projects supported by the

Electrolux Food Foundation and the partnership with

Worldchefs and AIESEC – learn, replicate and scale-up.

On track

Additional effort is required

Off track

Work has not yet begun

HoHow ww we measure measure pre progrogressess

• Number of projects implemented, with the support of Electrolux Food Foundation and the Feed the Planet partnership.

• Outcome metrics, including people reached, people trained, meals served, etc, in line with local project targets.

As a sustainability leader in our industry, we believe we have the responsibility and opportunity to make a positive

difference, not only for those directly affected by our activities, but also in our local communities. To maximize the positive

impact of our efforts, we focus on food related challenges.

During 2015 and 2016, we developed our approach to social investment, engaging in dialogue across sectors, regions and

functions and involving external partners, to determine how best we can make a positive difference in our local communities.

This led to the launch of two key initiatives during the year:

• The Electrolux Food Foundation: With an initial investment of SEK 10m, the Foundation will support local and global

Electrolux projects that tackle food related challenges.

• The Feed the Planet partnership: Through this partnership, projects can access expertise, skills and manpower from the

two partnering organizations Worldchefs, organizing over 10 million chefs worldwide, and AIESEC, a global network of

young leaders focusing on world issues and leadership development.

One of the aims of our approach to social investment is to encourage local business units and employees to engage in

projects. This is to further strengthen our corporate culture and employee pride in working for a socially responsible

employer. Part of the vision is to have local Electrolux, Worldchefs and AIESEC volunteers working side by side to have a

real impact on communities. In particular, projects focusing on one or more of the below areas are incentivized through the

Electrolux Food Foundation and the Feed the Planet partnership:
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• Consumer education and awareness campaigns, to

help people make more sustainable and/or healthy

food choices, reduce waste and minimize the

environmental impact from food consumption.

• Professional education and the qualiication of people

in need, to help them get a job and thereby put food

on the table for themselves and their families.

• Citizen food initiatives, providing cooked, nutritious

meals at affordable prices to less privileged people.

Four local and two global projects were approved for

funding through the Electrolux Food Foundation in 2016,

all driven by the Feed the Planet partnership:

• Asia food waste program

Ongoing regional program aiming to encourage

consumers to think about food waste and change

their behavior, whilst at the same time supporting

people in need through collaboration with foodbanks

and other not-for-proit insitutions. The program also

develops educational materials, including recipes to

minimize food waste together with Worldchefs.

• Curitiba, Brazil

Establishing an educational kitchen with a program to

train under-privileged youth to work in professional

kitchens. The initiative has involved collaborating with

Wordchefs, AIESEC, and Fundação de Ação Social.

• Sweden

Supporting a project led by the not-for-proit

organization Stockholms Stadsmission, aimed at

reducing food waste through setting up a social

restaurant that provides affordable meals and

empowers unemployed people through labor

integration in the restaurant. Electrolux focuses on

promoting sustainable food consumption and

cooking, together with Worldchefs and AIESEC.

• Poland

Working together with Wordchefs and the Polish not-

for-proit FoodSharing on a project aimed at raising

awareness of bad food consumption habits and

inspiring positive changes through a series of

workshops and awareness campaigns.

• Worldchefs without Borders

Supporting the humanitarian arm of Worldchefs.

• Sustainability curriculum for chef schools

Supporting Worldchefs ongoing program to integrate

sustainability into the curriculums of culinary schools

around the world.

The challengesThe challenges

• Finding a balance between local priorities and

generating beneits on a Group level.

• Meeting the needs and expectations of all three

partnering organizations – Worldchefs, AIESEC and

Electrolux.
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ImprImproovve suse susttainability in the supply chainainability in the supply chain
PrProgrogress on our press on our promiseomise
Electrolux will ensure that all suppliers live up to our high expectations, no matter where they are located and we will support

the transition to more sustainable practices.

The roadmap to 2020 Next steps

Take a hands-on approach toward our direct suppliers of components,
inished goods, licensed products and services. Engage selectively further
up the supply chain and promote responsibility among all suppliers
toward their own supply chain.

Deploy the RSP program fully in South

East Asia and North America. Reinforce

the onboarding process for

manufacturers licensing Electrolux

brands.

Screen prospective suppliers to ensure they can live up to Electrolux’s

expectations.

Implement standards for supplier

minimum pace of improvement as well

as connected sanctions.

Increase awareness and capabilities among our prospective and existing
suppliers through training and dialogue.

Deploy e-learning throughout additional

high-risk markets and integrate it into

supplier candidate screening and

onboarding processes.

Drive the improvement of supplier ecological footprints. Increase the number of suppliers

participating in energy monitoring and

the eiciency initiative.

Leverage our inluence over logistics companies to improve the CO2

eiciency of our transportation by 15% by 2020.

Continue the implementation of an

environmental scorecard in the

tendering process for dedicated

transport services in 2017.

Set up supplier meetings to share/

discuss best practice and action plans.

Proactively contribute to the BSR Clean

Cargo initiative, which aims to improve

the environmental performance of

marine container transport.

On track

Additional effort is required

Off track

Work has not yet begun
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HoHow ww we measure measure pre progrogressess

1. Proportion of critical suppliers audited in the last 12

months.

2. Proportion of critical suppliers participating in training

in the last 12 months.

3. Proportion of critical suppliers with an audit rating

‘approved’, meaning with no inding of a serious

nature.

4. Emission intensity of transports, CO2 emissions / m
3
km.

FFocusing on our dirocusing on our direct supplierect supplierss
Electrolux has over 3,000 direct material suppliers

throughout its markets, more than 150 OEM (original

equipment manufacturing) suppliers as well as a large

number of indirect material partners.

It’s important that we choose suppliers that relect our

own high standards. Sustainability performance has been

part of the vetting process for new suppliers for many

years. Since 2015, the Responsible Sourcing team is

represented in sourcing boards in all Group organizations,

which facilitates integration in decision-making processes

for each regional purchasing organization. Purchasers are

trained on the Code of Conduct, with 79 trained in 2016.

AAuditing critical supplieruditing critical supplierss
Around 700 of our suppliers are considered ‘critical’ and

have been the focus of our responsible sourcing program

this year. These include suppliers located in regions or

using production processes that pose high and medium

risks for environmental, labor or human rights violations,

and corrupt practices.

In 2016, we added resources to our South East Asian

organization that works with suppliers based in Thailand

and neighboring countries to gain a more comprehensive

coverage of our supplier base. We have also intensiied

our focus on North America by relocating a resource to

our North American headquarters.

Our critical suppliers are reviewed on their sustainability

performance at least every second year. In total, 471 (427)

audits were performed among suppliers, including 396

(366) by internal auditors and 75 (61) by third-party

assurers. This year, 60% (51%) of our critical suppliers were

audited.

As part of our audits, we also monitor that our

expectations are communicated to Tier 2 suppliers. During

2016, we evaluated the possibility to engage more directly

with Tier 2 suppliers. A study of the supply base of eight of

our strategic printed circuit board assembly suppliers

revealed 1,244 potential Tier 2 suppliers, making it evident

that engagement beyond Tier 1 requires strict prioritization

principles and automated processes. We will continue to

explore these aspects in 2017.

ImprImprooving conditions and rving conditions and reducing impactseducing impacts
Through our audits, we see that health and safety as well

as environmental issues continue to be the areas with the

greatest challenges. Deviations related to our policy on

working hours is still increasing.

A total of 44 (47) indings of a serious nature were

uncovered in 2016, and the number of indings per audit

had also decreased. The most common zero-tolerance

indings were related to legal violations and inconsistent

working hour records. These two types of indings

represent more than half of the serious indings, and are

part of a trend. There were 4 cases of forced labor in

China and SEA involving the improper management of

wages and worker passports. Cases involving

discrimination increased, including 5 indings of

pregnancy-testing in China. In all instances, management

practices at the respective supplier were amended. All

zero-tolerance cases are reported to senior Purchasing

management, who also monitors remediation actions.

There was no case involving under-age labor during 2016,

however there were 38 deiciencies related to the

management of young workers. Suppliers were required to

strengthen their procedures for notifying authorities of the

presence of young workers. Suppliers were also required

to provide special health examinations required for such

workers.

Our share of disqualiied suppliers is still high in selected

markets due to societal issues, such as in Egypt, and there

are large regional differences in supplier status. In EMEA

(Europe, the Middle East and Africa) 24% of suppliers are

“Preferred” (only minor indings) or “Active” (only indings

of non-critical character). The corresponding igure in Latin

America is 30%, whereas the Asia Paciic region has a low

proportion of “Preferred” or “Active” suppliers, with excess

working hours as the most common obstacle to reaching

“Active” status.

Our promise to improve sustainability among our suppliers

means going beyond auditing and monitoring. We have

been collecting data on the environmental performance

of suppliers - representing 56% of our OEM spend - since

2011, to promote better control of critical environmental

impacts caused by their operations. In 2016, this has

included introducing a new energy report and requiring

suppliers to work toward set energy targets, as well as

measure their water use. In 2016, we have deployed an e-

learning program on our Code of Conduct requirements

for suppliers in 5 languages across seven key supplier

markets. Through this program, we reached over 100 key

decision makers at 98 of our suppliers. In total, we have

trained 223 supplier representatives from 189 suppliers in

several sustainability capacity building initiatives.

Electrolux has engaged with suppliers that source from

countries affected by conlicts. Our approach is based on

the OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible

Supply Chains of Minerals from Conlict-Affected and

High-Risk Areas, and is embedded in our policies and

activities. In line with this guidance, Electrolux is tracking

country of origin for speciic critical minerals throughout its

supply chain. This approach also agrees with the US

legislation on Conlict Minerals. Electrolux has joined

the Conlict-Free Sourcing Initiative (CFSI), allowing us to

inluence actors in the supply chains beyond tier-one

suppliers.
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Engaging supplierEngaging suppliers in our trs in our transport and eneransport and energygy eiciencyeiciency
goalsgoals
We can use our purchasing power to support the trend

toward more sustainable transport. Over ive years, our

efforts have resulted in an improvement of CO2 eiciency

of 35% in our sea transportation. In 2016, we have also

improved our CO2 eiciency for land transportation by 3%

compared to 2015. Our goal is to improve CO2 eiciency

across all modes of transport by 15% in 2020.

The challengesThe challenges

• To ensure high sustainability performance throughout

our value chain remains a challenge. We place

requirements on our over 3,000 direct suppliers. These

suppliers are responsible for communicating

Electroux’s standards to Tier 2 suppliers and beyond,

where we have limited inluence.

• To work with our peers to adopt a collaborative

approach across the industry. Together we can bring

about greater positive change among our shared

suppliers.

RResponsible souresponsible sourcing audit indings rcing audit indings reductioneduction G4-EN30 MoG4-EN30 Mode ode of trf transportansport

Note: Data encompasses global ocean freight, air cargo and land transport in

Europe, North America, and Brazil.
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DisDistribution otribution of indings in each rf indings in each region (%)egion (%)

Chapter
Asia Paciic including

SE Asia
Latin and North

America
Europe, Middle East

and Africa TOTAL

1. General
requirements

0 0 0 0

2. Laws and
regulations

1 8 10 4

3. Suppliers and
subcontractors

2 0 0 1

4. Corruption, bribery
and business ethics

0 0 0 0

5. Child labor 4 0 2 3

6. Forced labor 1 0 0 1

7. Security
arrangements

0 0 0 0

88. W. Workorker H&er H&SS 5555 7733 6464 6060

9. Non-discrimination 1 0 0 1

10. Harassment and
abuse

0 0 0 0

11. Disciplinary actions
and grievances

2 0 2 2

12. W12. Working hourorking hourss 1919 99 1010 1515

13. Compensation and
employment
conditions

7 2 8 6

14. Freedom of
Association and
collective bargaining

0 0 0 0

15. En15. Envirvironmentonmentalal
gogovvernance andernance and
prprocedurocedureses

88 7 3 77

16. Monitoring and
compliances

0 1 1 1

Number of audits
included in sample:

234 124 113 471

The distribution of signiicant indings, expressed in % and viewed per Code of Conduct principle, varies between the

different supply regions. Regional variations are caused by differences in EHS- and labor legislation, legal enforcement as

well as societal differences.

Note: Data encompasses global ocean freight and primary land transport in Europe, North America, and Brazil
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Our climatOur climate te tarargetsgets

PrProgrogress againsess against our tt our tarargetget
Halve the Group’s climate impact by 2020, preventing the release of 25 million tonnes of carbon dioxide (CO2) over 15

years.

Roadmap 2020 Next steps

Be a leader in product eiciency in our most important
markets.

Read more on our progress here: Constantly Improve
Product Performance & Eiciency

Eliminate high-impact greenhouse gases from our products. Read more on our progress here: Eliminate Harmful

Materials

Improve eiciency throughout our operations and supply
chain.

Read more on our progress here:

Achieve More with Less

Improve Sustainability in the Supply Chain

Increase the share of renewable energy for our operations
to 50%.

Read more on our progress here:

Achieve More with Less

In 2016 we have cut our CO2-impact by 27% compared to 2005, building momentum for our 50% target by 2020.

ClimatClimate te tarargets 2020gets 2020
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Impacts along the vImpacts along the value chainalue chain

Taking a value chain approach provides us with a big picture view of how we can

most effectively tackle our impacts.

Analyzing our sustainability approach through the lens of our value chain helps to identify how we can best leverage our

inluence and create the greatest value. This makes it easier to identify opportunities, minimize or enhance impacts and

understand boundaries. The value chain perspective also helps us recognize how actions and impacts are interconnected.

The diagram below illustrates our degree of inluence along major stages of our value chain and provides examples of the

value we create. The links under each phase provide context on key impacts and how we tackle them.

R&D
High ability to inluence

Electrolux allocated SEK 3,148m (3,210 m) to R&D, approximately one third of which is

sustainability-related. Focus is on energy- and water-eiciency as well as the use of

materials.

HoHow ww we te tackle our impactsackle our impacts

• Improve product performance & eiciency

• Make better use of resources

• Eliminate harmful materials

• Provide sustainable solutions for everyone

• Work towards our climate target

GenerGenerating vating valuealue
Staying one step ahead of consumer needs on eiciency delivers customer value and aligns with our business strategy, while

reducing negative impact on the environment.

Suppliers
Medium ability to inluence

Electrolux has over 3,000 direct suppliers that must manage their performance in

accordance with our Group sustainability requirements. The focus is on inding and

developing supplier capacity to maintain our high standards in high-risk countries, both

in terms of better use of resources and other sustainability aspects. This requires careful assessment and a qualiied selection

of suppliers.

HoHow ww we te tackle our impactsackle our impacts

• Improve sustainability in the supply chain

• Work towards our climate targets

GenerGenerating vating valuealue
Rewarding suppliers that can comply with Electrolux standards stimulates technical progress and local innovation. Promoting

universal norms supports human rights and raises environmental, labor and economic standards - especially in low-cost

countries. This also builds trust and reduces business and reputational risk.
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Electrolux operations
High ability to inluence

Electrolux operations, impacting some 60,000 employees, must relect the qualities of a

sustainable business: ethical, eicient and safe.

HoHow ww we te tackle our impactsackle our impacts

• Achieve more with less

• Ensure the best conditions for health and safety

• Act ethically & respect human rights

• Be a force for good

• Work towards our climate targets

GenerGenerating vating valuealue
By being a force for good, we create value for our communities, employees and for ourselves. We create community beneit

by providing jobs, knowledge transfer and economic opportunities. Positive employee relationships promote competence

development, employee wellbeing and job satisfaction. Being a force for good also creates value for the company, for

example by ensuring we retain talented employees and achieving inancial savings from reduced accident rates. Based on

historical data, we estimate that we saved SEK 300m in costs in 2016 by avoiding accidents.

Transport
Medium ability to inluence

Electrolux emits more CO2 transporting its goods than it emits through the combined

energy used in Group operations. About 300,000 tonnes are emitted through the

distribution of our goods via sea, land and air in Europe, North America and Brazil.

HoHow ww we te tackle our impactsackle our impacts

• Improve sustainability in the supply chain

• Work towards our climate targets

GenerGenerating vating valuealue
As transportation is a major contributor to climate change, reducing our impact beneits society. We can use our purchasing

power to support the trend toward more sustainable transport and encourage our logistics suppliers to engage in dialogue

with others on how to further reduce their impacts.

Sales
Low ability to inluence

Electrolux sells more than 60 million products in over 150 countries every year. Sales are

primarily made through retailers. Together with energy and performance labeling,

communications at the point of purchase is our main opportunity to raise consumer

awareness on eiciency. We continue to drive the market for eicient products through campaigns that highlight

sustainability.

HoHow ww we te tackle our impactsackle our impacts

• Improve product performance & eiciency

• Provide sustainable solutions for everyone

• Work towards our climate targets

GenerGenerating vating valuealue
Working together to increase transparency and promote a sustainable product offering contributes to retailers' sustainability

goals, strengthens brands and builds customer loyalty. As seen by our Green range share of sales, an eicient product

offering is a proitable strategy for Electrolux.
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Consumer use
Low ability to inluence

With the major environmental impacts occurring during product use, product energy

eiciency is among our top priorities. Eiciency in the laundry product category in

Europe has on average improved by 4% per year in the last four years.

HoHow ww we te tackle our impactsackle our impacts

• Improve product performance & eiciency

• Provide sustainable solutions for everyone

• Work towards our climate targets

GenerGenerating vating valuealue
Appliances deliver social beneits that many have for a long time taken for granted - such as food conservation, hygiene

standards, and freeing up time from household chores and facilitating equal opportunities. These beneits are especially

important in the development of emerging markets. The education of professional customers and consumers enables more

concious choices in all markets. Providing eicient products and increasing appliance connectivity in markets with growing

middle classes can help counter rising global CO2 emissions caused by increasing consumption. Greater eiciency also

reduces energy costs.

End-of-life
Low ability to inluence

Legislation on appliance recycling is being introduced in key markets. In Europe, the

region with the most comprehensive producer responsibility legislation, 80% of the

materials (by total volume) from collected large appliances must be recovered (70% for

small appliances).

HoHow ww we te tackle our impactsackle our impacts

• Make better use of resources

• Eliminate harmful materials

GenerGenerating vating valuealue
Reduced impact on the environment through helping to reduce landill and building closed-loop systems. Saving money and

energy and increasing brand trust through innovative designs that reuse materials.
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MatMateriality preriality processocess

Material issues are topics that relect our most signiicant economic, environmental

and social impacts. We track these topics continuously to make sure we’re

addressing the ones of greatest importance.

Our materiality process aims to identify and understand the topics that inluence our stakeholders’ perception of Electrolux,

and whether these topics presents risks or opportunities in relation to our business strategy. It is therefore an important way

of evaluating our ability to create and sustain value.

We draw on insights from global trends and drivers, market intelligence, product research, internal and external dialogue,

expert opinion and consumer surveys, and other sources of information to develop an up-to-date understanding of the

prevailing business context for Electrolux.

We also ensure we’re aligned with the needs and expectations of our most important stakeholders – consumers, employees

and our shareholders around the world. In 2014, we assessed stakeholder priorities alongside global trends research and our

business knowledge. Working with Group Management and top management, we analyzed, prioritized and built group-wide

consensus around our most material topics. These in turn, were structured as nine promises ‘For the Better’, relecting how

Electrolux can make its greatest contribution to society. The content is continuously subject to calibration and dialogue with

internal and external stakeholders, and reviewed and validated by Group Management annually.

Read more on our analysis of this year's materiality process.
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MatMateriality analyeriality analysissis

Through our materiality process and stakeholder engagement, we have pinpointed

the most relevant topics to Electrolux.

Our sustainability approach is designed to address the topics of greatest importance to Electrolux and our stakeholders. The

most important topics have been expressed as nine promises, supported by 2020 goals and key performance indicators

(KPIs).

The relevance of an issue is determined by three criteria:

• The degree of impact caused by our activities along the value chain.

• How much the issue impacts our business strategy.

• How the issue might affect stakeholder relationships with Electrolux.

For Electrolux, the most important stakeholders are customers, consumers, shareholders and employees. Their priorities and

how they relect our sustainability approach are outlined in Stakeholders inform our approach section of the report.

2017 and be2017 and beyyondond
New and updated legislation is due to be introduced in several key areas over the next few years.

• Human traicking, addressed by the UK Modern Slavery Act, will come into effect in 2017.

• The new EU energy label directive is expected to be adopted in 2017/2018. Future energy classes will be from A to G, with

no products initially in the A class. All products should be relabeled within 5 years after adaptation of the directive.

• EU legislation towards a circular economy is under development.

• China, Japan, Australia and New Zeeland will apply new performance standards for refrigerators that will change their

national energy eiciency ratings (2017/2018).

• New regulation on high-impact greenhouse gases will be introduced in Europe, the US and in Asia/Paciic.

• Legislation on sustainability reporting will come into effect in Sweden in 2017.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) have an impact on the response to global challenges, broadening the

discussion among and between businesses, governments and civil society. They help us align our work in accordance with

the priorities of society at large.

An eAn evvolving agendaolving agenda
Although many of the sustainability issues facing Electrolux remain the same over a long period, their importance changes

over time. Below are the areas where our internal analysis points to an emerging area, or shows increased importance for

business and our stakeholders. These topics appear in no particular order and their importance is not inter-related.
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Topic Description Our response

Climate

change

The COP 21 Paris agreement on the

reduction of greenhouse gas

emissions in order to limit global

warming to well below 2
o
C.

Continued focus on key areas in our sustainability agenda and the

50% carbon reduction target. Electrolux CEO signed a commitment

to adopt Science Based Climate Target. See Our climate targets.

Renewable

energy

Relevance increased during 2016, as

leading sustainable businesses

demonstrated the feasibility of a

strong renewable energy strategy.

Setting a target to increase renewables for our operations to 50% by

2020, beginning with manufacturing sites in Europe.

Food waste Increasing in importance over several

years, driven by growing concerns,

and public and media interest.

Roughly 1/3 of the world’s food for

human consumption is wasted every

year – approximately 1.3 billion

tonnes.

Developing technologies for keeping food fresher, longer.

Community engagement, e.g. raising awareness of food waste

(see food-waste awareness), and crowdsourcing initiatives to

promote sustainable and healthy food (see iJam and Electrolux

Ideas Lab) and Global Gastronomy Day.

Circular

economy

Emerging concept on a global scale.

Relevance is increasing rapidly as

businesses include circular principles

in their products and the EU prepares

legislation under the overarching

themes of the circular economy.

Establishing strategic partnerships with suppliers to access high-

quality recycled plastics.

Increasing dialogue with EU legislators on product durability-related

issues.

Participating in OECD environmental meeting at ministerial level in

2016, to discuss climate change and circular economy.

Human

rights

Increasing in importance over the

long-term, as indicated by investors.

New international standards and

legislation are emerging, including

the UN Guiding Principles on Business

and Human Rights as well as conlict

mineral legislation in the US and EU.

We are committed to respecting human rights in our own operations

as well as along our supply chain and have speciied objectives and

KPIs in our promises ‘Always act ethically & respect human rights’

and ‘Improve sustainability in the supply chain’ to fulill this

commitment. In 2016, we conducted a corporate human rights risk

assessment and established a governance structure.

Responsible

taxation

Sustained interest in this topic, with

socially responsible investors

requesting increased transparency on

tax payment approaches and

emerging legislation worldwide.

We are transparent on taxation in the Annual Report and by making

our tax policy publicly available.
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Managing susManaging susttainability risksainability risks

A 360A 360
oo

analyanalysis osis of risk rf risk requirequires insights fres insights from Grom Group Managementoup Management, the function le, the function levvel and local fel and local facilities. Thatacilities. That’’s why identifyings why identifying

and addrand addressing non-inancial risks is a cressing non-inancial risks is a cross-functional ross-functional responsibilityesponsibility..

At Electrolux, we focus on the future to pinpoint and prepare for a changing business landscape. The emergence of a global

middle class, the growth of megacities, the urgency of climate change, chemical pollutants, access to water, energy and raw

materials, and breakthrough technologies will all impact the way we do business, and how we are perceived as a company.

Understanding and managing the non-inancial risks and opportunities associated with these macro drivers is an integrated

part of managing our business.

Drivers What this means for us

People The global middle class

An aging population

Increasing importance of emerging

markets.

New competitors.

Growing importance of the silver haired

consumer group.

More smaller households.

Access to resources Energy

Water

Materials

Continuing need to reduce the energy

use of household appliances.

Pressure to reduce water consumption

in areas with water scarcity.

Increasing risk of resource nationalism.

Environment Climate change

Chemicals pollutants

Increasing pressure to improve product

energy eiciency and eliminate high

impact greenhouse gases.

Growing concern over chemicals in

products.

Lack of global harmonization in

chemical legislation makes chemical

management complex for producers.

Technology Digitalization Increasing consumer power, making

communication and transparency more

important.

Internet of Things will enable online

communication between producers

and consumers, but increases risks

around data privacy.

Production must adapt to more

automated processes to stay

competitive.

A number of Group functions are accountable for both identifying and managing non-inancial risks in their area of

responsibility. These risks are reported to Group Management regularly and are also fed into our materiality process. Our

approach is outlined further in the Annual report.
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Management AssurManagement Assurance and Special Assignmentsance and Special Assignments

Evaluates and improves governance, internal control and

risk management processes

GrGroup Risk Managementoup Risk Management

Benchmarks and monitors key risks in operations and key

suppliers

SusSusttainability Risk Management Prainability Risk Management Processesocesses

Materiality

Responsible Sourcing

Ethics

Human rights

ISO Coordinatione

Other GrOther Group Soup Sttaffs & Faffs & Functionsunctions

Global Industrial Operations

Product Lines

Purchasing

Legal

Finance

Communication

HR Exec Team

GrGroup Eoup Exxtternal Affernal Affairairs Cs Committommitteeee

Monitors regulatory development across all regions and

develops Group common positions

Human Rights risksHuman Rights risks

As we increase our understanding of how our business impacts human rights, we are putting the tools in place to mitigate

and remedy them. This is an ongoing process where we have made important progress the last few years. The results build

on the involvement and dialogue with internal and external stakeholders.

PrProgrogress in 2016ess in 2016

During 2016, we developed a methodology to identify and assess human rights impacts, aligned with the UNGP framework.

The human rights impact assessment was piloted on a corporate level, resulting in a list over Electrolux salient human rights

issues. In 2017, the methodology will be used to conduct local human rights assessments, directly integrating stakeholder

perspectives and with a focus on high-risk locations.

Salient human rights issuesSalient human rights issues

As a result of the human rights impact assessment, Electrolux has reviewed the most salient human rights issues with respect

to likelihood and severity of the potential harm to people. These entail six speciic issues and three business processes,

presented in the overview below and in more detail in the related sections.

IssueIssue

• Industrial relations

• Working hours & wages

• Diversity & non-discrimination

• Privacy & Integrity

• Purchase of sexual services during business travel/representation

• Corruption and bribery

Business prBusiness processesocesses

• Supply chain management

• Acquisitions

• Market entry & partners
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UnderUnderssttanding and managing our human rights risksanding and managing our human rights risks

We are on a journey to develop our

understanding of the human rights

risks associated with our activities, and

to establish the tools and processes to

manage these risks. We always aim to

minimize any risk of harm to people,

caused by our operations.

PrProcess tocess to identify human rights riskso identify human rights risks
Building on our previous experiences, we adopted a more

systematic and comprehensive approach in 2012. We

started out by conducting a corporate level impact

assessment in 2012 and 2013, identifying risks of human

rights impacts throughout our value chain. Key functions

within the company as well as external expertise

contributed to the process. We used the results to update

the Code of Conduct in 2014, emphasizing our

commitment to human rights and mitigating human rights

risk areas such as disciplinary action and grievances,

security practices, and corruption.

Following extensive internal and external stakeholder

engagement, human rights was singled out as one of the

priorities in the company’s updated sustainability

framework ‘For the Better’ in 2015. Human rights are at the

core of our Promise ‘Always act ethically and respect

human rights’. As a consequence, the Human Rights

Reference Group was established as a temporary working

group to oversee the development of a joint Group

approach.

During 2016, we developed a methodology to identify and

assess human rights impacts, and piloted it at the

corporate level. The methodology is in line with the UNGP

(UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights)

and emerging practices for human rights impact

assessments. The method considers the likelihood and

severity of the potential harm to people, rather than to the

company. The assessment involved around 40

representatives from all sectors, regions and key functions

within the Group, and was conducted using online surveys

and workshops. The assessment incorporated input from

employee representatives, customers, investors and NGOs.

We will continue to integrate stakeholder perspectives

more directly in local human rights assessments, planned

for 2017 in two of our high-risk locations.

The corporate assessment resulted in a list of the

company’s salient human rights issues
1
.

SSttatatement on salient human rights issuesement on salient human rights issues
The human rights impact assessment conducted in 2016,

resulted in a list of six issues, covering seven human rights.

Additionally, the assessment pointed to three business

processes that entail speciic risks to impact on people.

The six issues and three business processes constitute

Electrolux's salient human rights issues. Actions for each

salient issue is being developed, alongside the

establishment of ownership for each action. This action

plan will be implemented throughout 2017.

Additional severe potential impacts on human rights are

linked to health and safety in our operations and product

safety. These are outside the scope of salient issues, as

they are assessed to be well-managed by existing

programs.
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Right Issue(s) Potential impact on people Context

Right to freedom of
association

Industrial relations Employees not being able to

impact working conditions or

negotiate compensation

Discouraging/preventing

employees from joining or

forming unions, or

participate in union activities

Conlict/strike leading to loss

of income and affecting

standard of living

With a high number of

employees in countries

where the level of maturity in

labor relations is low, there is

risk of conlict, and a

resulting harm to people and

to company operations/

reputation.

China is the country where

adverse impact on the right

to freedom of association is

the greatest. Other high risk

areas include USA, Latin

America, South East Asia in

general and Middle East.

Right to decent conditions at
work

Right to adequate standards
of living

Working hours
and wages

People being unable to

provide for themselves and

their families as a result of

low wage levels (e.g. lack of

food, education, medical

services etc.)

People suffering from

inadequate living standards

due to low wages.

People suffering from a lack

of free time and family life as

a result of extensive overtime

and forced overtime, which

also increases the risk of

accidents.

Overtime is an issue in some

parts of the organization.

Fair living wages is a topic

increasingly in focus of

customers and media.

Both issues have an impact

on people and are a

potential reputational risk.

The impact assessment

identiied risk for overtime at

middle management levels.

Wages and overtime is a

high-risk in all regions except

from Western Europe,

Canada, Australia and New

Zeeland.

Equal rights and non-

discrimination

Diversity and
non-discrimination

Individuals being

discriminated in recruitment,

promotion and in other ways

within Electrolux, in part as a

result of discriminating

structures in the societies we

operate in.

Violates the basic human

right of equal treatment/

opportunities and has

additional social and

economic consequences.

Individuals’ quality of life and

self-esteem suffer from not

enjoying equal opportunities

in life.

Some level of discrimination

occurs as a result of

discriminating structures in

the societies where we

operate. A higher level of

diversity will beneit both

people and the company.
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Right Issue(s) Potential impact on people Context

Right to privacy Privacy and integrity Personal information

mismanaged (e.g. employee

data, consumer data, market

research data).

Privacy underpins human

dignity and other key values.

The right to be let alone, or

freedom from interference or

intrusion.

The issue is increasing in

importance as a result of

digitalization, the Internet of

Things, increased

sophistication in collecting

employee and consumer

data. Processes to safeguard

privacy must match the

increased risk.

All Electrolux operations,

ranging from handling of

employee data, marketing

surveys and consumer

data, data gathered in

products.

The risk is very high in

Mexico, Egypt, Thailand,

China, Colombia, Singapore,

Ukraine, Malaysia, Russia,

and high in USA, UK,

Indonesia, Peru and

Ecuador.

Right to life

Right to liberty

Purchase of sexual
services during
business
travel/representation

Exploitation of people as a

result of employees’ actions

during business travel and

representation

Causes severe harm to the

victim. The damages also

include the individual being

mistreated or rejected due to

stigmas.

Contributes to a system that

perpetuates harm to the

victims.

Estimates indicate that

around one third of all

purchases of sexual services

take place during business

travel. Electrolux need a

clear zero-tolerance policy,

actively communicated to

employees.

Equal rights and non-

discrimination

Right to adequate standards

of living

Corruption or bribery Corruption fuels inequality,

diverts expenditure away

from health, education, holds

back economic

development, and hurts the

most vulnerable in society.

Bribery undermines the rule

of law and the principle of

fair competition.

Corruption distorts the

division of economic

resources and hinders social

and economic development.

We operate in high-risk

markets such as South East

Asia, Latin America, Middle

East, Egypt and Russia, and

need to constantly educate

our employees and monitor

risks. Risk areas include

obtaining licenses/

certiicates, sales,

purchasing, gifts and events.
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Right to life

Right to

liberty

Purchase of
sexual
services
during
business
travel/
representation

Exploitation of people as a result

of employees’ actions during

business travel and

representation

Causes severe harm to the

victim. The damages also

include the individual being

mistreated or rejected due to

stigmas.

Contributes to a system that

perpetuates harm to the victims.

Estimates indicate that around one third of all

purchases of sexual services take place during business

travel. Electrolux need a clear zero-tolerance policy,

actively communicated to employees.

Equal rights

and non-

discrimination

Right to

adequate

standards of

living

Corruption or
bribery

Corruption fuels inequality,

diverts expenditure away from

health, education, holds back

economic development,

and hurts the most vulnerable in

society.

Bribery undermines the rule of

law and the principle of fair

competition.

Corruption distorts the division

of economic resources and

hinders social and economic

development.

We operate in high-risk markets such as South East

Asia, Latin America, Middle East, Egypt and Russia, and

need to constantly educate our employees and

monitor risks. Risk areas include obtaining licenses/

certiicates, sales, purchasing, gifts and events.

Business process Human rights risk

Supply chain management Risk linkRisk linked ted to Electro Electrolux supply chain – irolux supply chain – irsst tier suppliert tier suppliers ands and

bebeyyondond

Non-compliance with labor standards such as: health and

safety, working hours, wages, forced labor and child labor,

freedom of association.

Poor conditions for migrant workers, and other vulnerable

groups and their families (health jeopardized due to poor

dormitories, their freedom infringed due to locked

dormitories, their right to family life reduced as a result of

living far away from children, and their children's right to

family and security endangered as they are left behind).

Workers exploited and denied their right to freedom (e.g.

cleaners, restaurant workers, gardeners, call centres or

upstream in e.g. mineral extraction/mines).

Acquisitions Inheriting' human rights issues and sub-standard operations

as part of making an acquisition:

Harm to people in acquired businesses (e.g. labor

conditions, health and safety, environmental impact

negatively affecting people, land rights and expropriation -

on-going, historic or potential).

Market entry and partners Harm to people by distributors, agents and other business

partners (e.g. labor conditions, health and safety,

environmental impact negatively affecting people, land

rights and expropriation, corruption, etc).
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ElectrElectrolux high-risk locationsolux high-risk locations
The corporate human rights assessments conducted in

2012/13 and 2016 drew upon results from existing

assessment processes and audit programs, including for

example Code of Conduct audits of operations in high-

risk countries, and supplier audits.

We map our operations using tools such as Verisk

Maplecroft, Freedom House for civil and political rights,

Human Development Index, Transparency International’s

Corruption Perception Index and the WWF Water Risk

Assessment for water risks.

Our risk classiication is subject to annual review, and

includes the facility’s location and past performance,

number of employees, types of activities, Ethics Helpline

records and customer requests. This classiication also

helps to guide our auditing.

In 2016, of all the countries where Electrolux has

manufacturing operations, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China,

Egypt, Mexico, Thailand and Ukraine were deemed as

high-risk countries. Our facilities in China, Egypt, Mexico

and Thailand were the focus for audits. The plan for 2017

is to apply the human rights impact assessment

methodology at the local level in two of these high-risk

locations. The local assessments will encompass both

human rights and corruption risks.

Additionally, we have suppliers in a wider range of risk

countries.

Managing human rights risksManaging human rights risks
To mitigate human rights risks, Electrolux updated the

Code of Conduct in 2014, and established the Industrial

Relations Strategy. We launched a company-wide training

initiative to emphasize the line manager contribution to

respecting labor and human rights. We also aligned the

initiative with the Group's industrial relations principles

within the line manager areas of responsibility. In addition

to the internal program, an e-learning targeting select

suppliers was launched in 2016.

Human rights was part of the screening in connection with

the acquisition of a new Professional manufacturing site in

China in 2015. During 2016, one deal was closed, but the

human rights risks were deemed to be low. However,

relevant topics such as labor standards and EHS was part

of ongoing due diligence efforts of potential acquisitions

during the year. With the ambition to further strengthen the

procedures for the integration of human rights in due

diligence, 'acquisitions' has been listed as one of the

salient human rights issues.

Enhanced goEnhanced govvernance sernance structurtructuree

During 2016, we established a governance structure for

human rights. The ultimate responsibility for adherence

with Group policies on human rights, including the Code of

Conduct, always resides with line managers, from Group

Management and down. To support eicient

management, we established the Ethics & Human Rights

Steering Group, by extending the remit of the existing

Ethics Steering Group.

FFolloolloww-up and implement-up and implementationation

The Steering Group is responsible for evaluating the

effectiveness of our human rights approach and our ethics

program, including approving priorities and plans for

human rights. The Ethics and Human Rights Steering

Group consists of the General Counsel SVP, the SVP

Human Resources & Organizational Development, the

SVP Management Assurance & Special Assignments (MA

& SA), the SVP Corporate Communications, and the VP

Sustainability Affairs.

A Human Rights Coordination Group is responsible for

identifying and assessing risks, and for developing human

rights action plans. The process of developing action

plans was initiated in 2016. The CEO and the Heads of the

Business Areas reviewed and approved the outcomes of

the pilot human rights assessment process throughout

December and January 2017. The Coordination Group’s

work have developed a plan for local assessment pilots in

select high-risk locations, and will continue to develop

actions for mitigating the risks identiied in the corporate

level assessment.

We currently monitor our performance in response to

salient human rights issues through audits conducted by

both our own and supplier units, our Ethics Helpline,

management-labor dialogue, health and safety

committees, local grievance mechanisms and the Code of

Conduct mailbox for suppliers.

The local human rights impact assessments, will provide

further details about the risks of negative impacts on

people. We will continuously plan local and Group level

assessments to ensure that salient human rights issues are

reviewed to relect the main risks for harm to people within

our sphere of inluence.

GoGovvernance sernance structurtructuree

1
A company’s salient human rights issues are those human rights that are at risk of

the most severe negative impact through its activities or business relationships.
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AAuditing and monituditing and monitoringoring

We have a number of follow-up mechanisms that allow us to monitor how our own organization and our suppliers live up to

our Code of Conduct. They are used differently depending on the level of risk.

Purpose Criteria Findings 2016

ALFA (Awareness-Learning-
Feedback-Assessments)

A self-assessment

questionnaire illed out by

line managers, to:

Check the extent to which

units comply with the Code

of Conduct.

Ensure that line managers

are regularly reminded of

what is expected of them.

Annually for manufacturing
units, based on the key
elements of the Workplace
Standard.

Response rate:

All manufacturing sites which

were operational by

end-2016 responded to

ALFA.

Code of Conduct audits To identify areas of
improvement and ensure
compliance with the Code of
Conduct.

Internal audits of selected
manufacturing units, chosen
following risk assessments
based on key elements of
the Workplace Standard.

Conducted 9 audits in China,
Egypt, Mexico and Thailand
in 2016. 9(12) of 22 (25) high-
risk facilities (based on
country-risk and internal
assessment) were audited.
Findings show that health
and safety, working hours,
environment and
compensation are the areas
where the greatest number
of non-compliances occur.
Local corrective action plans
are followed up.

The Ethics Helpline A whistle-blowing service
that enables bottom-up
monitoring from employees.
The helpline allows
employees to remain
anonymous (to the extent
permitted under local law),
without fear of exposure or
retaliation.

Third-party operated. Covers

breaches of ethics-related

policies such as the Code of

Ethics, Code of Conduct and

Corruption and Bribery

policy. It currently covers

99% of our employees.

The highest number of

reports relate to abusive

behavior and falls into

‘Discrimination and

harassment’. See graph.

Internal audits Provides independent
assurance. Evaluates the
effectiveness of risk
management, control, and
governance processes by
conducting operational,
inancial, and compliance
process audits and
investigations of alleged
employee fraud.

Risk-based annual plan
approved by the Audit
Committee; Ad hoc
investigations of reported
fraud allegations.

Reported to Group
Management and Audit
Committee.

Employee Engagement
Survey (EES)

The survey assesses
engagement, leadership,
organizational capabilities
and commitment to our
strategy and purpose. It
allows for external
comparison with other high-
performing learning
organizations.

Annual and group-wide,
among employees in oices
and manufacturing.

Response rate: 93% (87).

Electrolux has reached a

record of 67% (64) of

participation (our

engagement plus index),

reaching the external

benchmark. The results of the

survey are used to improve

how business operations are

managed.
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Global audits
of ISO
standards for
environment
and safety

Extkxt f r f ’ i ozy. Lach
business area must have
an environmental
management system
implemented at all
manufacturing sitky, gf yki
on the Environmental
Policy, Workplace Standard
and ISO 14001 certiication.

Annual audits of all manufacturing

facilities, with recertiication audits every

third year. For selected sites, the audits

also cover OHSAS for health and safety.

All manufacturing units of over 50 people

must be certiied to ISO 14001, and newly

acquired units are required to complete

the certiication process within three years

of joining the Group.

ISO 14001 audits conducted by

93% of eligible manufacturing

units. The majority of the indings

relate to missing or inadequate

processes for identifying

signiicant environmental

aspects, and on-site emergency

preparedness.

The
sustainability
KPI survey

An annual performance
assessment used to track
operational environmental
management and
compliance in the areas of
materials, waste and
chemicals, employee
turnover, and health and
safety statistics. Forms the
basis of our reporting for
GRI indicators.

In 2016, all manufacturing sites, 34 (36)
warehouses and 28 (35) oices.

N/A

Green Spirit
certiication
and
reporting
system

Green Spirit focuses on

environmental performance

improvement and

employee engagement.

The reporting system

monitors energy and water

consumption data among

Electrolux manufacturing

facilities. Best practice is

shared among sectors.

Monitors performance

against deined energy and

water targets.

All manufacturing sites are evaluated
annually as part of the Green Spirit
certiication, and are awarded stars
according to their achievements in the
group-wide energy management
certiication system.

Certiication process completed
during 2017.

Safety
Management
System
(SMS)

Factory self-assessment
protocol to assess how
manufacturing units meet
internal safety standards.

Conducted annually among all Global
Industrial Operations manufacturing units.

In 2016, all 38 manufacturing
units within Global Industrial
Operations underwent an SMS
assessment by the OHS Global
team in addition to the self-
assessments.

Responsible
sourcing
audits

Assessment of how
suppliers meet
expectations as deined by
the Code of Conduct and
Workplace Standard.

Audits of direct material (raw materials,

parts and sub-assemblies) suppliers

identiied as medium to high-risk, carried

out by Electrolux. Indirect suppliers were

audited for the irst time in 2015.

New Group audit tools for responsible

sourcing were rolled out in 2015. Audited

suppliers are ranked on performance and

categorized according to the indings.

Categorization criteria have been

tightened and include: disqualiied (zero

tolerance indings), conditional (more than

two critical indings), active (only indings

of non-critical character) and preferred

suppliers (only minor indings).

Carried out 471 (427) supplier

audits, mainly in China, Mexico,

Brazil and Egypt.

Key areas for non-

compliance for suppliers include

health and safety, environment

and working hours. Non-

compliance with the Code of

Conduct is addressed through

mandatory corrective actions as

well as ‘beyond compliance’

support activities such as training

and capacity building. See

table for indings.

External
veriication
of
sustainability
reporting

To increase credibility in
our reporting approach
and improve our reporting
practices.

The sustainability report (as referenced in
the GRI index) is reviewed in accordance
with the Swedish standard RevR 6
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SSttakakeholdereholders infs inform our approrm our approachoach

Ongoing dialogue with stakeholders helps us deine and deliver on our promises,

and keep ahead of global developments.

Our promises cover actions along our value chain, from sourcing to end-of-life. This means we can’t deliver on our ambitions

on our own – and that engaging with our stakeholders is critical. To realize our vision, we depend on our customers,

consumers, employees and shareholders, so their insights play a particular role in our engagement process.

We welcome the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) launched by the UN in 2015. The SDGs provide a valuable

framework for businesses such as Electrolux to contribute positively toward today’s global challenges. As a sustainability

leader in the appliance industry, we see that we have a key role to play in goal number 8, ‘Decent work and economic

growth’; goal number 12, ‘Responsible consumption and production’ and goal number 13, ‘Climate action’..

Other relevant SDGs for Electrolux are goals 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. In this report, the SDG icons placed by our ‘For the Better’

promises indicate the relationships between our promises and the goals. Our promise targets strive to contribute toward the

SDGs indicated.

Within Electrolux, Sustainability Affairs oversees dialogue on sustainability-related issues with a wide range of internal and

external groups. Feedback from these activities is reported to Group Management and feeds into our decision-making to

strengthen company strategy and response. An ongoing challenge is to systemize local stakeholder dialogue to ensure that

local voices are heard consistently.

SSttakakeholder priorities and our reholder priorities and our responseesponse

Key stakeholder group How Electrolux has engaged
The impact on our sustainability
approach

Consumers Bi-annual brand scorecard on

sustainability: We surveyed 200

consumers per market per month in

Australia, Brazil, China, France,

Germany and the US. In 2014, 69% of

consumers interviewed said that

environmental impacts were one of the

most important factors when buying an

appliance.

Developed ‘For the better’, a

communications platform to involve

consumers (and employees) in

meaningful dialogue on sustainability.

The results of the 2016 brand scorecard

survey will be ready during 2017.

Partnerships with speciic customers.
Dialogue on sustainability is expanding
into more markets. Engagement is
becoming long-term and strategic.

Collaborated in areas such as

chemicals handling and recycled

materials. We discussed criteria and

evaluated our process for supply chain

monitoring.

Our newly-initiated renewable energy

projects were inspired by a major

customer, and has led to our wider

commitment to renewables.

Customers

Electrolux Professional: Continuous
meetings with customers and key
stakeholders from all continents to
share learnings and discuss sustainable
solutions for Professional kitchens and
laundries. Topics included are: Energy-
eicient products, hygiene, ergonomics,
connectivity, customer service,
education and training.

Customer insights contribute to raising
awareness in the market on the
importance of an energy eicient
Professional product offering.
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Investors In response to a signiicant growth of share of capital being
managed under ESG (environmental, social and governance)
mandates, Electrolux is engaging with investors and shareholders on
sustainability matters, most recently by inviting key shareholders to
present and discuss sustainability in September, 2016. Six of
Electrolux ten largest shareholders are signatories to the UN
Principles for Responsible Investments.

Incorporated feedback from investors

into priorities for our nine promises in

2014 and 2015.

Enhanced our reporting and activities

on CO2 reduction in response to our

disclosure to CDP.

Ongoing dialogue between management and employee

representatives and unions. Topics covered include updates on

restructuring plans, feedback on business development, Code of

Conduct education, the Ethics Helpline and H&S performance.

Examples include:

There were four European Works Council meetings in 2016, which is a

forum for the unions and company representatives to meet and

discuss topics of mutual interest – one full meeting with all local

delegates, and three with the EWC Board.

The head of Industrial Relations and union representatives meet

prior to each Board of Directors meeting.

42 of our 49 manufacturing units have local employee-management

committees, and all have local H&S committees.

Integrated views into strategic and

operational activities on local, market

and Group levels.

At local level, collective agreements

are in place for 57% of the workforce.

Employee Engagement Survey 2016: 80% of employees believe that
sustainability is a natural part of their everyday work and 74% are
proud of how the company demonstrates its environmental and
social responsibility.

Via the Electrolux global intranet,

employees accessed several local and

global articles, presentations and ilms

with focus on sustainability during 2016.

Viewership of sustainability

tagged articles grew ive fold in 2016

compared to 2015.

Employees

Key supporter of AIESEC, the world's largest student organization
and an international platform for young people to explore and
develop their leadership potential.

In 2016, we built on our strategic

partnership with AIESEC, to

incorporate the partnership ‘Feed the

Planet’ – which collaborates with local

community projects.

In 2017, we will continue our work on

creating awareness of our

sustainability priorities and ambitions

and, together with AIESEC, focus on

inding talent within the areas of

Science, Technology, Engineering and

Mathmatics (STEM pilot program).

2016 was the sixth year of dialogue with key OEMs on energy
management. During the year, a mandatory energy improvement
target was introduced, as well as mapping water usage and
management.

Increased scope of supplier capacity building on Code of Conduct
through e-learning

Our level of ambition was

communicated and we aggregated

energy and water data for 56 (80) % of

our OEM supplier spend.

Provided online training on our Code

of Conduct to critical suppliers in seven

markets.

Suppliers

Continued dialogue with the logistics industry in 2016 to share best

practice in transport management. Member of US Environmental

Protection Agency-led SmartWay, with a commitment to reduce

road transport related emissions.

As part of the BSR Clean Cargo

initiative, we stipulate that Electrolux’s

shipping providers must be BSR

members.

Developed the partnership with

shipping company Maersk Line to

improve sustainability performance by

2020.

The Group continued to evaluate

environmental performance of logistics

companies. The results were included

in our supplier-evaluation process in

2016.
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Industry
peers

Shared best practice on setting stretch targets for renewable

energy.

Shared best practice on human rights, including at the Ethical

Trade Initiative (ETI) conference, the Swedish Network on

Business & Human Rights and UNICEF.

Set a 50% renewable energy target, and

committed to use only renewable energy

at 13 manufacturing sites in Europe.

Insights provided input into

Promises ‘Always act ethically and

respect human rights’, ‘Provide

sustainable solutions for everyone’ and

‘Be a force for good’.

Attended multi-stakeholder meetings, in which NGOs raised
issues such as human rights due diligence, responsible taxation,
food and social innovation, education and empowering
consumers.

Relevant issues are part of our materiality
analysis.

Took part in United for Eiciency, a UNEP-led project to
develop recommendations on how emerging markets can
‘leapfrog’ to greater energy eiciency.

Formulated our Promise ‘Provide
sustainable solutions for everyone’,
to bring eicient products to new
consumers.

Exchanged ideas with the European Environmental Bureau on
energy eiciency and labeling.

Input to our public policy initiatives in

Europe on labeling.

NGOs,
academia
and
governmental
initiatives

Presented our strategy to increase the use of recycled plastic in
our products in several different contexts, from multi-
stakeholder conferences, to meetings at Chatham House and
with the Environmental Ministers of the OECD countries.

Input on our material eiciency strategy,
exchange of best practices with leaders
in this ield.
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ElectrElectrolux and the UN Susolux and the UN Susttainable Deainable Devvelopment Goalselopment Goals

Launched in 2015, the UN SDGs provide the global community with a roadmap on

how to combat global challenges related to economic, social and environmental

sustainability. The initiative has gained broad acceptance and spurred initiatives

from businesses and other stakeholders.

To Electrolux, three of the goals are particularly relevant, and are closely aligned with what our promises aim to achieve, For

the Better. Across our sustainability agenda, other SDGs are relevant as well. Below we elaborate how we contribute to the

goals 8, 12 and 13.

SDG number 12, ‘Responsible consumption and production’, is the most signiicant for Electrolux. We strive to bring resource-

eicient products, manufactured in a sustainable way, to as many people as possible around the world. We have set very

ambitious targets to reduce the footprint of our products and production, including our suppliers.

SDG number 13, ‘Climate Action’ is closely tied to our climate target of halving our CO2 footprint, including product usage,

production and transportation. We are committed to achieving Science Based Emission Targets, and have set a new target

to increase the share of renewable energy used in our operations to 50%.

SDG number 8, ‘Decent work and economic growth’ is a priority for Electrolux. Our Code of Conduct, irst established in

2002, sets out decent labor standards as a requirement for our operations as well as for our suppliers.
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Management apprManagement approachoach

The Group’s operational values airm the corporate culture and commitment to sound and universal ethical business

practices. They are deined as ethics, integrity, respect, diversity, safety and the environment. As an endorser of the UN

Global Compact, Electrolux aligns the management of the company with universal principles. These include the environment,

labor and human rights through Group codes and policies, both internally and along the supply chain.

The following tables cover Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) aspects that are deemed material to the Group’s operations. The

most relevant aspects are integrated into the nine ‘For the Better’ Promises and our approach is outlined under each related

promise in other areas of this report, most notably under ‘Progress 2016’. The aspects have been clustered if they have a

common management approach or policy.

SusSusttainability goainability govvernanceernance
Our framework for sustainability leadership – For the Better – is directly overseen by our Group Management. Group

Management and Sector Management teams have been engaged in the development of the priorities and objectives for

our nine promises. In 2016, this involved further deinitions of KPIs and targets for the framework, and formal support for the

approaches to human rights and social investment. During the year, Group Management also approved a position paper on

Climate Change and another on Product Recycling Sustainability, which were both part of the agenda of two Group

Management meetings during 2016.

Each business sector is responsible for contributing to the fulilment of the group targets under the nine promises and several

of the KPIs are broken down and followed up at sector level.

In order to drive the agenda forward on speciic sustainability related topics, a number of reference groups and steering

groups with Group Management and Senior management participation are in place for various programs, e.g. the Ethics &

Human Rights Steering Group (EVP of HR, General Legal Counsel, VP Sustainability, VP Corporate Communications), the

Connectivity Forum (COO), and Global Industrial Operations (operational eiciency and health & safety).

Group Sustainability Affairs is the expert function within the group that drives the development of the sustainability agenda,

supports the business to enable the eicient integration of sustainability throughout operations, and follows up on results.

EEconomicconomic
For 2016 information regarding our economic management approach and reporting practices, see Accounting principles

and Market information. Financial objectives are presented in our Mission - inancial goals.

EnEnvirvironmentonment
PPolicies and goolicies and govvernanceernance

The Electrolux Environmental Policy outlines how Electrolux intends to improve environmental performance in production and

product use, as well as how to design products for disposal. A description of how to meet expectations in our own

operations and among suppliers is available in the Workplace Standard.

Electrolux applies a product lifecycle approach to managing environmental impacts, which takes into account all phases of

a product’s lifecycle: from supplier impacts through to transport, manufacturing and product use. We also apply the

precautionary principle - whereby we act responsibly despite not having the full scientiic knowledge of negative

impacts - to ensure we stay ahead of potential risks, such as in managing chemicals.

Each business area is required by Group Management to implement an environmental management system throughout its

operations. All operations with 50 employees or more are expected to have ISO 14001 certiication.

Auditing and Monitoring outlines how operations and suppliers meet Group expectations and commitments.
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The share of factories with more than 50 employees that have certiied ISO14001 environmental management systems.

ISO 140001 certiicationISO 140001 certiication

80

90

100

%

Aspect
Policy, governance and
commitments Responsibility & resources Training and speciic actions

Transport Responsibility lies with each

business area. The goal is

monitored and coordinated

through our Sustainability

Affairs function.

As outlined in the Promise

Improve sustainability in the

supply chain.

All our shipping suppliers

must be a member of

Business for Social

Responsibility’s Clean Cargo

Working Group to

standardize calculations for

emissions.

Developed the partnership

with Maersk Line to improve

sustainability performance of

shipping transport.

Supplier environmental
assessments

Outlined in the Code of

Conduct and Workplace

Standard. Code of Conduct

compliance is mandatory

and non-negotiable parts of

evaluating potential and

existing suppliers.

Workplace Standard outlines

that OEM and ODM

suppliers must measure and

monitor their energy use and

report it through the energy-

reporting standard.

As of this year, they must

report on water impacts as

per WWF’s Water Risk Filter.

Responsibility lies with each

Business Area’s Sourcing

Board, with the support of

the Responsible Sourcing

Team and Sustainability

Affairs.

As outlined in Promise

Improve sustainability in the

supply chain.

Approximately 56(80)% of

OEM suppliers report on

their energy use

At present, supplier energy

consumption is not

integrated into the Group’s

external reporting of energy

use.

Applied WWF’s Water Risk

Filter to help map locations

at risk of water stress.

Environment

20122012 20132013 20142014 20152015 20162016
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Social
We support labor rights as set out by the ILO Core Conventions and the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights

at Work. We have an International Framework Agreement with the global unions, airming our commitments in this area. Our

Code of Conduct and Workplace Standard apply in equal measure to Electrolux’s operations and throughout the supply

chain.

The report section on auditing and monitoring outlines how operations and suppliers meet Group expectations and

commitments.

Aspect
Policy, governance and
commitments Responsibility and resources Training and speciic actions

Investment Human rights screening is
included in our acquisition
processes of new operations.

Responsibility lies with each
business area line
management, supported by
Group Legal and
Sustainability functions.

This was the case in the
purchase of a new
Professional manufacturing
site in China in 2015.

Non-discrimination, child
labor, forced or compulsory
labor

Speciied in the Code of

Conduct and Workplace

Standard.

As outlined in the Promise

Always act ethically and

respect human rights.

Responsibility lies with each

unit’s line management,

including communication

requirements within their unit

through training, and

annually assessing the unit’s

performance.

Group-wide Code of

Conduct e-learning was

launched in 2015 and

continued in 2016.

Code of Conduct

compliance is reviewed and

discussed with employee

representatives on an ad

hoc and annual basis.

Dialogue covers the

outcomes of Code of

Conduct assessments and

internal audits, an overview

of cases reported through

the Ethics Helpline and

general improvement areas.

Code of Conduct

compliance and general

improvement areas are

discussed with employee

representatives. Topics can

include outcomes of Code of

Conduct assessments and

internal audits, and overview

of cases reported through

the Ethics Helpline.

Occupational health and
safety

Speciied in the Code of

Conduct and Workplace

Standard.

A Safety Management

System is in place that

covers all manufacturing

facilities.

Each facility has developed

a plan to contribute to the

group-wide goal. The

overriding aim is to prevent

injuries and environmental

incidents from occurring in

the irst place.

The Global Industrial

Operations safety team

deines goals, monitors

progress, shares best

practice and implements the

monthly recording system

and daily incident reports, in

order to align according to

production groups, regions

and product line.

As outlined in the Promise

Ensure the best health and

safety.

Ongoing local workshops

and training on safety

procedures, reporting

systems and certiication

programs.

Global Safety Day, designed

to engage employees in

manufacturing, and inform of

the ‘best performing’ and

‘most improved’ regional

facilities.

Labor practices, human rights and society
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Training and
education

One of the focus areas of the People Plan is

to become a Learning Organization. The

company’s training and education program

is built on the 70-20-10 learning model. 70%

of the learning is achieved through

challenging assignments and on-the-job

experience, 20% of the learning is developed

through relationships, networks, and

feedback and 10% of the learning is

delivered via formal training processes.

Responsibility lies with each
unit’s line management,
supported by each business
area and Group HR
functions.

On average, white-collar
employees received 13 (17)
hours of training in 2016.

Employment,
Diversity and
equal
opportunity

As speciied in the Code of Conduct and

Workplace Standard.

A component of the Business Strategy, the

People Plan, describes our aim to become a

high performing learning organization with

the right people in the right jobs. The

Appointment of Senior Managers, the

Recruitment and Internal Transfer Policy, and

the Grandparent principle – are designed to

ensure fair and transparent hiring practices –

together with the Compensation Policy and

Pension.

As outlined in the Promise Always act

ethically and respect human rights.

Senior Vice President of

Human Resources sets the

People Plan, and is

responsible for the HR-

related policies.

Implementation of policies

and remuneration are

managed through sector

responsibility.

As part of the Talent

Planning process for the Top

200 positions, opportunities

for promoting women are

constantly reviewed.

Through performance

appraisals and talent reviews,

we evaluate the performance

of our people and focus on

their development, whilst at

the same time promoting

diversity and equal

opportunies.

Through appraisals and talent

reviews, we evaluate our

people and focus on their

development.

The annual Employee

Engagement Survey

measures employee

engagement and their

perceptions on equal

opportunities and diversity.

The continous assessment of

HR data provide us an insight

into our progress.

We focus on stimulating our

ways of working to attract,

develop and retain more

female qualiied candidates

for irst time leadership and

project management roles in

our core of business. A pilot

initiative to increase the

proportion of women in R&D

positions is planned for 2017.

Labor &
management
relations

Speciied in the Code of Conduct and

Workplace Standard.

Industrial Relations Strategy.

The International Framework Agreement,

signed together with the Swedish trade

unions IF Metall, Unionen and IndustriAll,

informs our strategy. In the agreement,

Electrolux and key unions underline the

Group’s commitment to maintain the same

standards in all countries it operates,

specifying core ILO conventions.

Primary responsibility for

realizing the strategy locally

lies with the country and

local line organizations,

supported by HR Country

Managers and the Group

Industrial Relations

function. Best practice is

shared across regions

through the HR country

manager network.

Dialogue with international

unions such as IndustriAll and

IF Metall, learnings from

experiences in emerging

markets, and engagement

with investors informed the

strategy process.

Specialized training on the

strategy for line managers is

ongoing. Code of Conduct

training for employees

includes guidance on

employee rights for the

freedom of association.
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Supplier
assessment
for labor
practices
and human
rights

Speciied in the Code of

Conduct and Workplace

Standard.

Code of Conduct compliance is

mandatory and non-negotiable

parts of evaluating potential and

existing suppliers.

As outlined in Promise Improve

sustainability in the supply chain.

Responsibility lies with the Sourcing Boards

in each region, with support from the

Responsible Sourcing Team.

Prospective suppliers are

required to outline their

capabilities and

performance in labor, human

rights, and environmental

management. Electrolux

employees in key positions

in procurement receive

training on the requirements

of the Code of Conduct.

Security
practices

Speciied in the Code of

Conduct and Workplace

Standard.

A new Security Program was

developed in 2015, covering

selection criteria for security

providers, requirements for

security guards, and incident

reporting.

Primary responsibility for fulilling the Code

and Security Program locally lies with unit

line management, supported by the Chief

Security Oicer.

The program – including

internal inspections and

Code of Conduct audits in

the supply chain – was

implemented during 2016.

Security inspections are

performed at all sites and

oices in accordance with

the Security Program.

Security requirements are

included in Code of Conduct

training for all employees

and line managers, as well

as in the ALFA self-

assessment for plant

managers.

Grievance
mechanisms
for labor
practices,
human
rights.

In line with Group Policies, we

have launched a conidential

reporting mechanism – the Ethics

Helpline. Employees can report

misconduct conidentially and

anonymously (where legally

permitted) without fear of

negative consequences. It can

be accessed by 99% of our

employees.

Suppliers can report possible

non-compliances through the

Code of Conduct mailbox.

As outlined in the Promise

Always act ethically and respect

human rights.

Accountability for the grievance

mechanism lies with the Ethics and Human

Rights Steering Group, which comprises of

representatives from Group

Management. Trained investigators are

assigned to the cases and are responsible

for the investigations, in line with our

principles of conidentiality and integrity.

Most cases relate to abusive or

discriminatory behavior.

A grievance mechanism was
introduced for Electrolux
suppliers in 2015.
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Anti-
corruption,
anti-
competitive
behavior

Speciied in the Code of Ethics,

Policy on Corruption and

Bribery, Policy on Anti-trust

and the Code of Conduct.

As outlined in the Promise

Always act ethically and

respect human rights.

The Corporate Legal department is responsible for the

policies on corruption and bribery, and anti-trust, and for

communication and follow up. Management Assurance

and Special Assignments (MASA), conducts

investigations into reported cases of corruption. The

Ethics at Electrolux program, including the Ethics

Helpline, is a cross-functional initiative, led by

Sustainability Affairs together with Human Resources,

Group Legal and Internal Audit (MASA) through the

Ethics Steering Group.

We apply a risk-

based approach

to training

relating to

corruption and

bribery, targeting

policy training

for those working

in sales,

marketing and

procurement.

An e-learning on

anti-corruption

and anti-trust,

which was

launched in 2015

and continued in

2016, includes

training and

information for

all employees.

Public
policy

Overall responsibility for public

policies and positions lies with

Group Management and

functional heads. Coordination

of positions and other public

affairs matters is managed by

the Group External Affairs

Committee, consisting of

representatives from the

business sectors.

Responsibility for establishing contacts with their

respective policy-makers lies with each business area.

Public policy initiatives are primarily conducted through

industry organizations such as the European Appliance

Industry Association (CECED) and the American Home

Appliance Manufacturers Association (AHAM).

2016 k2016 keey actionsy actions

Inluencing

policy in:

EEururopeope

EU legislation on

circular economy

and resource

eiciency

EU waste and

chemical

legislation

Revision of the

EU energy label

legislation

framework

North AmericaNorth America

Environmental

Protection

Agency (EPA)

rulemaking

Energy eiciency

standards

Asia PAsia Paciicaciic

Revised water

eiciency and

energy labelling

requirements

Chemical

regulations

LLatin Americaatin America

Recycling

regulations in

several countries
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RRecyecycled matcled material is making it bigerial is making it big

After successfully being used in our vacuum cleaners, recycled plastic is now also

used in major appliances, taking us nearer to a closed resource loop. At the same

time, we are working to increase the proportion of scrap-based steel we use.

PPatatentented red recyecycled plascled plastictic
Electrolux continues to invest in Carborec®, a new plastic compound based on recycled polypropylene. Now the material is

effectively in production in various product lines in major appliances.

In 2016, the amount of recycled plastic used in appliances increased to 7,400 tonnes, which is over 1,000 tonnes more than in

2015 and nearly double the amount than in 2014. We aim at increasing the volume of recycled plastic used to 20,000 tonnes

annually by 2020.

We continue to identify appliances where Carborec® could be used, add to the components and appliances where it is

already applied, and move ahead with even more products with recycled plastics.

Carborec® was developed by the Electrolux Global Connectivity & Technology (Electrolux GC&T) team and has been

optimized for use in appliances.

Closing the loopClosing the loop
Using recycled plastic has obvious environmental beneits. After the product use phase, appliance raw materials have the

largest lifecycle environmental impact. By replacing virgin materials with recycled plastics, we signiicantly reduce

environmental impacts and promote a more closed resource loop. The recycled plastic used for Carborec® emits over 30

percent less equivalent carbon emissions than virgin material.

All in all, Carborec® is opening doors to better products, new business opportunities and less environmental impact.

ScrScrap-based sap-based stteeleel
Electrolux has increased the proportion of recycled steel in its products from 7 percent in 2013 to 22 percent in 2016. This has

reduced steel-related CO2 emissions by 170,000 tonnes.

Steel is the largest material we use by volume, and its production is a signiicant source of CO2 emissions. By shifting our

supply from iron ore-derived steel to scrap-based steel, we can signiicantly reduce our material CO2 footprint. We have

already begun this shift toward scrap-based steel in North America, which has reduced our steel carbon footprint

considerably. The next step will be to identify sources of scrap-based steel in the other regions.

1
CTM registration

FFororwwarard-thinkingd-thinking

Electrolux GC&T developed Carborec® as part of their

ongoing commitment to deliver eicient solutions and

technologies for a more sustainable use of resources in

Electrolux products, based on a thorough lifecycle

assessment. The GC&T team is responsible for bringing the

Group’s connected appliances and related systems to the

market by overseeing their strategy, development, launch

and maintenance. It also drives innovation in the key

technology domains of electronics, robotics and artiicial

intelligence, user experience, digital processes, materials,

hygiene, acoustics and sustainable solutions. GC&T works

to expand external business-oriented cooperation through

Open Innovation and in close interaction with leading

universities and research institutes. It identiies the latest

technology relevant to Electrolux appliances globally.
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The futurThe future oe of laundryf laundry: Fr: From lonely chorom lonely chore te to social eo social evvent?ent?

What will life at home be like 20 years from now? How will our children and their

children lead their lives? Electrolux is helping HSB Living Lab and Chalmers

University ind out.

By the end of 2016, we set up the Electrolux Future Laundry Studio as part of HSB Living Lab, a unique Swedish research

project aimed at developing tomorrow’s living spaces. This is just one of our many efforts to deliver great and sustainable

consumer experiences.

A living laborA living laboratatoryory

HSB Living Lab consists of 29 apartments where the residents, who are either students, visiting scholars or HSB members, live

in a constantly changing environment that is being monitored the entire time. In addition to the residential section and the

shared laundry studio equipped with professional appliances, the building includes exhibition areas, conference rooms,

oices and much more. It is literally a living laboratory where technological and architectural innovations will be tested for 10

years. Electrolux is one of nine contributing partners.

SSttatate-oe-off-the-art equipment-the-art equipment

Electrolux has provided state-of-the-art equipment to the Future Laundry Studio. The washing machines have sensors that

measure the amount of laundry and ensure that just the right amount of water and detergent are added. Also, we teamed up

with Professor Larry Toups, who normally works at NASA in Houston, to come up with more fresh ideas to reduce water and

energy consumption.

Changing the entirChanging the entire ee experiencexperience

Apart from considering the environmental and inancial costs of washing clothes, we are considering how we could change

the entire experience of doing laundry. Perhaps, with ultra-eicient and silent machines, the shared laundry rooms typically

found in Swedish apartment buildings could be converted into social spaces.

Being part of HSB Living Lab gives Electrolux the chance to challenge how we deal with textiles, and develop simpler and

far more pleasant and sustainable ways of handling laundry.

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div class="submessage"><a

Learn more about HSB Living Lab and the journey towards the living of the future.

Partners for more sustainable living
The HSB Living Lab is supported by Electrolux and offers a unique platform to perform research, co-creation workshops and

studies in a fully operational laundry studio. By enabling a common space, where innovative people from different areas can

cooperate and develop ideas on how to shape a sustainable future living, the Lab aims to realize its vision to come up with

new insights that would not be found in conventional research.

The Living Lab works as a hub for collecting ideas, helping to initiate projects and collaborating between adjacent

businesses to promote more sustainable living. Electrolux Professional is a stakeholder in the research board, which monitors

and initiates projects primarily related to laundry, whist acting as a link to the rest of the Electrolux Group.

“The partnership means that we can access data, behavior patterns and knowledge to put our products into a

broader perspective and gives us a deeper understanding to develop even more sustainable solutions for the

future.”

Mattias Johansson, Innovation & Technology Manager, Electrolux Professional
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HelpingHelping tto fo feed the planeteed the planet

When you think of it, food is a pretty daunting subject. Hundreds of millions of

people are undernourished, and at the same time, well over 1 billion tonnes of food

is wasted each year.

Discouraging? Perhaps. But Electrolux chooses to tackle the challenges associated with food head on. The company has

adopted a global approach to social investment, focusing on food and sustainability.

NeNew fw foundation foundation for employor employee initiativee initiativeses
The Group’s irst move was to set up the Electrolux Food Foundation in September 2016, a long-term platform for funding

employee initiatives in food and sustainability to support the communities around us. Electrolux has initially invested SEK

10m to establish the Food Foundation inanced Feed the Planet, which is a Worldchefs (World Association of Chefs'

Societies) initiative in partnership with the youth organization AIESEC.

CheChefs ofs of the wf the world makorld make a diffe a differerenceence
Feed the Planet encourages members of Worldchefs to bring about positive change in the world. And since the organization

is made up of around 10 million chefs in over 100 countries, ready to use their profession and inluence for good, we are set

to achieve great things.

“Feeding the world’s growing population in a sustainable way is one of the greatest challenges of our time. We believe

Electrolux has both a responsibility and an opportunity to contribute on issues related to cooking and food consumption”,

says Jonas Samuelson, President and CEO of Electrolux.

By working together, the Feed the Planet partners hope to leverage their expertise, network and global reach to make the

most of their individual contributions to a sustainable food future. Their common goal is to inspire better cooking and eating

habits both at home and among professionals, promoting healthy and planet-friendly choices. Feed the Planet reaches out

to people in need; the support ranges from advice on cooking on a tight budget to providing emergency relief.

While alarming numbers of people suffer from not having access to enough nutritious food, some parts of the world do not

make use of what they actually have. Electrolux contributes in different ways – some actions are meant to help here and

now, for instance the 16,000 meals donated during one week in 2016 in the US, while other take aim at longer term change,

such as changing consumer behavior to minimize food waste.

Feed the Planet: Our goals
• Asia food waste program

• Educational kitchen in Curitiba, Brazil

• Supporting Stockholm City Mission, Sweden

• Working together with Food Sharing, Poland

• Supporting global humanitarian work through

• Worldchefs without Borders

• Sustainability curriculum for chef schools around

the world
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FFooood is no beauty contd is no beauty contesestt
One initiative that aims to inluence longer term consumption habits is the campaign #UglyIsTheNewGood by Electrolux

Singapore. Close to half (!) of food produce does not make it from the farm to the grocery store and on to people’s plates, in

part due to imperfections. So enormous quantities of fruit and vegetables go to waste, simply because they do not it the

food industry’s strict ‘beauty standards’. #UglyIsTheNewGood encourages people to eat ‘ugly’ food to help reduce food

waste. Also, the website happyplate.sg offers ideas on how to use ugly food, with a range of delicious and nutritious recipes

created by Eric Low, a well-known Singaporean/local chef.

#UglyIsTheNewGood is part of a broader Asia Paciic program, with initiatives so far in Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia and

Vietnam. The programs all combine raising awareness on food waste amongst consumers with food donations to families

and children in need, through collaborations with food banks and other not-for-proit organizations. Since the program’s

inception in late 2015, it has achieved the following:

• 5 initiatives in 14 months

• Close to 15,000,000 people reached through 72,119 likes/shares on social media, 39 broadcast clips, and 158 print &

online coverage

• 71,549 meals/food bundles donated

• 2 Regional Industry Awards

MorMore te to comeo come
The challenges to do with food are daunting to say the least, which is precisely why more of us need to come up with even

better solutions and put them into action. Electrolux is committed to doing their part:

“We have had a global approach to the impact of our operations and products for many years. Now, we are widening the

scope of sustainability to address our role in society in a more focused way,” says Samuelsson.

In 2016, the Electrolux Food Foundation reviewed several long-term employee projects to be funded in the next few years.
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ElectrElectrolux kolux keeps hospiteeps hospital infal infections awections awayay

Bacteria spread easily through sheets, towels and other textiles. Therefore, when it

comes to laundry in healthcare facilities, one cannot be meticulous enough.

Infections in hospitals are a bigger challenge than one might think. In fact, around 30 percent of patients in intensive care

units (ICU) are affected by at least one healthcare-associated infection. And this is in high-income countries. In low- and

middle-income countries, the situation is even worse; the frequency of ICU-acquired infections is at least two or three times

higher. So strict hygiene standards, also when it comes to seemingly ordinary tasks like doing laundry, are crucial to ensuring

patient safety. Electrolux has both the equipment and the expertise to help combat infections and maintain hygiene.

HolisHolistic and stic and strict apprtrict approachoach
Electrolux Professional has a holistic approach to laundry hygiene with both laundry equipment that maintains top level

hygiene and expertise. At the core, we have the Laundry Cycle Management concept. It applies the barrier principle at all

steps of the linen cleaning process from dirty bed to clean bed. Barrier laundry basically means that dirty laundry never gets

in contact with clean laundry to avoid contamination. The Laundry Cycle Management ensures that clean linen is not

contaminated by dirty linen or the surrounding environment.

“Washing linen is an easy task for any hospital, but keeping it uncontaminated until it is used is the real challenge. Our

approach makes a real difference in terms of resource eicient,” says Landry Guillochon, Global Segment Manager Care at

Electrolux Professional.

The equipment is developed in close co-operation with users and global experts on healthcare hygiene. Equally important,

Electrolux Professional is actively involved in advising hospitals and other healthcare facilities on how to manage the laundry

cycle to maintain top hygiene.

Laundry Cycle Management by Electrolux.

The dirty side of the Barrier Laundry at PUMCH hospital in China. Unloading a 70 kg Pullman Barrier Washer.
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A neA new lew levvel oel of hyf hygienegiene
The company’s largest collaboration to date is the development of a barrier laundry system at China’s most renowned

hospital PUMCH (Peking Union Medical College Hospital). The hospital specializes in severe diseases and is a huge

operation. It covers a total area of 530,000 square meters, offers 2,000 beds, receives over 5 million outpatients annually and

handles more than 14 tons of laundry every day.

“This is an impressive example of modern healthcare laundry management. It has set the standard for washing performance

in Chinese healthcare, with better hygiene and improved patient safety,” says Guillochon.

Electrolux Professional’s collaboration with PUMCH is a top reference project within Electrolux Professional and the industry.

SprSpreading the weading the worordd
Building on the experience from PUMCH and other collaborations, Electrolux Professional has continued to spread the word

about Laundry Cycle Management and the services to support healthcare facilities all over the world. Several national

healthcare systems have since embraced the Laundry Cycle Management approach.

“We want to promote our capacity to support hospitals and other facilities with holistic solutions, far beyond just installing

washers and dryers,” says Guillochon.
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TTrreating yeating your clothes with rour clothes with respectespect

We work hard to create high-performing washing machines that take better care of

fabrics, save money and reduce the environmental footprint.

EcTRjholux offers a range of technologies and appliances with superb environmental performance. Say hello to two of our

best caring friends, SoftWater Technology for consumers and Eicient Dosing System for professional users.

No fNo fadingading, w, wash aftash after wer washash

The new SoftWater Technology, available in the AEG 9000 Series washing machines, prevents fading and keeps fabrics soft

and in-shape while reducing the environmental impact of laundry.

Water contains minerals that are harsh on fabrics. To keep the minerals from harming garments, SoftWater Technology

puriies and softens the water used, without adding chemicals. The inlet water passes through an ion-exchange ilter, where

damaging minerals are removed and replaced with clothes-friendly sodium ions. Detergents work more eiciently in soft

water so the machine is able to deliver 60 degree cleaning performance at only 30 degrees. Washing at 30 degrees is much

gentler on fabrics, so colors remain brighter for longer. It also reduces the use of energy and detergents.

SoftWater Technology became available under the Electrolux brand in December 2016.

In a nutshell:In a nutshell:

• Clothes-friendlyClothes-friendly

SoftWater Technology removes minerals that are harsh on fabrics.

• With a little helpWith a little help

An ion-exchange iltration system optimizes the water entering the drum for detergents and softeners to work at

maximum eiciency, even at the lowest temperatures.

• CColor buddyolor buddy

Maintains colors and prevents fading, while keeping fabrics soft and in-shape. This means you can keep your favorite

clothes for longer!

• TTop rop ratateded

The AEG 9000 Series washing machines with SoftWater Technology are graded A+++ -70%, meaning they use 70 percent

less energy than an A+++ rated washing machine.

PrProoffessional Pressional Prooductsducts

All you have to do is press start
Overdosing on detergent is more of a rule than an exception, even in professional laundries. In most cases, the amount of

detergent is not adapted to linen weight and the machine simply assumes a full load. With the Eicient Dosing System,

Electrolux Professional machines work in the exact opposite way, resulting in the lowest cycle cost for big laundries, for

instance in hotels and hospitals. The process is 100 percent automatic, so all you have to do is press start.

This case study is related to our promise Constantly improve product performance and eiciency

What is the difference between illing and washing a 100 percent and a 72 percent load? Watch this video to ind out how to

save up to 40 percent on your detergents.
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Bright ideas fBright ideas for bettor better fer foooodd

Electrolux has 60,000 employees and countless consumers in more than 150

countries. We reached out to hear what they have to say about one of our most

pressing questions: how can Electrolux help people enjoy great-tasting food in a

healthy, more sustainable way?

Scan yScan your rour recipeecipe

Once again, we involved people in the Electrolux Ideas Lab, which is a global ideas competition to inspire creative thinking

for the homes of today and the future. The contest is open for anyone over the age of 18.

We welcomed all ideas and any solution, as long as they helped inspire people to enjoy tastier, healthier and more

sustainable home cooking in the future. We had 3,300 registered participants and 530 submitted ideas.

The winning idea was WatchYourself, a wrist-worn gadget that scans food straight off the supermarket shelf and projects

recipes into the palm of your hand.

The winner, a product design student from Estonia, was awarded with a EUR 10,000 cash prize and a once-in-a-lifetime

experience in Sweden. This VIP invite included introductions to some of the most inventive minds on the Scandinavian start-

up scene, leaders from Electrolux and other corporate heavyweights who will act as mentors. Finally, the winner got to enjoy

exceptional cuisine from some of the best chefs in the world.

InspirInspiration fration from withinom within

For the fourth time, we turned to our employees to bring new innovations to the fore through iJam, our crowdsourcing event.

Over 9,300 colleagues came up with a total of 554 ideas for great-tasting, healthy and sustainable food.

iJam is a 72 hour online crowdsourcing event, where employees are invited to contribute ideas for products, accessories,

consumables and services and collaborate to improve each other’s ideas. iJam funnels ideas from employees into the Global

Innovation Portfolio at Electrolux.

iJam
• 72-hour internal ideation online

• Internal crowd voting for the top 60

• Electrolux experts choose the top 20

• Internal crowd voting to the top 10

• Group Management selects top 3 winners

“We have received so many great ideas, not just products but experiences too, about how we can connect our smart

devices and give new ways for consumers to interact with our products and beneit from them. We have 58,000

employees and we are consumers too; we all have ideas on how to improve our lives and those we get through iJam

really gives us a competitive advantage.”

Jonas Samuelson, President and CEO of Electrolux

This case study is related to our promise Constantly improve product performance and eiciency
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SafSafe and sound opere and sound operations at our supplierations at our supplierss

Electrolux’s promise is clear – we will ensure that all suppliers live up to our high

expectations on labor and human rights and environmental management, no

matter where they are located. The only way to achieve this is to continuously work

together.

Clarity rulesClarity rules

“We want suppliers to realize that being a good employer and protecting the environment is not primarily about compliance,

but about running a sound, future-oriented business,” says Cecilia Nord, Group Sustainability Director Responsible Sourcing.

The Group’s supply chain monitoring focuses on direct suppliers of components, inished goods and licensed products and

services. The Electrolux Code of Conduct is the backbone of the supply chain efforts, and the Responsible Sourcing Program

makes the difference in the ield.

Being safBeing safe at we at workork
The approach involves assessing risks, systematically monitoring suppliers and supporting suppliers’ improvement efforts.

Electrolux conducts both country and supplier-by-supplier risk assessments, and these evaluations help our direct monitoring

efforts. Potential suppliers are screened and critical existing suppliers are audited at least every second year.

In 2016, 471 audits were carried out to verify safety, labor and human rights, environmental management and governance

among Electrolux suppliers around the world.

Jesus Garcia

YYearears with Electrs with Electroluxolux:: 6

28 years in manufacturing (the maquiladora industry in Ciudad Juarez)

EEducation:ducation: Industrial engineer, majored in total quality

Outside oOutside of wf workork:: Enjoys mountain biking
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AAddrddressing non-complianceessing non-compliance
After a full-scope audit, where the Electrolux auditor reviews all relevant documents, for instance payroll information and

environmental permits, she/he carries out a physical inspection of the site and interviews both management and workers.

Depending on the size of the site and workforce, an audit can take between one and ive days for an auditor to complete.

The indings are then shared with the supplier’s management and an action plan to remedy any non-compliances is drawn

up. The auditor supports the supplier with this and veriies progress with follow-up audits. Many suppliers improve after just

one follow-up audit, whereas other may require as many as four or ive.

Beyond monitoring, speciic efforts are made to improve sustainability performance among potential and existing suppliers.

“We support and train suppliers to increase awareness and capabilities, especially when it comes to human resources and

environmental management,” says Nord.

PPassionatassionate te teameam
A total of 14 people are responsible for carrying out audits and supporting supplier improvements in the ield, building close

relationships with them at the same time. As part of the Group’s Sustainability Affairs, the team also works closely with the

Electrolux purchasing teams in their respective markets to select the best suppliers.

Jesus Garcia represents the team in Mexico and Nesreen Mosallam works in Egypt. Both are convinced that building close

and long-term relationships with suppliers is the best way to go.

“My work is really rewarding, especially when suppliers realize that our program is a way for them to develop,” says Garcia.

“We have detected issues and managed to improve working conditions in many Mexican factories in recent years. Still, for

many suppliers, the cooperation with Electrolux is their irst contact with social compliance audits, and some companies

have quite a long way to go.”

Mosallam adds: “Electrolux started working in Egypt only a few years ago, and our requirements are still quite unfamiliar

here. At the same time, I think requirements like ours will become more commonplace as electronics brands and other

multinationals establish here.”

“After the initial audit, our consulting work begins. Many manufacturers here face similar issues and therefore we are able to

support suppliers with best practices to improve their operations,” says Garcia. “And to improve performance further, I

believe that we need to be even more proactive.”

Nesreen Mosallam

YYearears with Electrs with Electroluxolux:: 6

EExperience:xperience: Quality manager at the Electrolux cooker factory

outside of Cairo

EEducation:ducation: Mechanical engineer

FFavavoritorite Ce CoC section:oC section: Safety and environment

Supplier audits in 2016Supplier audits in 2016
LLatin America:atin America: 122

North America:North America: 2

EEururope, Middle Eope, Middle Easast and Africa:t and Africa: 113

Asia PAsia Paciic:aciic: 234
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Responsible sourcing everywhere
In many cases, Electrolux has higher requirements than the local legislation and practices in place, which means that we

raise the bar for suppliers when we start auditing them.

LLatin America and North America:atin America and North America: The number of indings per audit at suppliers decreased from 12.78 to 9.73 between 2015

and 2016. This makes this part of the world best in class. Mexico had only 6.27 indings per audit and the largest

improvement (82%) between initial and follow-up audit in 2016, which is far above the global average of 57%. In Brazil, an

increased incidence of certain kinds of indings, such as those relating to health and safety, can be partially explained by the

economic downturn in the country.

EEururope, the Middle Eope, the Middle Easast and Africa:t and Africa: EMEA has seen a signiicant drop in supplier indings per audit from, 12.2 in 2015 to 10.01

in 2016. All types of indings have decreased. The improvement rate between the initial and follow-up audit of 59% remains

unchanged from last year.

Asia PAsia Paciic:aciic: The indings per audit have improved slightly, but there is an increase in the number of certain kind of indings –

for instance regarding compensation violations, as well as environmental management. We expect the indings to continue in

2017, as we are increasing our focus on suppliers in South East Asia.

This case study is related to our promise Improve sustainability in the supply chain
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WWorld climatorld climate leadere leader

Electrolux is recognized as a world leader for our actions to help combat climate

change, with ambitious climate objectives.

PrProactivoactive climate climate we workork

We use on average 42 percent less energy to manufacture a product today than in 2005. Combined with our increased use

of energy from renewable sources, this has led to a 50 percent reduction in our absolute carbon emissions in operations

compared to 2005.

We are proud to be included in an exclusive group of companies worldwide, and one of only four Swedish companies,

included in the 2016 CDP Climate A List.

“Reducing our climate impact is a core part of the Electrolux sustainability framework For the Better, and CDP’s assessment is

one of the most important external references and shows we are at the forefront of the industry,” says Henrik Sundström,

Head of Sustainability Affairs at Electrolux.

Ambitious objectivAmbitious objectiveses

In 2016, we launched a new target to increase the proportion of renewable energy used in our operations to 50 percent. This

means we have to more than double the share of renewable energy from today.

The new renewables target will contribute toward the Group’s target to halve carbon emissions by 2020. We are already on

the way to achieving this through improving the energy eiciency of our products and our operational eiciency.

“This year, we have signed an agreement to only use electricity from renewables in 13 European manufacturing sites of major

appliances, and are setting new goals for the rest of the world,” says Ernesto Ferrario, SVP Global Industrial Operations.

This is CDP
CDPCDP, formally known as the Carbon

Disclosure Project, is an international, not-

for-proit organization providing the only

global system for companies and cities to

measure, disclose, manage and share vital

environmental information.
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TTogether fogether for eneror energy eiciencygy eiciency

Driving product performance, Electrolux is engaged in developing global energy

eiciency standards through the United Nations United for Eiciency (U4E)

initiative.

BettBetter liver lives, less impactes, less impact
With rising incomes and improving living standards in emerging economies, the demand for basic products such as

appliances grows. Better quality of life for the many is clearly welcome, but will at the same time increase electricity demand

and carbon emissions.

Fortunately, energy eiciency can provide up to 50 percent of the reduction in carbon emissions needed to meet the two-

degree climate target, according to estimates by the International Energy Agency. So switching to highly eicient products

will make it possible for people to enjoy modern life in a way some of us take for granted, all while minimizing their impact

on the climate.

Electrolux is a member of U4E, a public-private partnership led by the United Nations Environment Program to promote high-

eiciency appliances and equipment.

Pushing fPushing for tor tougher rulesougher rules
U4E aims to contribute to a 10 percent decrease in global electricity consumption, and an absolute reduction of 1.25 billion

tonnes of carbon emissions, by 2030.

More speciically, U4E:

• Informs policy makers of the possible environmental, inancial and economic savings of shifting to high-eiciency

products

• Promotes global best practices in energy management in emerging markets

• Assists governments in swift and sustainable transformations of markets.

Electrolux, together with our industry partners, supports U4E with expertise, best practice data and examples to make the

environmental and inancial case for high-eiciency products. This includes energy labelling, incentive programs and how to

effectively take care of redundant appliances.

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1

Partnering with UNEP to show the way towards more eicient appliances.

U4E was founded by:
• United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

• Global Environment Facility (GEF)

• United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

• International Copper Association (ICA)

• CLASP

• Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC)

U4E is supported by Electrolux and eight other private sector

partners, as well as four technical organizations.
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SmartSmarter laundry fer laundry for businessesor businesses

Electrolux is now developing Pay-Per-Wash 2.0, an updated cloud-based laundry

system for businesses.

Why invest in laundry machines when all you need is a service? In 2013, Electrolux Professional and its North American

partner Laundrylux developed Pay-Per-Wash, mainly aimed at seasonal business such as restaurants and hotels. Paying per

wash cycle helps these businesses avoid ixed costs and take care of the laundry in a sustainable way. A solution like Pay-

Per-Wash makes better use of all resources involved, not just capital.

The irst Pay-Per-Wash system used text messaging to monitor ‘wash credits’ that enable customers to run the laundry

equipment. Pay-Per-Wash 2.0 will be even smarter and faster. The new Pay-Per-Wash for on-premises laundries is scheduled

for launch in 2017.

This case study is related to our promise Constantly improve product performance and eiciency
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About this rAbout this reporteport

FFor Electror Electrolux, being trolux, being transparansparent aboutent about

our susour susttainability ambitions and hoainability ambitions and howw

wwe measure measure, manage and inte, manage and integregratatee

these priorities intthese priorities into our business is ano our business is an

importimportant part oant part of the annual rf the annual reportingeporting

prprocess.ocess.

The 2016 Electrolux Sustainability Report presents the nine

promises of the Group’s ‘For the better’ sustainability

approach. Using the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) G4

sustainability reporting guidelines as our starting point, the

report aims to deliver the information needs of different

stakeholders on our work with sustainability. The report is

presented in two versions: an abbreviated, printed report

(available in pdf format) and an extended, comprehensive

online report.

Based on a materiality analysis, our nine promises relect

the sustainability issues most relevant to Electrolux and

our value chain. In the report, we outline why sustainability

is relevant to our business, our priorities and response, our

roadmap to 2020, how we measure progress, and our

approach to managing each of the nine promises.

Annual RAnnual Reporteport
Sustainability information is also integrated throughout the

printed Annual Report. Targeted at shareholders and other

stakeholders, the focus is on how sustainability issues

relate to the business strategy, as well as goals and

performance.

RReporting reporting realmealm
This report is based on the Global Reporting Initiative

(GRI) framework G4. It is in accordance with Core,

reviewed by a third party to ensure the accuracy and

completeness of reporting. The GRI Index leads readers to

information on relevant indicators as deined by G4. There

is no applicable sector supplement for Electrolux.

Where relevant, this report also highlights how the Group's

priorities relect its commitment to the ten principles of the

UN Global Compact. Electrolux has therefore considered

the UN Global Compact "GC Advanced" level for

reporting on its Communication on Progress. An index of

the UNGC's 24 criteria is included in this report.

We are in an ongoing process to increase transparency

on managing human rights related issues by responding

to the disclosure requirements of the United Nations

Guiding Principles Reporting Framework. We will continue

to develop our reporting in the future.

Unless otherwise indicated, standard disclosures include

all operations that can potentially affect Group

performance.

Boundary oBoundary of the rf the reporteport
Data has been collected throughout the 2016 calendar

year. This report covers 53,889 (52,464) employees at year

end, encompassing our majority-owned operations,

including 49 (53) factories, 28 (36) warehouses and 34

(35) oices, in 27 (39) countries. This represents 88% (90%)

of our total number of employees at year end. Staff

working at facilities with less than 30 employees are not

included in this compilation.

The total average number of employees increased by 5%

during 2016. Electrolux products are sold in over 150

markets globally.

Energy reduction performance was calculated according

to the World Resources Institute (WRI). Electricity emissions

factors were updated according to the CO2 Emission from

fuel combustion 2016 edition data set, as published by the

International Energy Agency (IEA). To allow comparability,

the electricity emission factors used in this report are offset

by a three year period. Units using renewable energy

have been deined as having a CO2 emission factor of

zero. Wherever possible, Electrolux reports on its

performance indicators covering the last ive years. Health

and safety statistics are based on local deinitions in terms

of what constitutes a workplace injury and a lost day due

to injury.

Througout the report, as data is presented as part of the

narrative, 2015 data is presented in (brackets).

The company's previous sustainability report was

published in March 2016.

EExxtternal assurernal assuranceance
The Sustainability Report (as referenced in the GRI index)

is reviewed in accordance with the Swedish standard RevR

6. See the enclosed Assurance Statement for information

on the scope of assurance.

For more and continuously updated information on the

Group's progress and performance in terms of

sustainability issues, visit www.electrolux.com/

sustainability.

Or contOr contact:act:

Electrolux Sustainability Affairs

Henrik Sundström

Vice President of Sustainability Affairs

Tel: +46 (0) 8 738 60 00

E-mail: sustainability@electrolux.se
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GRI IndeGRI Indexx

This Sustainability Report is based on the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) framework G4. It is in accordance with Core,
reviewed by a third party to ensure the accuracy and completeness of reporting. This GRI Index directs readers to
information on relevant indicators as deined by G4. References to indicators followed by an X in the below table, relect, but
do not fully meet the requirements as deined by GRI. There is no applicable sector supplement for Electrolux.

The index below outlines where GRI reporting elements are addressed in this Sustainability Report, in the Annual Report, and
where they are disclosed online at www.electroluxgroup.com.

For more information on the Global Reporting Initiative visit www.globalreporting.org.

See About this report for more information on this review’s reporting realm.

OOvverervieview ow of Sf Sttandarandard Disclosurd Disclosure re requirequirementsements

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES

Standard
Disclosure

Reference Disclosure Requirements

SSTRTRAATEGTEGY AND ANALY AND ANALYYSISSIS

G4-1 CEO Statement: Signiicantly improved
proitability

CEO Statement about the relevance of sustainability
to the organization and its strategy.

ORGANIZORGANIZAATIONAL PROFILTIONAL PROFILEE

G4-3 AB Electrolux (publ) a. Report the name of the organization.

G4-4 Brand and design a. Report the primary brands, products, and services.

G4-5 St. Göransgatan 143,
Stockholm, Sweden

a. Report the location of the organization’s headquarters.

G4-6 Electrolux deems that
sustainability issues relating
to product and operations
are equally as relevant in
all markets where it operates.

About this report

The number of countries where the organization
operates and signiicant operations or that are
speciically relevant to the sustainability topics.

G4-7 Ownership and structure

Share capital and ownership

a. Report the nature of ownership and legal form.

G4-8 Market information

Employees

a. Report the markets served (including geographic breakdown,
sectors served, and types of customers and beneiciaries).

G4-9 Electrolux offering

Electrolux 2016

Consolidated income statement

Consolidated balance sheet

Change in consolidated equity

a. Report the scale of the organization, including:
Ÿ• Total number of employees Ÿ
• Total number of operations
Ÿ• Net sales (for private sector organizations) or net revenues
(for public sector organizations) Ÿ
• Total capitalization broken down in terms of debt and equity
(for private sector organizations) Ÿ
• Quantity of products or services provided

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES
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G4-10 People and leadership

Employees

G4-10 Employment type by
contract and Average number
of employees per region

a. Report the total number of employees by employment
contract and gender.
b. Report the total number of permanent employees by
employment type and gender.
c. Report the total workforce by employees and supervised
workers and by gender.
d. Report the total workforce by region and gender.
e. Report whether a substantial portion of the organization’s
work is performed by workers
who are legally recognized as self-employed, or by individuals
other than employees or
supervised workers, including employees and supervised
employees of contractors.
f. Report any signiicant variations in employment numbers
(such as seasonal variations in
employment in the tourism or agricultural industries).

G4-11 G4-11 a. Report the percentage of total employees covered
by collective bargaining agreements.

G4-12 Progress 2016:
Improve sustainability
in the supply chain

a. Describe the organization’s supply chain.

G4-13 About this report

Items affecting comparability

Signiicant changes during the reporting period
regarding the organization’s size, structure, ownership,
or its supply chain.

G4-14 Management approach:
Environment

a. Report whether and how the precautionary approach or
principle is addressed by the organization.

G4-15 CEO Statement: a transformational driver for
Electrolux

CEO Statement about the relevance of sustainability
to the organization and its strategy.

G4-16 Stakeholders inform
our approach

Memberships of associations (such as industry associations)
and national or international advocacy organizations.

IDENTIFIED MAIDENTIFIED MATERIAL ATERIAL ASPECTSPECTS AND BOUNDS AND BOUNDARIESARIES

G4-17 Consolidated
inancial statements

Consolidated inancial statements and if an entity included
in the organization’s consolidated inancial statements or
equivalent documents is not covered by the report.

G4-18 Materiality process a. Explain the process for deining the report content and the
Aspect Boundaries.
b. Explain how the organization has implemented the Reporting
Principles for Deining Report Content.

G4-19 Management approach:
Environment and Social

a. List all the material Aspects identiied in the process for
deining report content.

G4-20 About this report The Aspect Boundary within the organization for
each material Aspect.

G4-21 About this report The Aspect Boundary within the organization for
each material Aspect.

G4-22 About this report a. Report the effect of any restatements of information
provided in previous reports, and the reasons for such restatements.

G4-23 About this report a. Report signiicant changes from previous reporting
periods in the Scope and Aspect Boundaries.
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SSTTAKAKEHOLDER ENGAEHOLDER ENGAGEMENTGEMENT

G4-24 Stakeholders inform
our approach

a. Provide a list of stakeholder groups engaged
by the organization.

G4-25 Stakeholders inform
our approach

Material analysis

a. Report the basis for identiication and selection
of stakeholders with whom to engage.

G4-26 Stakeholders inform
our approach

Report the organization’s approach to
stakeholder engagement.

G4-27 Stakeholders inform
our approach

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through
stakeholder engagement, and how the organization
has responded to those key topics and concerns.

REPORREPORT PROFILT PROFILEE

G4-28 About this report a. Reporting period (such as iscal or calendar year)
for information provided.

G4-29 About this report a. Date of most recent previous report (if any).

G4-30 About this report a. Reporting cycle (such as annual, biennial).

G4-31 About this report a. Provide the contact point for questions regarding
the report or its contents.

G4-32 About this report a. Report the ‘in accordance’ option the organization has chosen.
b. Report the GRI Content Index for the chosen option.
c. Report the reference to the External Assurance Report,
if the report has been externally assured. GRI recommends
the use of external assurance but it is not a requirement to be
‘in accordance’ with the Guidelines.

G4-33 About this report Current practice with regard to seeking external assurance
for the report.

GOGOVVERNANCEERNANCE

G4-34 Committees of the Board

CEO Statement: a transformational driver for
Electrolux

Governance structuren, including committees of the
highest governance body. Identify any committees
responsible for decision-making on economic,
environmental and social impacts.

ETHICS AND INTEGRITYETHICS AND INTEGRITY

G4-56 People and leadership

Our values

Our promises: Always act ethically and
respect human rights

The organization’s values, principles,
standards and norms of behavior such as
codes of conduct and codes of ethics.
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GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES

Standard Disclosure Reference Disclosure Requirements UN SDG

G4-DMA Management approach Generic Management Approach

G4-EC1 G4-EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 2,7,9

G4-EC3 Post-employment beneits

Employees

Coverage of the organization's deined beneit
plan obligations

ECONOMIC

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES

Standard Disclosure Reference Disclosure Requirements UN SDG

AASPECTSPECT: MA: MATERIALTERIALSS

G4-DMA Management approach:
Environment

Progress 2016:
Make better use of resources

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-EN1 G4-EN1 Materials used by weight or volume 8,12

AASPECTSPECT: ENERG: ENERGYY

G4-DMA Management approach:
Environment

Our promises: Achieve more with less

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-EN3 Progress 2016:
Achieve more with less

Energy consumption
within the organization

Energy consumption within the organization 7,13

G4-EN5 Progress 2016:
Achieve more with less

Energy intensity 7,13

AASPECTSPECT: W: WAATERTER

G4-DMA Management approach:
Environment

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-EN8 Progress 2016:
Achieve more with less

G4-EN8

Total water withdrawal by source 6

ENVIRONMENT
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AASPECTSPECT: EMISSIONS: EMISSIONS

G4-DMA Management approach:
Environment

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

G4-EN15 Progress 2016:
Achieve more with less
G4-EN15 & G4-EN16

Direct greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions (Scope 1)

2,3,13,14,15

G4-EN16 Progress 2016:
Achieve more with less

Progress 2016:
Improve Sustainability
in the Supply Chain

G4-EN15 & G4-EN16

Energy indirect greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions
(Scope 2)

3,12,13,14,15

G4-EN18 Progress 2016:
Achieve more with less

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
intensity

G4-EN20 G4-EN20 Emissions of ozone-depleting
substances (ODS)

3,12

AASPECTSPECT: EFFL: EFFLUENTUENTS AND WS AND WAASSTETE

G4-DMA Management Approach:
Environment

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

G4-EN22X EN22X Total water discharge by destination 3,6,12,14

G4-EN23 G4-EN23 Total weight of waste by type and
disposal method

3,14

G4-EN24 Sustainability and environmental facts Total number and volume of signiicant
spills

AASPECTSPECT: PRODUCT: PRODUCTS AND SS AND SERERVICESVICES

G4-DMA Management approach:
Environment

Our promises: Constantly improve product
performance and eiciency

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

G4-EN27 Progress 2016:
Our climate targets

Extent of impact mitigation of
environmental
impacts of products and services

6,8,12,13,14

AASPECTSPECT: COMPLIANCE: COMPLIANCE

G4-DMA Management approach:
Environment

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

G4-EN29 No signiicant ines or non-monetary
sanctions have been identiied as stated in the Board of
Director's Report

Monetary value of signiicant ines and
total
number of non-monetary sanctions for
non-compliance with environmental
laws
and regulations

AASPECTSPECT: S: SUPPLIER ENVIRONMENTUPPLIER ENVIRONMENTAL AAL ASSSSESSMENTESSMENT

G4-DMA Management approach:
Environment

Progress 2016:
Improve sustainability
in the supply chain

Generic Disclosures on Management
Approach

G4-EN32 Progress 2016:
Improve sustainability
in the supply chain

Percentage of new suppliers that were
screened
using environmental criteria
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GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES

Standard
Disclosure

Reference Disclosure Requirements UN
SDG

AASPECTSPECT: EMPL: EMPLOOYMENTYMENT

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach 5,8

G4-LA1X LA1X Total number and rates of employee turnover by age group,
gender and region

AASPECTSPECT: L: LABOR/MANAABOR/MANAGEMENT RELGEMENT RELAATIONSTIONS

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

Progress 2016:
Always act ethically and
respect human rights

Operational changes, including whether these
are speciied in collective agreements

G4-LA4X Progress 2016:
Always act ethically and
respect human rights

Number of sites with labor-management
dialogue committees.

8

AASPECTSPECT: OCCUP: OCCUPAATIONAL HETIONAL HEALALTH AND STH AND SAFETYAFETY

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

Progress 2016:
Ensure the best health and
safety

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-LA5 Progress 2016:
Ensure the best health and
safety

Percentage of total workforce represented in
formal joint management-worker health and
safety committees that help monitor and
advise on occupational health and saftey
programs

3,8

G4-LA6X LA6X

Progress 2016:
Ensure the best health and
safety

Type of injury and rates of injury, lost days and total number of
work-related fatalities, by region

8

AASPECTSPECT: TR: TRAINING AND EDUCAAINING AND EDUCATIONTION

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-LA9X LA9X Average hours of training per year per employee
by gender, and by employee category

4,5

AASPECTSPECT: DIV: DIVERSITY AND EQUERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORAL OPPORTUNITYTUNITY

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-LA12 People and leadership Composition of governance bodies and
breakdown of employees per employee
category according to gender, age group,
minority group membership, and other indicators
of diversity.
Omission: Figures not reported per age group.

5

LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK
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AASPECTSPECT: S: SUPPLIER AUPPLIER ASSSSESSMENT FESSMENT FOR LOR LABOR PRABOR PRAACTICESCTICES

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

Progress 2016:
Improve sustainability
in the supply chain

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-LA14 Progress 2016:
Improve sustainability
in the supply chain

Percentage of new suppliers that were screened
using labor practices criteria

8,16

G4-LA15 Progress 2016:
Improve sustainability
in the supply chain

Signiicant actual and potential negative
impacts for labor practices in the supply chain
and actions taken

8,16

AASPECTSPECT: L: LABOR PRABOR PRAACTICES GRIECTICES GRIEVVANCE MECHANISMSANCE MECHANISMS

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

Progress 2016:
Always act ethically and respect human rights

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-LA16 Progress 2016:
Always act ethically and respect human rights

Number of grievances about labor practices iled,
addressed, and resolved through formal grievance
mechanisms

16
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GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES

Standard
Disclosure

Reference Disclosure Requirements UN
SDG

AASPECTSPECT: INV: INVESESTMENTTMENT

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

Progress 2016:
Always act ethically and
respect human rights

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-HR1 Understaning and managing
sustainability risks

Total number and percentage of signiicant
investment agreements and contracts that
include human rights clauses or that underwent
human rights screening

G4-HR2 Progress 2016:
Always act ethically and
respect human rights

Snapshot (2015):
Tailored training on
the Code of Conduct

Total hours of employee training on
human rights policies or procedures concerning
aspects of human rights that are relevant to
operations, including the percentage of
employees trained

AASPECTSPECT: NON-DISCRIMINA: NON-DISCRIMINATIONTION

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

Progress 2016:
Always act ethically and
respect human rights

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-HR3 Progress 2016:
Always act ethically and
respect human rights

Total number of incidents of discrimination
and corrective actions taken

8,16

AASPECTSPECT: FREEDOM OF A: FREEDOM OF ASSOCIASSOCIATION AND COLLTION AND COLLECTIVECTIVE BE BARGAININGARGAINING

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

General Disclosure on Management Approach

G4-HR4 ALFA

Progress 2016:
Always act ethically and
respect human rights

International Framework
Agreement

Internal CoC audit indings

Understaning and managing
sustainability risks

Measures taken to support operations' rights
to exercise freedom of association and
collective bargaining

8

AASPECTSPECT: CHILD L: CHILD LABORABOR

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

Progress 2016:
Improve sustainability
in the supply chain

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

HUMAN RIGHTS
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G4-HR5 Progress 2016:
Improve sustainability
in the supply chain

Progress 2016:Always act
ethically and respect human
rights

High and medium risk regions

ALFA

Internal CoC audit indings

Understaning and managing
sustainability risks

Operations and suppliers identiied as having signiicant risk for
incidents of child labor, and measures taken to contribute to the
effective abolition of child labor

8,16

AASPECTSPECT: F: FORCED OR COMPULORCED OR COMPULSORSORY LY LABORABOR

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-HR6 Progress 2016: Always act
ethically and respect human
rights

High and medium risk regions

Understaning and managing
sustainability risks

ALFA

Internal CoC audit indings

Operations and suppliers identiied as having
signiicant risk for incidents of forced or
compulsory labor, and measures to contribute
to the elimination of all forms of forced or
compulsory labor

8

AASPECTSPECT: A: ASSSSESSMENTESSMENT

G4-DMA Managing sustainability risks Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-HR9 Auditing and monitoring

Understaning and managing
sustainability risks

a. Report the total number and percentage of
operations that have been subject to human
rights reviews or human rights impact
assessments, by country.

AASPECTSPECT: S: SUPPLIER HUMAN RIGHTUPPLIER HUMAN RIGHTS AS ASSSSESSMENTESSMENT

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

Progress 2016:
Improve sustainability
in the supply chain

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach 16

G4-HR10 Progress 2016:
Improve sustainability
in the supply chain

Percentage of new suppliers that were screened
using human rights criteria

G4-HR11 Progress 2016:
Improve sustainability
in the supply chain

Managing sustainability risks

Signiicant actual and potential negative
human rights impacts in the supply chain and
actions taken

AASPECTSPECT: HUMAN RIGHT: HUMAN RIGHTS GRIES GRIEVVANCE MECHANISMSANCE MECHANISMS

G4-DMA Management approach:
Social

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-HR12 Progress 2016:
Always act ethically and
respect human rights

Auditing and monitoring

Number of grievances about human rights
impacts iled, addressed, and resolved
through formalgrievance mechanisms
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GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES

Standard
Disclosure

Reference Disclosure Requirements UN
SDG

ASPECT: LOCAL COMMUNITIES

G4-DMA Our promises: Be a
force for good

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-SO1 Progress 2016: Be a
force for good

Operations with implemented local
community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs.

ASPECT: ANTI-CORRUPTION

G4-DMA Management
approach:
Social

Progress 2016:
Always act ethically
and
respect human rights

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-SO4 Progress 2016:
Always act ethically
and
respect human rights

Communication and training on
anti-corruption policies and procedures

16

G4-SO5 Progress 2016:
Always act ethically
and
respect human rights

Conirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

ASPECT: PUBLIC POLICY

G4-DMA Management
approach:
Social

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-SO6 Code of Ethics Monetary and in-kind political contributions.
The Electrolux Group observes neutrality with
regard to political parties and candidates.
Neither the Electrolux name, nor any resources
controlled by any Group companies, shall be
used to promote the interests of political parties
or candidates.

16

ASPECT: ANTI-COMPETITIVE BEHAVIOR

G4-DMA Management
approach:
Social

Generic Disclosures on Management Approach

G4-SO7 Note 25, contingent
liabilities

Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and
monopoly practices and their outcomes

16

SOCIETY
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UNGC AUNGC Advdvanced-leanced-levvel rel reportingeporting

Electrolux endorses the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) and its ten principles on the environment, labor practices,

human rights and anti-corruption. Electrolux is also a signatory of the UNGC Water Mandate.

This UNGC Communication on Progress is aligned with the UNGC’s Advanced level of reporting. Where applicable, the

below table indicates where readers can ind examples of how Electrolux meets best practice levels in regards to the criteria

for reporting as deined by the UNGC. The left-hand column indicates their information requirements. The areas that are

marked in grey text under each criterion are not addressed in the report.

Electrolux reports in accordance with the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights reporting

framework. A separate index has been created to guide readers to the relevant areas in the report that address human

rights. Our work will continue to improve human rights reporting in future reports.

The 2016 Sustainability Report and the 2016 Annual Report relect our commitment to these principles and the efforts to

continuously improve performance. The 2016 Sustainability Report is third party assured.

See the enclosed Assurance Statement for information on the scope of assurance.
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UN Global Compact Advanced Criteria References

CritCriterion 1: The COP describes mainserion 1: The COP describes mainstrtreaming inteaming into corporo corporatate functions and business unitse functions and business units
The following best practices are described in our COP

• Place rPlace responsibility fesponsibility for eor exxecution oecution of susf susttainability sainability strtratategy in regy in releelevvant corporant corporatate functionse functions

(pr(procurocurementement, go, govvernment affernment affairairs, human rs, human resouresources, legal, etces, legal, etcc) ensuring no function conlicts) ensuring no function conlicts

with companywith company’’s suss susttainability commitments and objectivainability commitments and objectiveses

• Align sAlign strtratategies, goals and incentivegies, goals and incentive se structurtructures oes of all business units and subsidiaries withf all business units and subsidiaries with

corporcorporatate suse susttainability sainability strtratategyegy

• Assign rAssign responsibility fesponsibility for corporor corporatate suse susttainability implementainability implementation tation to an individual or gro an individual or group withinoup within

each business unit and subsidiaryeach business unit and subsidiary

• Design corporDesign corporatate suse susttainability sainability strtratategy tegy to leo levvererage sage synerynergies betwgies between and among issue areen and among issue areaseas

and tand to deal adequato deal adequately with trely with trade-oade-offsffs

• EnsurEnsure that diffe that differerent corporent corporatate functions coore functions coordinatdinatee closely tclosely to maximizo maximize perfe performance andormance and

avavoid unintoid unintended negativended negative impactse impacts

CEO Statement:

a transformational

driver for Electrolux

Management

Approach

VP Statement:

Constantly

improving

performance

Progress 2016: Our

promises

Understanding and

managing human

rights risks

CritCriterion 2: The COP describes verion 2: The COP describes value chain implementalue chain implementationation
The following best practices are described in our COP

• AnalyAnalyzze each segment oe each segment of the vf the value chain caralue chain careefullyfully, both ups, both upstrtream and doeam and downswnstrtreameam, when, when

mapping risks, opportunities and impactsmapping risks, opportunities and impacts

• CCommunicatommunicate policies and ee policies and expectxpectations tations to suppliero suppliers and other rs and other releelevvant business partnerant business partnerss

• Implement monitImplement monitoring and assuroring and assurance mechanisms (ance mechanisms (ee..g. audits/scrg. audits/screeningseenings) f) for complianceor compliance

within the companywithin the company’’s sphers sphere oe of inluencef inluence

• UndertUndertakake awe awarareness-reness-raisingaising, tr, training and other types oaining and other types of capacity building with supplierf capacity building with suppliers ands and

other business partnerother business partnerss

Value chain

Progress 2016:

Improve

sustainability

in the supply chain

Managing

sustainability risks

Implementing the ten principles into strategies and
operations
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UN Global Compact Advanced Criteria References

CritCriterion 3: The COP describes rerion 3: The COP describes robusobustt commitments, scommitments, strtratategies or policiesegies or policies in the arin the area oea of humanf human
rightsrights
The following best practices are described in our COP

• CCommitment tommitment to comply with all applicable lawo comply with all applicable laws and rs and respect intespect internationally rernationally recognizecognizeded

human rights, wherhuman rights, whereevver the company operer the company operatateses

• IntIntegregratated or sed or sttand-alone sand-alone sttatatement oement of policy ef policy exprxpressing commitment tessing commitment to ro respect andespect and

supportsupport human rights apprhuman rights approovved at the mosed at the most senior let senior levvel oel of the companyf the company

• SSttatatement oement of policy sf policy stipulating human rights etipulating human rights expectxpectations oations of perf personnel, business partnersonnel, business partnerss

and other parties dirand other parties directly linkectly linked ted to opero operations, prations, prooducts or serducts or servicesvices

• SSttatatement oement of policy publicly avf policy publicly available and communicatailable and communicated inted internally and eernally and exxtternally ternally to allo all

perpersonnel, business partnersonnel, business partners and other rs and other releelevvant partiesant parties

Management Approach:

Social

Code of

Conduct

Our promises: Always act

ethically and respect

human rights

Our promises: Improve

sustainability

in the supply chain

CritCriterion 4: The COP describes eerion 4: The COP describes effffectivectivee management smanagement syyssttemsems tto into integregratate the human rightse the human rights
principlesprinciples
The following best practices are described in our COP

• PrProcess tocess to ensuro ensure that inte that internationally rernationally recognizecognized human rights ared human rights are re respectespecteded

• On-going due diligence prOn-going due diligence process that includes an assessment oocess that includes an assessment of actual and potf actual and potentialential

human rights impactshuman rights impacts

• IntInternal awernal awarareness-reness-raising and traising and training on human rights faining on human rights for management and employor management and employeesees

• OperOperational-leational-levvel grieel grievvance mechanisms fance mechanisms for those potor those potentially impactentially impacted by the companyed by the company’’ss

activitiesactivities

• Allocation oAllocation of rf responsibilities and accountesponsibilities and accountability fability for addror addressing human rights impactsessing human rights impacts

• IntInternal decision-makingernal decision-making, budget and o, budget and ovverersight fsight for eor effffectivective re responses tesponses to human rightso human rights

impactsimpacts

• PrProcesses tocesses to pro proovide fvide for or cooperor or cooperatate in the re in the remediation oemediation of advf advererse human rights impactsse human rights impacts

that the company has caused or contributthat the company has caused or contributed ted too

• PrProcess and process and progrograms in place tams in place to support human rights thro support human rights through: corough: core business; se business; strtratategicegic

philanthrphilanthropic/social inopic/social invvesestmenttment; public policy engagement; public policy engagement/adv/advocacyocacy; partner; partnerships and/orships and/or

other fother forms oorms of collectivf collective actione action

Understanding

and managing

sustainability

risks

Progress 2016: Always act

ethically and respect

human rights

Management approach:

Social

Progress 2016:

Be a force for good

Helping feed the planet

Safe and sound

operations at our

suppliers

CritCriterion 5: The COP describes eerion 5: The COP describes effffectivectivee monitmonitoring and eoring and evvaluation mechanismsaluation mechanisms oof humanf human
rights intrights integregrationation
The following best practices are described in our COP

• SySyssttem tem to monito monitor the eor the effffectivectiveness oeness of human rights policies and implementf human rights policies and implementation withation with

quantitquantitativative and qualite and qualitativative metrics, including in the supply chaine metrics, including in the supply chain

• MonitMonitoring droring drawn frawn from intom internal and eernal and exxtternal fernal feedbackeedback, including aff, including affectected sed sttakakeholdereholderss

• LLeadereadership rship reevieview ow of monitf monitoring and improring and improovvement rement resultsesults

• PrProcess tocess to deal with incidents the company has caused or contributo deal with incidents the company has caused or contributed ted to fo for intor internal andernal and

eexxtternal sernal sttakakeholdereholderss

• GrieGrievvance mechanisms that arance mechanisms that are legitimate legitimate, accessible, pre, accessible, predictedictable, equitable, equitable, trable, transparansparentent,,

rights-compatible, a sourrights-compatible, a source oce of continuous learningf continuous learning, and based on engagement and, and based on engagement and

dialoguedialogue

• OutOutcomes ocomes of intf integregration oation of the human rights principlesf the human rights principles

Auditing and monitoring

Our promises: Improve

sustainability

in the supply chain

Stakeholders inform our

approach

Progress 2016: Always act

ethically and respect

human rights

Understanding

and managing

sustainability

risks

Human Rights Management Policies & Procedures
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UN Global Compact Advanced Criteria References

CritCriterion 6: The COP describes rerion 6: The COP describes robusobustt commitments, scommitments, strtratategies or policiesegies or policies in the arin the area oea of laborf labor
The following best practices are described in our COP

• RReeffererence tence to principles oo principles of rf releelevvant intant international labour sernational labour sttandarandards (ILds (ILO CO Cononvventionsentions) and other) and other

normativnormative inte international insernational instruments in company policiestruments in company policies

• RRelection on the relection on the releelevvance oance of the labour principles ff the labour principles for the companyor the company

• WrittWritten company policy ten company policy to obeo obey national labour lawy national labour law, r, respect principles oespect principles of the rf the releelevvantant

intinternational labour sernational labour sttandarandards in company operds in company operations wations worldwide, and engage in dialogueorldwide, and engage in dialogue

with rwith reprepresentesentativative ore organizganization oation of the wf the workorkerers (ints (international, secternational, sectororal, national)al, national)..

• Inclusion oInclusion of rf reeffererence tence to the principles conto the principles contained in the rained in the releelevvant intant international labour sernational labour sttandarandardsds

in contrin contracts with supplieracts with suppliers and other rs and other releelevvant business partnerant business partnerss

• Speciic commitments and Human Resources policies, in line with national development
priorities or decent work priorities in the country of operation

• Participation and leadership in wider efforts by employers’ organizations (international and
national levels) to jointly address challenges to labour standards in the countries of operation.

• SStructurtructural engagement with a global unional engagement with a global union, possibly via a Global Fr, possibly via a Global Frameamewwork Aork Agrgreementeement

Code of Conduct

Understanding

and managing

sustainability

risks

Our promises: Always

act ethically and

respect human rights

Our promises: Improve

sustainability in the

supply chai

International

Framework

Agreement

CritCriterion 7erion 7: The COP describes e: The COP describes effffectivectivee management smanagement syyssttemsems tto into integregratate the labor principlese the labor principles
The following best practices are described in our COP

• Risk and impact assessments in the arRisk and impact assessments in the area oea of labourf labour

• Dialogue mechanism with trDialogue mechanism with trade unions tade unions to ro regularly discuss andegularly discuss and rreevieview company prw company progrogress iness in

addraddressing labour sessing labour sttandarandardsds

• Allocation oAllocation of rf responsibilities and accountesponsibilities and accountability within the orability within the organizganizationation

• IntInternal awernal awarareness-reness-raising and traising and training on the labour principles faining on the labour principles for management andor management and

employemployeesees

• AActivctive engagement with suppliere engagement with suppliers ts to addro address labouress labour-r-relatelated challengesed challenges

• GrieGrievvance mechanisms, communication channels and other prance mechanisms, communication channels and other procedurocedures (es (ee..g., whisg., whistleblotleblowwerer

mechanismsmechanisms) av) available failable for wor workorkerers ts to ro report concerns, makeport concerns, make suggese suggestions or seek advice,tions or seek advice,

designed and operdesigned and operatated in agred in agreement with the reement with the reprepresentesentativative ore organizganization oation of wf workorkererss

Understanding

and managing

sustainability

risks

Stakeholders inform

our approach

Progress 2016: Always

act ethically and

respect human rights

Management

approach

Progress 2016:

Improve sustainability

in the supply chain

CritCriterion 8: The COP describes eerion 8: The COP describes effffectivective monite monitoring and eoring and evvaluation mechanisms oaluation mechanisms of laborf labor
principles intprinciples integregrationation
The following best practices are described in our COP

• SySyssttem tem to tro track and measurack and measure perfe performance based on sormance based on sttandarandardizdized perfed performance metricsormance metrics

• Dialogue with the rDialogue with the reprepresentesentativative ore organizganization oation of wf workorkerers ts to ro regularly regularly reevieview prw progrogress madeess made

and jointly identify priorities fand jointly identify priorities for the futuror the futuree

• AAudits or other sudits or other stteps teps to monito monitor and impror and improovve the we the working conditions oorking conditions of companies in thef companies in the

supply chainsupply chain, in line with principles o, in line with principles of intf international labour sernational labour sttandarandardsds

• PrProcess tocess to positivo positively engage with the supplierely engage with the suppliers ts to addro address the challenges (i.ess the challenges (i.ee., partner., partnershipship

apprapproach insoach insttead oead of corrf correctivective appre approachoach) thr) through schemes tough schemes to impro improovve we workplace prorkplace practicesactices

• OutOutcomes ocomes of intf integregration oation of the Lf the Labour principlesabour principles

Progress 2016: Always

act ethically and

respect human rights

Management

approach

Stakeholders inform

our approach

Progress 2016:

Improve sustainability

in the supply chain

Auditing and

monitoring

ALFA

Internal code of

conduct audit indings

Robust Labour Management Policies & Procedures
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UN Global Compact Advanced Criteria References

CritCriterion 9: The COP describes rerion 9: The COP describes robusobustt commitments, scommitments, strtratategies or policiesegies or policies in the arin the area oea off

enenvirvironmentonmental sal stteewwarardshipdship
The following best practices are described in our COP

• RReeffererence tence to ro releelevvant intant international conernational convventions and other intentions and other international insernational instrumentstruments

((ee..g. Rio Declarg. Rio Declaration on Enation on Envirvironment and Deonment and Devvelopmentelopment))

• RRelection on the relection on the releelevvance oance of enf envirvironmentonmental sal stteewwarardship fdship for the companyor the company..

• WrittWritten company policy on enen company policy on envirvironmentonmental sal stteewwarardshipdship

• Inclusion oInclusion of minimum enf minimum envirvironmentonmental sal sttandarandards in contrds in contracts with supplieracts with suppliers and others and other

rreleelevvant business partnerant business partnerss

• Speciic commitments and goals fSpeciic commitments and goals for speciied yor speciied yearear

Our promises: Constantly

improve product performance

and eiciency

Our promises. Make better use

of resource

Our promises: Eliminate harmful

materials

Our promises: Achieve more with

less

Our promises:

Our climate targets

Management approach:

Environment

Value chain

Environmental policy

Progress 2016: Improve

sustainability in the supply chain

CritCriterion 10: The COP describes eerion 10: The COP describes effffectivectivee management smanagement syyssttemsems tto into integregratate thee the
enenvirvironmentonmental principlesal principles
The following best practices are described in our COP

• EnEnvirvironmentonmental risk and impact assessmentsal risk and impact assessments

• Assessments oAssessments of liff lifecyecycle impact ocle impact of prf prooducts, ensuring enducts, ensuring envirvironmentonmentally soundally sound

management policiesmanagement policies

• Allocation oAllocation of rf responsibilities and accountesponsibilities and accountability within the orability within the organizganizationation

• IntInternal awernal awarareness-reness-raising and traising and training on enaining on envirvironmentonmental sal stteewwarardship fdship foror

management and employmanagement and employeesees

• GrieGrievvance mechanisms, communication channels and other prance mechanisms, communication channels and other procedurocedures (es (ee..g.g.

whiswhistleblotleblowwer mechanismser mechanisms) f) for ror reporting concerns or seeking advice reporting concerns or seeking advice regaregardingding

enenvirvironmentonmental impactsal impacts

Management approach:

Environment

Auditing and monitoring

Annual Report: Sustainability

Management approach: Social

CritCriterion 11: The COP describes eerion 11: The COP describes effffectivectivee monitmonitoring and eoring and evvaluationaluation mechanisms fmechanisms foror
enenvirvironmentonmental sal stteewwarardshipdship
The following best practices are described in our COP

• SySyssttem tem to tro track and measurack and measure perfe performance based on sormance based on sttandarandardizdized perfed performanceormance

metricsmetrics

• LLeadereadership rship reevieview ow of monitf monitoring and improring and improovvement rement resultsesults

• PrProcess tocess to deal with incidentsAo deal with incidentsAudits or other sudits or other stteps teps to monito monitor and impror and improovve thee the

enenvirvironmentonmental perfal performance oormance of companies in the supply chainf companies in the supply chain

• OutOutcomes ocomes of intf integregration oation of the enf the envirvironmentonmental principlesal principles

VP statement:

Constantly improving

performance

Auditing and monitoring

CEO statement: Sustainability – a

transformational driver for

Electrolux

Progress 2016: Improve

sustainability in the supply chain

Auditing and monitoring

ALFA

Internal code of conduct audit

indings

Environmental Management Policies and Procedures
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UN Global Compact Advanced Criteria References

CritCriterion 12: The COP describes rerion 12: The COP describes robusobustt commitments, scommitments, strtratategies or policiesegies or policies in the arin the areaea
oof anti-corruptionf anti-corruption
The following best practices are described in our COP

• Publicly sPublicly sttatated fed formal policy oormal policy of zf zerero-to-tolerolerance oance of corruptionf corruption

• CCommitment tommitment to be in compliance with all ro be in compliance with all releelevvant anti-corruption lawant anti-corruption laws, includings, including

the implementthe implementation oation of prf procedurocedures tes to knoo know the law and monitw the law and monitor changesor changes

• Statement of support for international and regional legal frameworks, such as the
UN Convention against Corruption

• Detailed policies for high-risk areas of corruption

• PPolicy on anticorruption rolicy on anticorruption regaregarding business partnerding business partnerss

Code of

Conduct

Understanding and managing

sustainability

risks

Our promises: Always act

ethically and respect human

rights

CritCriterion 13: The COP describes eerion 13: The COP describes effffectivective management se management syyssttems tems to into integregratate the anti-e the anti-
corruption principlecorruption principle
The following best practices are described in our COP

• Support by the organization’s leadership for anti-corruption

• CCarrying out risk assessment oarrying out risk assessment of potf potential arential areas oeas of corruptionf corruption

• Human RHuman Resouresources prces procedurocedures supporting the anti-corruption commitment or policyes supporting the anti-corruption commitment or policy,,

including communication tincluding communication to and tro and training faining for all employor all employeesees

• Internal checks and balances to ensure consistency with the anticorruption
commitment

• Actions taken to encourage business partners to implement anti-corruption
commitments

• Management rManagement responsibility and accountesponsibility and accountability fability for implementor implementation oation of the anti-f the anti-

corruption commitment or policycorruption commitment or policy

• CCommunications (ommunications (whiswhistleblotleblowing) channels and fwing) channels and folloolloww-up mechanisms f-up mechanisms for ror reportingeporting

concerns or seeking adviceconcerns or seeking advice

• IntInternal accounting and auditing prernal accounting and auditing procedurocedures res relatelated ted to anticorruptiono anticorruption

Understanding and managing

sustainability

risks

Progress 2016:

Always act ethically and respect

human rights

Auditing and monitoring

Progress 2016: Improve

sustainability

in the supply chain

CritCriterion 14: The COP describes eerion 14: The COP describes effffectivectivee monitmonitoring and eoring and evvaluation mechanismsaluation mechanisms ffor theor the

intintegregration oation of anti-corruptionf anti-corruption
The following best practices are described in our COP

• LLeadereadership rship reevieview ow of monitf monitoring and improring and improovvement rement resultsesults

• PrProcess tocess to deal with incidentsPublic legal cases ro deal with incidentsPublic legal cases regaregarding corruptionding corruption

• Use of independent external assurance of anti-corruption programmes

• OutOutcomes ocomes of intf integregration oation of the anti-corruption principlef the anti-corruption principle

Progress 2016:

Always act ethically and respect

human rights

Management approach: Social

Annual Report: Note 24 Other

liabilities

ALFA

Interal Code of Conduct audit

indings

Anticorruption management policies and procedures
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UN Global Compact Advanced Criteria Reference

CritCriterion 15: The COP describes corerion 15: The COP describes core business contributions te business contributions too UN goals and issuesUN goals and issues
The following best practices are described in our COP

• Align corAlign core business se business strtratategy with one or moregy with one or more re releelevvant UN goals/issuesant UN goals/issues

• DeDevvelop relop releelevvant prant prooducts and serducts and services or design business movices or design business models that contributdels that contribute te to UNo UN

goals/issuesgoals/issues

• AAdopt and modopt and modify operdify operating prating procedurocedures tes to maximizo maximize contribution te contribution to UN goals/issueso UN goals/issues

Our promises: Provide

sustainable solutions for

everyone

Our promises: Be a force

for good

Relevant SDGs for

Electrolux

Progress 2016: Constantly

improve product

performance and

eiciency

CritCriterion 16: The COP describes serion 16: The COP describes strtratategic social inegic social invvesestments and philanthrtments and philanthropyopy
The following best practices are described in our COP

• PurPursue social insue social invvesestments and philanthrtments and philanthropic contributions that tie in with the coropic contributions that tie in with the coree

competcompetencies or operencies or operating contating conteexxt ot of the company as an intf the company as an integregratated part oed part of itsf its

sussusttainability sainability strtratategyegy

• CCooroordinatdinate ee efffforts with other ororts with other organizganizations and initiativations and initiatives tes to amplifyo amplify—and not negat—and not negate ore or

unnecessarily duplicatunnecessarily duplicate—the ee—the efffforts oorts of other contributf other contributororss

• Take responsibility for the intentional and unintentional effects of funding and have due
regard for local customs, traditions, religions, and priorities of pertinent individuals and
groups

Our promises: Be a force

for good

Progress 2016:

Be a force for good

Snapshot: Help feeding

the planet

CritCriterion 17erion 17: The COP describes adv: The COP describes advocacy and public policy engagementocacy and public policy engagement
The following best practices are described in our COP

• Publicly advPublicly advocatocate the importe the importance oance of action in rf action in relation telation to one or moro one or more UN goals/issuese UN goals/issues

• CCommit company leaderommit company leaders ts to participato participate in ke in keey summits, confy summits, confererences, and other importences, and other importantant

public policy intpublic policy intereractions in ractions in relation telation to one or moro one or more UN goals/issuese UN goals/issues

Progress 2016:

Be a force for good

Electrolux takes action

OECD Environmental

ministers meeting

Constantly improving

performance

CritCriterion 18: The COP describes partnererion 18: The COP describes partnerships and collectivships and collective actione action
The following best practices are described in our COP

• DeDevvelop and implement partnerelop and implement partnership prship projects with public or privojects with public or privatate ore organizganizations (ations (UNUN

entities, goentities, govvernmenternment, NGO, NGOs, or other grs, or other groupsoups) on cor) on core business, social ine business, social invvesestments and/ortments and/or

advadvocacyocacy

• Join indusJoin industry peertry peers, UN entities and/or other ss, UN entities and/or other sttakakeholdereholders in initiativs in initiatives contributing tes contributing too

solving common challenges and dilemmas at the global and/or local lesolving common challenges and dilemmas at the global and/or local levvels with anels with an

emphasis on initiativemphasis on initiatives ees exxttending the companyending the company’’s positivs positive impact on its ve impact on its value chainalue chain

Our promises: Be a force

for good

Progress 2016: Be a force

for good

Snapshot: Help feeding

the planet

Taking action in support of broader UN goals and
issues
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UN Global Compact Advanced Criteria Reference

CritCriterion 19: The COP describes CEO commitment and leadererion 19: The COP describes CEO commitment and leadershipship
The following best practices are described in our COP

• CEO publicly delivers explicit statements and demonstrates personal
leadership on sustainability and commitment to the UN Global Compact

• CEO prCEO promotomotes initiatives initiatives tes to enhance suso enhance susttainability oainability off the companythe company’’s sects sectoror

and leads deand leads devvelopment oelopment of indusf industry stry sttandarandardsds

• CEO leads eCEO leads exxecutivecutive management te management team in deeam in devvelopment oelopment of corporf corporatatee

sussusttainability sainability strtratategyegy, deining goals and o, deining goals and ovvererseeing implementseeing implementationation

• Make sustainability criteria and UN Global Compact principles part of goals
and incentive schemes for CEO and executive management team

CEO statement: Sustainability – a

transformational driver for Electrolux

Constantly improving performance

Electrolux takes action

CritCriterion 20: The COP describes Boarerion 20: The COP describes Board adoption and od adoption and ovverersightsight
The following best practices are described in our COP

• BoarBoard od of Dirf Directectorors (s (or equivor equivalentalent) assumes r) assumes responsibility and oesponsibility and ovverersight fsight foror

long-tlong-term corporerm corporatate suse susttainability sainability strtratategy and perfegy and performanceormance

• Board establishes, where permissible, a committee or assigns an individual
board member with responsibility for corporate sustainability.

• Board (or committee), where permissible, approves formal reporting on
corporate sustainability (Communication on Progress)

CEO statement: Sustainability – a

transformational driver for Electrolux

CritCriterion 21: The COP describes serion 21: The COP describes sttakakeholder engagementeholder engagement
The following best practices are described in our COP

• Publicly recognize responsibility for the company’s impacts on internal and
external stakeholders

• Deine susDeine susttainability sainability strtratategies, goals and policies in consultegies, goals and policies in consultation with kation with keeyy

ssttakakeholdereholderss

• Consult stakeholders in dealing with implementation dilemmas and challenges
and invite them to take active part in reviewing performance

• Establish channels to engage with employees and other stakeholders to hear
their ideas and address their concerns, and protect ‘whistle-blowers

Stakeholders inform our approach

Value chain

Our promises: Always act ethically

and respect

human rights

Corporate sustainability governance and leadership
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POLICY COMMITMENT

AA1 What does the company say publicly about its commitment t1 What does the company say publicly about its commitment to ro respect human rights?espect human rights? Codes and policies

Code of

Conduct

Our promises: Always

act ethically

and respect

human rights

EMBEDDING RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

A2 HoA2 How does the company demonsw does the company demonstrtratate the importe the importance itance it

attattaches taches to the implemento the implementation oation of its human rights commitment?f its human rights commitment?

Progress 2016:

Always act ethically

and respect

human rights

Progress 2016:

Improve

sustainability

in the supply chain

Understanding and

managing human

rights risks

PART B: DEFINING THE FOCUS OF REPORTING

B1 SB1 Sttatatement oement of salient issues:f salient issues: State the salient human rights issues associated with the company’s

activities and business relationships during the reporting period.

Understanding and

managing human

rights risks

B2 DetB2 Determination oermination of salient issuesf salient issues: Describe how the salient human rights issues were determined,

including any input from stakeholders.

Understanding and

managing human

rights risks

Materiality process

B3 Choice oB3 Choice of ff focal geogrocal geographiesaphies: If reporting on the salient human rights issues focuses on

particular geographies, explain how that choice was made.

Understanding and

managing human

rights risks

High and medium

risk regions

B4 Additional severe impacts: Identify any severe impacts on human rights that occurred or were
still being addressed during the reporting period, but which fall outside of the salient human rights
issues, and explain how they have been addressed.

PART C: MANAGEMENT OF SALIENT HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES

SPECIFIC POLICIES

C1C1 Does the company havDoes the company have any speciic policies that addre any speciic policies that address its salient human rights issues and, ifess its salient human rights issues and, if

soso, what ar, what are thee theyy??

Code of Conduct

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

C2C2 What is the companyWhat is the company’’s apprs approach toach to engagement with so engagement with sttakakeholdereholders in rs in relation telation to each saliento each salient

human rights issue?human rights issue?

Materiality process

Stakeholders inform

our approach

The UN Guiding Principles Reporting Framework
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ASSESSING IMPACTS

C3C3 HoHow does the company identify any changes in the naturw does the company identify any changes in the nature oe of each salient humanf each salient human

rights issue orights issue ovver time?er time?

Materiality process

Understanding and managing

human rights risks

INTEGRATING FINDINGS AND TAKING ACTION

CC44 HoHow does the company intw does the company integregratate its indings about each salient human rightse its indings about each salient human rights

issue intissue into its decision-making pro its decision-making processes and actions?ocesses and actions?

Managing sustainability risks

Management approach: Social

Progress 2016: Always act ethically

and respect human rights

Progress 2016: Improve

sustainability in the supply chain

TRACKING PERFORMANCE

C5C5 HoHow does the company know does the company know if its ew if its efffforts torts to addro address each salient human rightsess each salient human rights
issue arissue are ee effffectivective in pre in practice?actice?

Auditing and monitoring

Internal Code of Conduct audit

indings

REMEDIATION

CC66 HoHow does the company enable ew does the company enable effffectivective re remedy if people aremedy if people are harmed by itse harmed by its
actions or decisions in ractions or decisions in relation telation to a salient human rights issue?o a salient human rights issue?

Progress 2016: Always act ethically

and respect human rights

Auditing and monitoring

Performance: Improve sustainability

in the supply chain
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UNUN Guiding Principles RGuiding Principles Reporting Freporting Frameamewworkork

POLICY COMMITMENT

AA1 What does the company say publicly about its commitment t1 What does the company say publicly about its commitment to ro respect human rights?espect human rights? Codes and policies

Code of

Conduct

Our promises: Always

act ethically

and respect

human rights

EMBEDDING RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

A2 HoA2 How does the company demonsw does the company demonstrtratate the importe the importance itance it

attattaches taches to the implemento the implementation oation of its human rights commitment?f its human rights commitment?

Progress 2016:

Always act ethically

and respect

human rights

Progress 2016:

Improve

sustainability

in the supply chain

Understanding and

managing human

rights risks

PART B: DEFINING THE FOCUS OF REPORTING

B1 SB1 Sttatatement oement of salient issues:f salient issues: State the salient human rights issues associated with the company’s

activities and business relationships during the reporting period.

Understanding and

managing human

rights risks

B2 DetB2 Determination oermination of salient issuesf salient issues: Describe how the salient human rights issues were determined,

including any input from stakeholders.

Understanding and

managing human

rights risks

Materiality process

B3 Choice oB3 Choice of ff focal geogrocal geographiesaphies: If reporting on the salient human rights issues focuses on

particular geographies, explain how that choice was made.

Understanding and

managing human

rights risks

High and medium

risk regions

B4 Additional severe impacts: Identify any severe impacts on human rights that occurred or were

still being addressed during the reporting period, but which fall outside of the salient human rights

issues, and explain how they have been addressed.

PART C: MANAGEMENT OF SALIENT HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES

SPECIFIC POLICIES

C1C1 Does the company havDoes the company have any speciic policies that addre any speciic policies that address its salient human rights issues and, ifess its salient human rights issues and, if

soso, what ar, what are thee theyy??

Code of Conduct

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

C2C2 What is the companyWhat is the company’’s apprs approach toach to engagement with so engagement with sttakakeholdereholders in rs in relation telation to each saliento each salient

human rights issue?human rights issue?

Materiality process

Stakeholders inform

our approach
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ASSESSING IMPACTS

C3C3 HoHow does the company identify any changes in the naturw does the company identify any changes in the nature oe of each salient humanf each salient human

rights issue orights issue ovver time?er time?

Materiality process

Understanding and managing

human rights risks

INTEGRATING FINDINGS AND TAKING ACTION

CC44 HoHow does the company intw does the company integregratate its indings about each salient human rightse its indings about each salient human rights

issue intissue into its decision-making pro its decision-making processes and actions?ocesses and actions?

Managing sustainability risks

Management approach: Social

Progress 2016: Always act ethically

and respect human rights

Progress 2016: Improve

sustainability in the supply chain

TRACKING PERFORMANCE

C5C5 HoHow does the company know does the company know if its ew if its efffforts torts to addro address each salient human rightsess each salient human rights

issue arissue are ee effffectivective in pre in practice?actice?
Auditing and monitoring

Internal Code of Conduct audit

indings

REMEDIATION

CC66 HoHow does the company enable ew does the company enable effffectivective re remedy if people aremedy if people are harmed by itse harmed by its

actions or decisions in ractions or decisions in relation telation to a salient human rights issue?o a salient human rights issue?
Progress 2016: Always act ethically

and respect human rights

Auditing and monitoring

Progress: Improve sustainability in

the supply chain
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AAwwarards and rds and recognitionecognition

Rating agencies and sustainability rankings have recognizf e Emf dusolux’s

sustainability commitment and performance over the last year.

DoDow Jones Susw Jones Susttainability Wainability World Indeorld Indexx
For the tenth consecutive year, Electrolux has been named Industry Leader in the Household Durables category in the

prestigious Dow Jones Sustainability World Index (DJSI World). This year’s assessment, published by RobecoSAM, notably

showed a great improvement for Electrolux in the area of corporate citizenship and philanthropy.

DJSI World includes the 10% best-in-class economic, environmental and social performers among the world’s 2,500 largest

companies. Electrolux has been included every year since the index was launched in 1999.

RRobecoSobecoSAMAM
Electrolux has received the Gold Class award in the RobecoSAM Sustainability Yearbook, which is an annual rating of the

leaders in corporate sustainability.

Each year, over 3,400 of the world’s largest companies are invited to participate in the RobecoSAM Corporate Sustainability

Assessment (CSA). Within each industry, companies with a minimum total score of 60 and whose score is within 1% of the top

performing company’s score receive the RobecoSAM Gold Class award. RobecoSAM also provides analysis to the

prestigious global Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (DJSI).

CDP ClimatCDP Climate A Lise A Listt
Electrolux has been identiied as a global leader in responding to climate change by CDP (formerly the Carbon Disclosure

Project). The 2016 CDP Climate Change A list includes an exclusive group of companies.

CDP runs a global disclosure system for investors, companies, cities, states and regions to manage their environmental

impacts. Thousands of companies submit annual climate disclosures to CDP for independent assessment against its scoring

methodology.

CDPCDP’’s Supplier Climats Supplier Climate A Lise A Listt
CDP also recognized Electrolux as a world leader for corporate action on climate change with a position on its Supplier

Climate A List. Over 4,300 companies submitted information to be independently assessed against CDP’s scoring

methodology, and Electrolux is among the 3% that has been awarded an A grade for performance.
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20162016 Global RGlobal RepepTTrrakak100100
Ranking as the 78th world’s most reputable company, Electrolux is included in the 2016 Global RepTrak® 100. The Global

RepTrak® 100 is an annual study conducted by the Reputation Institute to measure a company’s ability to deliver on

stakeholder expectations in 7 key dimensions. It ranks the world’s 100 most highly regarded and familiar global companies in

15 countries.

SSttooxxxx
As of September 2016, Electrolux is included in the STOXX® Global ESG Leaders indices. This index model is a irst of its kind

that allows investors to fully understand which inancially material factors determine a company’s ESG rating and why they

are important. The STOXX® Global ESG Leaders indices have set new standards in terms of transparency and

comprehensiveness in the ESG indexing space.

Global CGlobal Compact 100ompact 100
The Global Compact 100 (GC 100), developed in partnership with Sustainalytics, is composed of a representative group of

Global Compact companies, selected based on their implementation of the ten principles and evidence of executive

leadership commitment and consistent baseline proitability.

SusSusttainAlyticsainAlytics
Electrolux was recognized as a Leader in the Consumer Durables industry by Sustainalytics, a global Environmental, Social

and Governance (ESG) research and ratings irm. At the end of 2016, Electrolux had an overall ESG score of 84 out of 100

according to Sustainalytics.
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FFTTSSE4GooE4Goodd
FTSE Russell (the trading name of FTSE International Limited and Frank Russell Company) conirms that Electrolux has been

independently assessed according to the FTSE4Good criteria, and has satisied the requirements to become a constituent of

the FTSE4Good Index Series. Created by the global index provider FTSE Russell, the FTSE4Good Index Series is designed to

measure the performance of companies demonstrating strong ESG practices. The FTSE4Good indices are used by a wide

variety of market participants to create and assess responsible investment funds and other products.

OekOekom Prime som Prime sttatusatus
Oekom Research assesses the social and environmental performance of a company as part of the Corporate Rating, carried

out with the aid of over 100 social and environmental criteria, selected speciically for each industry. Oekom Research

awards Prime Status to those companies that are among the leaders in their industry, according to the oekom Corporate

Rating, and that meet industry-speciic minimum requirements.

EEthibel Susthibel Susttainability Indeainability Index Ex Exxcellence Ecellence Eururopeope
Electrolux B has been reconirmed as a constituent of the Ethibel Sustainability Index (ESI) Excellence Europe since 25/10/

2016.

EEthibel Ethibel Exxcellence Incellence Invvesestment Rtment Regisegistterer
Electrolux B has been reconirmed for inclusion in the Ethibel EXCELLENCE Investment Register since 5/9/2016. This selection

by Forum ETHIBEL (www.forumethibel.org) indicates that the company performs better than average in its sector in terms of

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).
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TTrransparansparency in theency in the supply chainsupply chain

Please ind Electrolux statement on the California Transparency in the

Supply Chains Act and the UK Modern Slavery Act

at www.electroluxgroup.com/en/about-our-codes-and-policies-689/.
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G4-G4-1010 TTototal wal workforkfororce by employment type contrce by employment type contractact

Employment type by contrEmployment type by contractact

FFull timeull time

IndeinatIndeinatee

PPart timeart time

IndeinatIndeinatee

TTototalal

IndeinatIndeinatee

FFull timeull time

TTemporemporaryary

PPart timeart time

TTemporemporaryary

TTototalal

TTemporemporaryary

TTototalal

AllAll

Electrolux White 10,192 369 10,561 1,585 9 1,594 12,155

Electrolux Blue 27,293 601 27,894 4,192 141 4,333 32,227

Supervised 1,370 3 1,373 1,771 1 1,772 3,145

TTototalal 3838,855,855 997733 3399,8,82288 77,548,548 151151 77,6,69999 4477,52,5277

Number of employees at Year end: 53,889

Coverage of reporting: 88%

AAvvererage number oage number of employf employees per rees per regionegion

2016 2015 2014 2013 2012

Europe, Middle East and Africa 24,290 24,795 25,768 27,655 28,456

North America 10,064 9,933 10,702 9,923 9,152

Latin America 16,218 18,325 18,478 18,242 17,492

Asia/Pacic 4,828 5,212 5,090 4,934 4,378

5555,,400400 5858,26,2655 60,03860,038 60,760,75454 5599,,447788
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G4-G4-11 Employ11 Employees coees covverered by collectived by collective bare bargaininggaining

2016 2015 2014 2013 2012

G4-11 Employees covered by collective bargaining (%)
1) 57% 59% 63% 63% 63%

1)
Employees at production facilities covered by collective bargaining agreement.. 21,052 of 36,649 at 49 production facilities were covered by collective bargaining agreements.
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G4-EC1G4-EC1

1) In addition, share buy-back or redemption of shares.

DirDirect economic vect economic value generalue generatateded

Operating costs 75.5%

Employee wages and beneits 16%

Payments to providers of capital1) 2.2%

Payments to government 0.9%

Economic value retained 5.4%
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G4-EN1G4-EN1

MatMaterial used by werial used by weight [teight [tonnes]onnes]

MetMetalsals
1,1, 22

PlasPlasticstics
1,1, 22

ArticlesArticles
1,1, 22 PrProcessocess

matmaterialerial
22

OtherOtherss
1, 21, 2 PPackackagingaging

prprooductsducts
1, 31, 3

PPackackagingaging

suppliersupplierss
33

RReusableeusable

PPackackagingaging
22

20162016 88774,2404,240 363655,643,643 206206,6,69292 3399,29,2977 164,801164,801 114,201114,201 3377,,436436 77,863,863

2015 905,509 379,617 255,043 34,736 181,588 119,161 37,890 9,128

2014 948,206 288,687 228,523 36,472 204,356 94,380 23,917 9,633

2013 946,706 414,496 245,953 36,154 292,330 85,846 14,983 5,001

2012 988,672 333,223 331,044 41,199 317,338 149,620 38,368 7,691

1) Direct material

2) Non-renewable

3) Approximately 55% non-renewable
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G4-EN3 EnerG4-EN3 Energy consumption within the orgy consumption within the organizganizationation
((GJ)GJ)

Year Oil Coal Natural gas LPG District heating District cooling Steam Electricity Renewables Total

20162016 18,023 0 1,478,737 95,872 68,313 7,438 981 1,784,351 588,173 4,041,887

2015 20,059 0 1,540,830 105,654 61,886 7,132 2,459 2,482,179 0 4,220,199

2014 20,935 0 1,605,591 165,127 57,691 7,427 2,704 2,514,975 0 4,374,450

2013 41,044 0 1,747,215 157,780 53,880 7,513 2,773 2,518,925 0 4,529,129

2012 33,228 0 1,757,249 209,864 58,115 8,064 2,201 2,541,095 0 4,609,815
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G����� �G����� �ototal wal watate� ��	
��e� ��	
��awawal by soural by source in m3ce in m3/�/�earear

Year S��ace water Gro�� water Rainwater Wastewater ��om other org M������� water Total water w�����awal

20162016 77,323 2,487,081 5,962 27,344 1,680,074 4,277,784

2015 129,089 2,292,958 4,938 24,672 1,622,805 4,074,462

2014 182,078 2,483,112 5,155 32,099 1,700,681 4,403,125

2013 299,465 2,785,591 5,635 73,309 1,673,246 4,837,246

2012 115,330 3,501,882 54,100 44,496 1,912,067 5,627,875
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�������  ������!�������  ������!

Dir"#$ %&' (&')*ect greenhouse gas (+,+- ".)00)1&0 23onnes CO2)

DirDirect COect CO2 emissions (T2 emissions (Tonnesonnes)) I4567I4567ectect COCO2 emissions (T2 emissions (Tonnesonnes)) TTototal COal CO22

20162016 292933,8,87733 200,200,929288 44994,8014,801

2015 351,662 287,714 639,376

2014 334,894 284,094 618,988

2013 369,982 286,336 656,318

2012 408,072 272,530 680,602
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G4-EN20 Emissions oG4-EN20 Emissions of 8f 8zzone-depleting subsone-depleting substtancesances
((ODSODS) () (C9C9C:;<C:;<

Year Prod=>?@AB ReDE@FHEant Joaming Total [kg KJC eq]

20162016 35 24 246 305

2015 72 16 246 334

2014 60 63 1,018 1,141

2013 107 61 230 398

2012 373 73 493 938
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G4-EN22 TG4-EN22 Tototal wal watatLN OPQRTUNLN OPQRTUNgL VX YZU[P\X U]OgL VX YZU[P\X U]O

OLQOLQ\P]U\Pt] ^_`\P]U\Pt] ^_`aXaXearearbb

Municipal Other recipients

Year chijeatkl Pre-treatkl chijeatkl Pre-treatkl
20162016 1,508,647 204,300 1,227,639 301,892

2015 1,897,303 187,827 1,166,629 430,337

2014 2,384,211 265,472 1,180,719 387,136

2013 1,638,043 388,048 1,247,808 1,389,240

2012 1,358,546 372,521 1,579,703 1,211,067
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mnpqrsu vmnpqrsu vototal wal weight oeight of wf wasastte in te in tonnes by type andonnes by type and

disposal methodisposal methodd

Non-hazardous waste

Year Hazardous waste Composting Recycling Incineration Landill Deep well injection

20162016 2,374 92 131,401 336 6,710 0

2015 2,978 66 146,567 1,616 8,270 0

2014 3,332 137 110,678 1,129 12,087 0

2013 3,693 188 141,581 483 14,077 0

2012 3,309 1,205 194,098 1,268 13,612 0

2011 2,197 1,503 138,919 749 12,642 0
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xyz{xyz{AA|}|}

Number and rNumber and ratates oes of employf employee turnoee turnovverer

<30 y<30 yearearss 30-30-50 y50 yearearss >50 y>50 yearearss

20162016

MaleMale
LLeavingeaving

FFemaleemale
LLeavingeaving

MaleMale
LLeavingeaving

FFemaleemale
LLeavingeaving

MaleMale
LLeavingeaving

FFemaleemale
LLeavingeaving

TTototalal
Male leavingMale leaving

TTototalal
FFemale leavingemale leaving

Asia Pacic 216 86 101 28 19 4 336 118

EMEA 623 328 546 447 215 148 1,384 923

Latin America 357 72 487 195 38 14 882 281

North America 1,213 1,101 861 869 109 74 2,183 2,044

2,2,409409 1,581,5877 1,1,999955 1,531,5399 383811 240240 4,74,78585 33,366,366

Rate of turnover
per total employees
at year end (LA1)

4% 3% 4% 3% 1% 0.4% 9% 6%

20162016 20152015 20142014 20132013 20122012

Total emplyees - Male 23,485 29,465 28,258 33,195 41,053

Total employees - Female 14,984 17,491 15,258 16,800 18,425

Employee turnover - All employees (%) 21% 32% 27% 14% 12%

Employee turnover - Male (%) 20% 32% 27% 16% 12%

Employee turnover - Female (%) 22% 32% 27% 12% 12%
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hourhourss ooff

trtrainingaining

per yper yearear

perper ffemaleemale

Asia/Paciic 20 21 18

EMEA 0.7 6.9 5.7

Latin America 26.69 28.5 22.4

North America 5.2 N/A N/A

AAvvererageage 1313..11 1818..88 15.15.44
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LL����X -X - Type oType of injury and rf injury and ratates oes of injuryf injury, occupational diseases, los, occupational diseases, lost dayt days, and absents, and absenteeismeeism, and t, and tototal number oal number of wf work-ork-

rrelatelated fed fatatalities, by ralities, by regionegion

2016 2015 2014 2013 2012

Number of work-related injuries 247 386 401 434 497

Injury rate
1 0.6 0.9 0.9 1 1.1

Number of workdays lost due to occupational injuries 3,814 4,729 3,088 5,677 10,991

Lost day rate
1 9 11 7 13 25

Number of work-related fatalities 0 1 0 0 0

1
per 200 000h

20162016

NumberNumber

oof wf work-ork-

rrelatelateded

injuriesinjuries

InjuryInjury

rratatee
11

Number oNumber off

wworkorkdaydayss

loslost due tt due too

occupationaloccupational

injuriesinjuries

LLosost dayt day

rratatee
11

NumberNumber

oof wf work-ork-

rrelatelateded

ffatatalitiesalities

Asia Paciic 5 0,06 0 0 0

EMEA 75 0,54 1,991 13 0

Latin America 39 0,50 608 8 0

North America 128 0,90 1,215 9 0

GrGroup Toup Tototalal 242477 0,60,6 33,8,81414 88 00

1
per 200 000h
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